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                                                 SUMMARY 
 
  
         Endocytosis, the retrograde vesicle trafficking event originated from the plasma 
membrane, serves multiple fundamental roles in eukaryotic cells such as the recycle of 
membrane materials, down regulation of receptor-mediated signalling, and uptake of 
nutrients. This process is highly conserved through evolution from yeast to mammal. 
In mammalian cells, one of the best known factors which participate in the first step of 
endocytosis (membrane invagination) is the large GTPase dynamin. Dynamin is 
believed to promote membrane constriction, fission, and vesicle formation through 
anchoring to the neck of membrane invaginations and undergoing conformational 
changes upon GTP hydrolysis. Dynamin-interacting proteins including syndapin, 
intersectin and cortactin, serve as bridge molecules to connect actin cytoskeleton to the 
endocytosis via interacting with actin assembly activators such as WASP and Arp2/3 
complex to modulate the actin organization at the endocytic sites.  
       In budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae, interestingly, the endocytic 
machinery shares an evolutionary conservation with that identified in higher 
eukaryotic cells and the crucial roles of actin cytoskeleton organization in the 
endocytosis of budding yeast also have been demonstrated. However, the roles of yeast 
dynamin-related proteins in endocytosis have not been thoroughly investigated so far. 
The primary aim of our study was to examine the possible involvement of yeast 
dynamin-related protein in endocytosis and actin organization.  
      In this study, we found that one of the yeast dynamin-related proteins, Vps1p, is 
                                                                                                 Summary                     xix 
required for normal actin cytoskeleton organization.  At both permissive and non-
permissive temperatures, the vps1 mutants exhibit various degrees of phenotypes 
commonly associated with actin cytoskeleton defects: depolarized and aggregated actin 
structures, hypersensitivity to the actin cytoskeleton toxin Latrunculin-A, randomized 
bud site selection and chitin deposition, and impaired efficiency in the internalization 
of membrane receptors.  Overexpression of the GTPase mutants of VPS1 also leads to 
actin abnormalities.  Consistent with these actin-related defects, Vps1p is found to 
physically interact, and partially co-localize, with the actin-regulatory protein Sla1p.  
The normal cellular localization of Sla1p requires Vps1p and can be altered by over-
expression of a region of Vps1p that is involved in the interaction with Sla1p.  The 
same region also promotes missorting of the vacuolar protein carboxypeptidase Y upon 
overexpression. Our studies on Vps1p also suggest a close connection between actin 
organization and protein sorting at Golgi. Taken together, our results indicate that the 
yeast Vps1p is required for actin cytoskeleton organization and it may be involved in 
endocytosis through a mechanism different from that of mammalian dynamins.  
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1.1   General introduction 
1.1.1    Endocytosis  
      The plasma membrane is important for maintaining the functional integrity of a living 
cell. It is where the communication between intracellular and extracellular environment 
occurs.  Many fundamental processes, such as cell growth regulation, cell polarity 
establishment, cell motility, nutrient uptake, and the defense against pathogens and 
toxins, take place at this interface.  Endocytosis plays important roles in these plasma 
membrane-associated functions, including the absorption of extracellular nutrients, the 
regulation of the protein and lipid composition of the plasma membrane, and the 
recycling of some membrane receptors. Endocytosis is a well characterized cellular 
process, especially in higher eukaryotic cells.  Several distinct endocytic pathways have 
been identified, known as clathrin-dependent pathway, caveolae-mediated pathway, 
macropinocytosis, and phagocytosis (Fig. 1.1 A). 
         One important prerequisite for endocytosis is the deformation of plasma membrane 
(PM). In the clathrin-mediated endocytosis (CME), the invagination of PM is a part of the 
process of clathrin-coated pit (CCP) formation, which is a basic structure for the 
recruitment of receptors to the endocytic machinery (Fig. 1.1 A).  Likewise, caveolae, a 
typically flask-shaped PM invagination, is often found at the PM in the caveolae-
dependent pathway (Anderson, 1993;Peters et al., 1985) (Fig. 1.1A). Similar 
morphological structures at the PM that have been identified in phagocytosis and 
macropinocytosis are the phagocytic cup and ruffle, respectively (Fig. 1.1A). The 
subsequent formation of endocytic vesicles in each endocytic pathway is to be discussed 
in greater details in later sections.  
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1.1.2   Endocytic signals 
     As shown in Fig. 1.1B, distinct endocytic pathways have different cargo specificity.  
Clathrin-mediated endocytosis (CME) is the major pathway for uptake of ligand-bound 
receptors.  Studies over the past decades have defined several targeting signals that are 
present in these receptors and responsible for mediating their internalization. These 
signals are composed of short stretches of amino acids localized in the cytosolic domain 
of a protein, and are able to facilitate the recruitment of receptor proteins to CCPs. Two 
classes of such signals, the tyrosine-based motif and the di-leucine-based motif, are 
frequently found among the receptors in animal cells (Fig. 1.2 A).  
        In the budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae, no endocytic signals similar to those 
of the mammalian cells have been found to influence the internalization of plasma 
membrane proteins, although in the case of amino acid permease, Gap1, a di-leucine 
motif is known to affect the internalization of the protein (Hein and Andre, 1997).  
Instead, two different endocytic signals, NPFXD and DAKSS, which are present in the 
cytoplasmic domain of Ste3p and Ste2p, are required to mediate the endocytosis of those 
plasma membrane proteins (Fig. 1.2 B) (Rohrer et al., 1993;Tan et al., 1996).  Ste2p and 
Ste3p are the extensively characterized a-factor receptor and α-factor receptor, 




























Figure 1.1  Brief summary of the four major categories of  endocytosis pathways.  
  
 (A)  The classification of endocytosis pathways and their specific membrane structures. 

























































Figure 1.2  Endocytic signals identified in receptor-mediated endocytosis. 
 
 (A)  Examples of receptors which contain tyrosine-based motif or di-leucine-based signal in  
         animal cells. 
 (B)  Two endocytic signals of budding yeast.   
  
 
      




F-X-N-P-X-Y   LDL receptor
Y-X-R-F   transferrin receptor
Y-X-X-Φ lysosomal acid phosphatase
Y-X-Y-X-K-V   M6P/IGF-II receptor 
(B)
Major Endocytic Signals in Budding Yeast




L-L   Fc receptor
L-I    MHC Class II invariant chain
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1.2 Formation of endocytic vesicle 
       Subsequent to the membrane deformation, endocytosis proceeds by forming 
endocytic vesicles at the PM. The regulation in the endocytic vesicle formation of each 
endocytosis pathway will be discussed in this section.  
1.2.1    Vesicle formation in clathrin-mediated endocytosis  
1.2.1.1   Clathrin and the clathrin adaptor protein AP-2 
     Clathrin-coated vesicles (CCVs) are the transport vesicles which mediate the 
internalization of ligand-bound receptors from PM in the CME pathway. CCVs are first 
identified and isolated from brain, and their structure and function have been well-
characterized in the past few years (Pearse, 1987). Clathrin and the clathrin adaptor 
protein 2 (AP-2) are the major coat proteins of CCV.  Clathrin can self-assemble into a 
structure named as a triskelion, which consists of three clathrin heavy chains complexed 
with three light chains individually (Fig. 1.3A). The assembly of triskelion leads to the 
formation of a basket-like structure, which is the clathrin lattice (Fig. 1.3 B).    
      AP-2 is one of the clathrin adaptor proteins (APs) on the plasma membrane.  AP-2 is 
a protein complex with four subunits, α , β2, µ2, and σ2 (Fig. 1.4). The µ2 subunit is able 
to recognize and associate with the tyrosine-based and dileucine-based internalization 
motifs which are present in the cytoplasmic domain of receptors (Hofmann et al., 
1999;Ohno et al., 1995;Owen et al., 2001).  The β2 subunit contains the clathrin-binding 
sites and is able to promote clathrin coat assembly (Gallusser and Kirchhausen, 
1993;Greene et al., 2000;Shih et al., 1995). 
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(A)                                                  (B) 
  






Figure 1.3   Structures of clathrin triskelion and clathrin lattice. 
 
 (A)  A clathrin triskelion is generated by the trimerization of clathrin heavy and light   
        chains (Slepnev and De Camilli, 2000).   
(B) Clathrin lattice is formed by the assembly of triskelions.  
 
        




Figure 1.4 Organization of the clathrin adaptor protein 2 complex (AP-2).  AP-2 is a 
heterotetramer consisting of α, β2, µ2, and σ2 subunits. (Slepnev and De Camilli, 2000) 
 
       CME begins with the oligomerization of AP-2 complex and its plasma membrane 
association, and is followed by the recruitment of clathrin. The assembly of clathrin 
lattice on the PM generates a pronounced curvature, which leads to the formation of a 
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of CCV, whose coat proteins are immediately removed after fission (Higgins and 
McMahon, 2002;Slepnev and De Camilli, 2000) (Fig. 1.8). 
1.2.1.2   Clathrin accessory factors 
       During the CCV formation, AP-2 complex brings clathrin to the PM and also interacts 
with the cytoplasmic domains of some receptors, thereby concentrating the cell surface 
proteins to the clathrin-coated vesicles (Hirst and Robinson, 1998;Nesterov et al., 1999). 
In addition to AP-2 complex and clathrin, there are several clathrin accessory proteins 
which are able to assist the formation of CCVs in vivo. The details of these accessory 
proteins are given below.  
      AP-180 and CALM The neuronal protein AP-180 and its related nonneuronal 
family member CALM are regarded as accessory factors for clathrin assembly (Slepnev 
and De Camilli, 2000) (Fig. 1.7). Both AP-180 and CALM interact with clathrin and 
have clathrin-assembly activity in vitro (McMahon, 1999;Morgan et al., 2000;Owen et 
al., 2000;Tebar et al., 1999). AP-180 also forms complex with AP-2 and the resulting 
complex can assemble clathrin more efficiently (Hao et al., 1999).   
      Eps15 and epsin Eps15 and epsin proteins are also involved in the formation of 
clathrin lattice (Fig. 1.7). Eps15 (EGFR pathway substrate #15) is first identified as a 
substrate for the kinase activity of the epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) (Di Fiore 
et al., 1997).  The NH2-terminal region of this protein contains three Eps15 homology 
(EH) domains, which are conserved protein-protein interaction domains implicated in 
endocytosis (Mayer, 1999).  The COOH-terminal region of Eps15 protein is 
characterized by the presence of multiple DPF (aspartate, proline, phenylalanine) repeats, 
which bind to the α2 subunit of AP-2 complex (Benmerah et al., 1995).  In cells, Eps15 
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virtually co-localizes with AP-2 and clathrin, with a pattern corresponding to endocytic 
coated pits and vesicles (Tebar et al., 1996).  The complex formed by AP-2 and Eps15 is 
required for the efficient receptor-mediated endocytosis (RME) (Benmerah et al., 1998). 
Epsin (Eps15-interacting protein) is an important binding partner of Eps15.  The central 
domain of Epsin associates with AP-2, and its COOH-terminal region interacts with 
Eps15.  Epsin localizes to clathrin coats in vivo, and the loss of the Epsin functions results 
in a block in RME (Chen et al., 1998).  These lines of evidence suggest that epsin, 
together with Eps15, is an accessory protein of the clathrin coats which assists the 
clathrin-mediated endocytosis.   
      Amphiphysins Amphiphysin 1 and 2 are nerve terminal-enriched proteins 
implicated in the recycling of synaptic vesicles (Bauerfeind et al., 1997;Wigge and 
McMahon, 1998).  The central region of amphiphysins binds to the clathrin heavy chain 
and the α-subunit of AP-2 to facilitate clathrin coat formation (David et al., 
1996;Ramjaun and McPherson, 1998;Slepnev et al., 2000) (Fig. 1.7).  Amphiphysins also 
interact with dynamin and synaptojanin (Fig. 1.7).  Dynamin is a large GTPase required 
for the fission and detachment of endocytic vesicles from the plasma membrane.  
Synaptojanin, a polyphosphoinositide phosphatase that associates with endocytic coated 
intermediates, regulates the formation of the clathrin coats (Cremona et al., 
1999;McPherson et al., 1996). These findings indicate that amphiphysins play important 
roles in clathrin-mediated endocytosis.   
1.2.2   Vesicle formation in caveolae-dependent pathway 
       Caveolae is the endocytic compartment in caveolae-mediated endocytosis. By 
analogy with clathrin as the coat protein of CCPs, caveolin is identified as a“coat” protein 
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of caveolae. Caveolin is an integral membrane protein, and binds to two basic 
components of membrane lipid, cholesterol and sphingolipids (Fra et al., 1995;Murata et 
al., 1995;Thiele et al., 2000). Caveolin can also form dimers and higher order complexes 
(Monier et al., 1995;Sargiacomo et al., 1995;Scherer et al., 1997). The ability of caveolin 
to associate with lipid components and to oligomerize, results in plasma membrane 
distortion and the formation of caveolae (Fig. 1.5).  Triggered by complex signals, 
caveolae buds from the plasma membrane as a caveolar vesicle (Fig. 1.5). Local actin 
reorganization and the recruitment of dynamin to caveolae regulate the formation of 
caveolar vesicles, which will be discussed in the sections below (Fig. 1.5).  
 
 





Figure 1.5 Formation of caveolar vesicle.  Caveolin oligomerization deforms the PM and 
drives the formation of caveolae (Step 1). Local actin reorganization occurs concomitantly when 
dynamin is recruited to the caveolae (Step 2). Caveolar vesicle is released from plasma membrane 
and moves to cytosol (Step 3). After internalization, cortical actin cytoskeleton returns to its 
normal pattern (Step 4).  
 
1.2.3 Vesicle formation in macropinocytosis and phagocytosis 
       In the processes of macropinocytosis and phagocytosis, vesicles are also generated in 
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particles in phagocytosis are termed as phagosomes.  On the other hand, the smaller (<0.2 
µm in diameter) and fluid-filled vesicles during macropinocytosis are defined as 
macropinosomes (Fig. 1.1 A)   
       Phagocytic uptake is triggered by binding of the particles to some cell surface 
receptors, such as IgG Fc receptor, complement receptor C3 (CR3), mannose and β-
glucan receptors (Czop and Kay, 1991;Ezekowitz et al., 1990). Upon binding, 
intracellular phagocytic signals are generated and transduced, leading to the spatial and 
temporal changes in F-actin formation.  Dynamic actin polymerization, coupled with 
vesicle trafficking, begets the formation of phagocytic cups at the cell surface and 
eventually results in the engulfment of particles (Fig. 1.1A).  
       Macropinocytosis has been extensively studied in Dictyostelium discoideum 
(Maniak, 2002).  It is a process that can either be constitutive or be stimulated by growth 
factors (e.g. epidermal growth factor and platelet-derived growth factor), with 
morphological similarity to phagocytosis.  As proposed for phagocytosis, it is suggested 
that during macropinocytosis actin polymerization and membrane trafficking are coupled 
to form membrane protrusions such as ruffles (Cardelli, 2001) (Fig. 1.1A).  
1.3    Roles of dynamin in endocytic vesicle formation  
       In the CME pathway, the CCPs formed at the PM have to be released to accomplish 
the internalization process. A vast body of findings from genetic, cell biological and 
biochemical studies has led to the identification of various components, such as GTPases, 
kinases, phosphatases, ubiquitin-conjugating enzymes, lipid-modifying enzymes, and the 
actin cytoskeleton, as to be required for this process. The involvement of GTPase 
dynamin in vesicle budding and fission is first indicated by the analysis of a temperature 
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sensitive mutant of dynamin in Drosophila.  The dynamin mutant, shibire, exhibits a 
paralytic phenotype with unusual accumulation of long invaginations at the presynaptic 
membranes and a block in endocytosis (Koenig and Ikeda, 1989;Kosaka and Ikeda, 
1983). The unusual accumulation of long invaginations at these membranes is indicative 
of a failure in vesicle detachment (Koenig and Ikeda, 1989;Kosaka and Ikeda, 1983).  
Upon the finding that dynamin can self-assemble into a ring structure, with dimensional 
similarity to the necks of the invaginated-pits observed in shibire flies, dynamin is 
proposed to function in the constriction and scission of the CCVs at the stalks of coated 
buds (Hinshaw and Schmid, 1995;Koenig and Ikeda, 1989).      
       Roles of dynamins in endocytosis are also supported by accumulating evidence from 
other organisms.  The dyn-1 mutant of Caenorhabditis elegans, which contains a 
mutation in the allele homologous to shibire and mammalian dynamin, exhibits reversible 
temperature-sensitive paralysis (Clark et al., 1997).  The roles of dynamin in the 
formation of endocytic vesicles in different endocytic pathways will be further discussed 
in the following section.  
1.3.1    Dynamin and dynamin-related proteins 
       Dynamin was originally identified as a microtubule-binding protein from bovine 
brain extracts (Obar et al., 1990;Shpetner and Vallee, 1989).  Three related isoforms of 
dynamin, dynamin I, II, and III (referred to as dynamins in the following text) have been 
identified in mammals thus far from subsequent studies (Urrutia et al., 1997).  They are 
expressed in a tissue-specific manner but share extensive homology in their amino acid 
sequence (Cook et al., 1996;Cook et al., 1994;Nakata et al., 1993;Sontag et al., 1994).  
The most homologous domain among these dynamins is the NH2-terminal GTPase 
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domain. Other domains including the central putative coiled-coil domain, the pleckstrin 
homology (PH) domain, the GTPase effector domain (GED), and the COOH-terminal 
proline- and arginine-rich domain (PRD) found in these dynamins also share some 
sequence similarities (Fig. 1.6A)     
       In addition to the above conventional dynamin proteins, there is another group of 
proteins that has been identified as dynamin-related proteins (Table 1).  Similarly to 
dynamins, they all have an NH2-terminal GTPase domain, a middle coiled-coil domain, 
and a GED domain (Fig. 1.6 B), but lack the PH and the PRD domains.  
(A) 
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Figure 1.6 Domain structures of dynamins and dynamin-like proteins.  (A) The 
domains and their respective functions of mammalian dynamin I (see text for details). The four 
white stripes in the GTPase domain, labeled G1~G4, are the conserved GTP-binding elements in 
dynamin I and are numbered according to its sequence. PH, pleckstrin homology domain; GED, 





1.3.1.1   Domains and properties of dynamins  
     Dynamins are different from the small GTPases in that they are  large, multidomain 
proteins and have a higher GTPase activity (1-20 min-1) and lower affinity for GTP 
(10~100 µM) (Maeda et al., 1992;Shpetner and Vallee, 1992;Tuma et al., 1993).  In 
vitro, purified dynamins have the propensity to self-assemble into higher order 
complexes. They have been reported to exist as dimers, tetramers, ring-shaped oligomers, 
and helical polymers (Smirnova et al., 1999). The self-association of dynamin is 
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mediated through its intramolecular interactions and is critical in regulating the  GTPase 
activity of dynamin (Liu et al., 1996;Tuma and Collins, 1995).        
       GTP hydrolysis domain (GTPase domain):  The GTPase domain possesses the 
highest degree of sequence identity among dynamins. The structural insights of this 
domain therefore can be provided by the solved crystal structure of the GTPase domain  
of dynamin A (Niemann et al., 2001).  Dynamin A is one of the dynamin-related  
proteins from the lower eukaryote Dictyostelium discoideum (Wienke et al., 1999).  Its 
GTPase domain closely resembles those found in regulatory and signaling GTPases such 
as Ras (Bourne et al., 1991;Pai et al., 1990).  The GTPase domain contains an eight-
stranded β-sheet with six parallel and two antiparallel strands surrounded by nine helices 
(Niemann et al., 2001).  Within this domain, there are four consensus elements, G1-G4, 
involved in GTP binding (Fig. 1.6 A) Among them, the G1 motif (GxxxxGKS/T), also 
regarded as P-loop, interacts with the phosphates of the nucleotide.  Some conserved 
residues in this motif, such as Lys38 and Ser39 in dynamin A, are thought to form 
hydrogen bonds to the side chain.  This is a conserved feature which also exists in the 
corresponding residues of other GTPases (Czworkowski et al., 1994;Farnsworth and 
Feig, 1991;Niemann et al., 2001).    
        Middle Domain:  Adjacent to the NH2-terminal GTPase domain is a region usually 
named as middle domain with less homology among the dynamin family members 
(Urrutia et al., 1997) (Fig. 1.6A)  This region can be further divided into NH2-terminal 
and COOH-terminal halves (Muhlberg et al., 1997).   Secondary structural prediction 
suggests that within the NH2-terminal half there is a possible coiled-coil region, one of 
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the regions which mediates the self-assembly of dynamin (Okamoto et al., 
1999;Smirnova et al., 1999).   
        PH Domain:  The PH domain was first identified as an internal repeat in pleckstrin, 
a major substrate of protein kinase C (PKC) in platelets. It has now been found in many 
molecules with diverse enzymatic or regulatory functions such as phospholipase, 
GTPases and their regulators, and protein kinases (Haslam et al., 1993;Mayer et al., 
1993;Shaw, 1996). The structures of the PH domains of a number of proteins have been 
resolved (Ferguson et al., 1994;Ferguson et al., 1995;Fushman et al., 1995;Hyvonen et 
al., 1995;Hyvonen and Saraste, 1997;Koshiba et al., 1997;Macias et al., 1994;Timm et 
al., 1994;Yoon et al., 1994).  Most of the PH domains studied so far bind to 
phosphatidylinositol phosphates (PtdInsPs) or their soluble head groups with different 
specificities (Blomberg et al., 1999).  It has been known that the PH domain of dynamin 
favors binding to PI(4,5)P2, which mediates its membrane association (Salim et al., 1996) 
(Fig. 1.6A).  The phosphoinositide-PH domain interaction not only results in the 
activation of the GTPase activity of dynamin, but also regulates the functions of dynamin 
in endocytosis (Achiriloaie et al., 1999;Barylko et al., 1998;Lee et al., 1999;Salim et al., 
1996;Vallis et al., 1999).   
      GTPase Effector Domain (GED) domain:  The GED domain is also referred to as 
coiled-coil domain, as there are two segments of predicted coiled-coil domain in this 
region conserved among all dynamins and dynamin-like proteins (Lupas et al., 
1991;Okamoto et al., 1999).  The major function of the GED domain is to mediate the 
self-assembly of dynamin by interacting with the GTPase domain and the middle domain 
of dynamins (Muhlberg et al., 1997;Sever et al., 1999;Smirnova et al., 1999).  The 
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intramolecular interactions of dynamins promoted by the GED domain lead to a highly 
elevated GTPase activity. Therefore, the GED domain acts as a GAP (GTPase-activating 
proteins) for dynamin  (Muhlberg et al., 1997;Sever et al., 1999).    
                   Proline-Rich Domain (PRD domain):   The PRD domain is located in the COOH-
terminal region of dynamins, and contains about 100 amino acids of basic, proline- and 
arginine- rich residues (Fig. 1.6 A).  Studies on a dynamin mutant (∆PRD), in which the 
PRD domain is deleted by limited proteolysis, suggests that the PRD domain functions in 
initiating dynamin assembly (Carr and Hinshaw, 1997;Hinshaw and Schmid, 1995). 
Another study further reveals that a short region within the PRD domain is able to direct 
dynamin-dynamin assembly (Scaife et al., 1998).  The PRD domain also contains several 
SH3-domain binding sites which account for the interactions between dynamins and 
several functionally diverse molecules containing SH3 domains.  Different dynamin 
isoforms confer specificities to their binding partners, although their interactions are 
commonly mediated by the PRD and SH3 domains.  That may be due to the poor 
conservation in the primary amino acid sequences of the PRD domains and/or the 
different expression pattern of dynamin isoforms (van der Bliek, 1999).  The proteins that 
interact with the PRD domain of dynamin can be divided into three classes based on their 
functions. The first class of dynamin binding proteins includes two molecules, 
amphiphysin and endophilin, which participate in the formation of CCVs. Dynamins can 
be directed to the CCPs through these interactions (Bauerfeind et al., 1997;David et al., 
1996;McPherson et al., 1994;Ringstad et al., 1999;Schmidt et al., 1999).  The second 
class consists of some cell signaling molecules, such as Grb2 (growth factor receptor 
bound 2), Nck, and PLCγ (phospholipase Cγ).  Grb2 and Nck are members of SH2/SH3 
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adaptor protein family, linking phosphorylated growth factor receptors to the mitogenic 
signaling pathways.  PLCγ is also one of the signal transduction proteins and is a primary 
substrate of receptor tyrosine kinases.  The binding between dynamins and these 
signaling proteins can be stimulated upon growth factor treatments, indicating the 
involvement of dynamin in cellular signaling pathway.  The third class of dynamin-
binding proteins is the actin-binding or actin regulatory proteins, such as Abp1p, profilin, 
and cortactin (Kessels et al., 2001;Schafer et al., 2002;Sengar et al., 1999;Witke et al., 
1998).  Their interactions strongly suggest that dynamins have potential functions in the 
regulation of actin cytoskeleton organization.   
1.3.1.2   Properties of dynamin-related proteins 
      In general, dynamin-like proteins have a relatively low affinity for GTP and high 
GTPase activity, similar to the conventional dynamins. Furthermore, their GTPase 
activities are important for their diverse functions. Additionally, some dynamin-like 
proteins, such as Drp1p, Dnm1p, and Mx proteins,  have the propensity to self-assemble 
and form oligomers, probably via the intramolecular interaction between their NH2-
terminal GTPase domain and COOH-terminal GED domain (Flohr et al., 
1999;Fukushima et al., 2001;Nakayama et al., 1993;Ponten et al., 1997;Schwemmle et 
al., 1995;Shin et al., 1999). Generally, the dynamin-like proteins are quite diverse in their 
functions and are involved in many aspects of cellular activities (Table 1). 
1.3.2   Roles of dynamin in the release of clathrin-coated vesicles 
(CCVs) 
 
1.3.2.1 Dynamins interact with a subset of accessory factors in the 
formation of CCVs  
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        In the CME pathway, CCVs are formed by the fusion and fission of CCPs, which 
are assembled on the PM via the AP-2 adaptor complex and clathrin (Higgins and 
McMahon, 2002;Slepnev and De Camilli, 2000). Several accessory factors, including 
amphiphysin, synaptojanin, endophilin, intersectin, and syndapin, which assist the 
formation of CCVs, have been identified as the functional binding partners of dynamin 
(Higgins and McMahon, 2002;Slepnev and De Camilli, 2000). These suggest that 
dynamins may also be involved in the formation of CCVs.  
       Amphiphysin is an SH3 domain-containing protein, which is highly expressed in 
nervous system and is implicated in the endocytosis and recycling of synaptic vesicles in 
nerve terminals (Lichte et al., 1992a;Owen et al., 1998). It binds to dynamin and the 
binding is mediated by the SH3 domain (David et al., 1996;Grabs et al., 1997) (Fig. 1.7). 
Amphiphysin and dynamin were found to be colocalized in neurons and were 
coprecipitated from brain extracts, which is consistent  with their binding in vitro (David 
et al., 1996).  The SH3 domain of amphiphysin was demonstrated to be able to regulate 
the multimerization cycle of dynamin in endocytosis (Owen et al., 1998). Based on these 
findings, it has been proposed that dynamin is directed to CCPs by binding to 
amphiphysin (David et al., 1996).  The importance of dynamin-amphiphysin complex in 
endocytosis has been demonstrated by the internalization assays in mammalian cells. In 
COS-7 fibroblasts, overexpression of the amphiphysin I SH3 domain blocks the 
internalization of transferrin and epidermal growth factor (EGF).  The uptake of 
transferrin is efficiently restored in these fibroblasts when dynamin I is co-overexpressed 
(Wigge et al., 1997).  Importantly, overexpression of the SH3 domains of Grb2, 
PLCγ, and spectrin, which are able to interact with dynamin in vitro, fails to affect the 
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uptake of transferrin, suggesting that the amphiphysin might be a specific cellular target 
of dynamin (Wigge et al., 1997).   
     Synaptojanin belongs to the inositol-5-phosphatase family and possesses catalytic 
activity on PI(4,5)P2 and PI(3,4,5)P3 (Woscholski et al., 1997).  Through its COOH-
terminal PRD region, synaptojanin binds to a number of proteins implicated in CME, 
including amphiphysin (David et al., 1994;David et al., 1996), endophilin (Ringstad et al., 
1997;Ringstad et al., 1999), intersectin (Roos and Kelly, 1998),  syndapin (Qualmann et 
al., 1999;Qualmann and Kelly, 2000), and Eps15 (Haffner et al., 1997) (Fig. 1.7).  It has 
been suggested that synaptojanin is recruited to CCPs via multiple interactions. Moreover, 
dynamin appears to have similar distribution pattern as synaptojanin, especially in the 
membranes of synaptic vesicles at nerve terminals (McPherson et al., 1994). Taken 
together, these findings suggest that the synaptojanin-dynamin complex participates in 
synaptic vesicle endocytosis, probably in the scission of clathrin-coated vesicles (Cremona 
et al., 1999).       
        Endophilin (SH3p4) was identified in a search for synaptojanin-interacting 
partners (de Heuvel et al., 1997;Ringstad et al., 1997), and it was also independently 
isolated as an amphiphysin binding proteins in rat brain  (Micheva et al., 1997) (Fig. 1.7).  
This protein belongs to a protein family with other two members, SH3p8, and SH3p13. 
These proteins all contain SH3 domains and have differential tissue distributions 
(Ringstad et al., 1997). Among them, the transcript of endophilin is exclusively detected 
in brain (Ringstad et al., 1997). Endophilin functions in synaptic vesicle endocytosis by 
mediating the formation of synaptic-like microvesicles (SLMVs) from the PM (de 
Heuvel et al., 1997;Micheva et al., 1997;Ringstad et al., 1997). Dynamin and endophilin 
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interact specifically and directly through the proline-rich domain of dynamin and the SH3 
domain of endophilin (Ringstad et al., 1997) (Fig. 1.7). They were also found to be 
colocalized in nerve terminals and coprecipitated in brain extracts (Ringstad et al., 1997). 
A deletion mutant of endophilin lacking the SH3 domain loses its abilities in both binding 
to dynamin and mediating SLMV formation (Schmidt et al., 1999). The formation of 
SLMVs can be restored with the addition of dynamin. (Schmidt et al., 1999;Schmidt and 
Huttner, 1998). In agreement with the above observations, high enrichment of endophilin 
on dynamin-coated tubules has been identified by immunogold electron microscopy in 
lamprey synapse (Ringstad et al., 1999). These findings indicate that dynamin and 
endophilin function together to mediate synaptic vesicle invagination and fission.  
       Intersectin (Ese proteins) is a mammalian EH domain-containing protein, 
which has been identified as a novel endocytic adaptor protein (Hussain et al., 1999;Roos 
and Kelly, 1998;Sengar et al., 1999). Intersectin, also known as ESE or EHSH, is 
constitutively associated with Eps15p through its NH2-terminal EH domain (Hussain et 
al., 1999;Roos and Kelly, 1998;Sengar et al., 1999) (Fig. 1.7). Dynamin was isolated in a 
yeast two-hybrid screening using baits containing the SH3 domains of intersectin (Sengar 
et al., 1999).  Presumably, through interacting with intersectin, dynamin can be directed 
to the clathrin-coated membrane invagination by the intersectin-Eps15 complex, which 
contains binding sites for both α-adaptin and epsin family proteins (Sengar et al., 1999).                                
       Syndapin, the “synaptic, dynamin-associated protein” (Qualmann et al., 1999), also 
known as PACSIN, belongs to a protein family comprising three isoforms, Syndapin I, II 
and III, which differ in their tissue distribution (Modregger et al., 2000;Qualmann et al., 
1999;Qualmann and Kelly, 2000).  Syndapin I is expressed predominantly in neural 
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tissues and associates with dynamin I in primary neurons, implying that it has a role in 
synaptic vesicle endocytosis (Kessels and Qualmann, 2002;Qualmann et al., 1999) (Fig. 
1.7). The role of syndapin in endocytosis is further supported by the findings that surplus 
amount of syndapin SH3 domain blocks the uptake of transferrin (Kessels and Qualmann, 












Figure 1.7 Documented interactions of the clathrin coat components and clathrin 
accessory factors. BAR, BIN-amphiphysin-RVS domain; CC, coiled coil domain; DPW, Asp-
Pro-Trp motif; EH, EPS15 homology; ENTH, epsin amino-terminal homology; GED, GTPase 
effector domain;  NPF; Asp-Pro-Phe motif; PH, pleckstrin homology domain; PRD, proline-rich 
domain; SH3, Src-homology domain 3. Green arrows illustrate the interactions between the 
accessory factors and clathrin coat. Blue and pink arrows depict the associations between the 
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1.3.2.2 Functions of dynamin and its interacting partners in the distinct 
stages of CCV formation 
 
      The formation of CCVs is accomplished by the coordinations of sequential steps, 
including CCPs assembly, membrane constriction and fission, release and uncoating of 
the endocytic vesicles (Fig. 1.8). It has been proposed that the interactions between 
dynamin and the clathrin accessory factors are critical in the recruitment of dynamin to 
clathrin coats (Cremona and De Camilli, 1997).  These interactions are mediated by the 
SH3 domains of the accessory factors and the PRD domain of dynamins (Fig. 1.7). Over-
expression of the SH3 domain of these accessory proteins leads to a blockage in the  
internalization step, presumably due to the disruption of their complexes with dynamin 
(Cremona and De Camilli, 1997;Kessels and Qualmann, 2002;Qualmann and Kelly, 
2000;Sengar et al., 1999;Simpson et al., 1999;Wigge et al., 1997).  In agreement with 
this possibility, a dynamin mutant lacking its COOH-terminal region which encodes the 
potential SH3 domain binding site fails to colocalize with CCPs (Shpetner et al., 1996).   
       With the advantages of electron microscopy (EM), the functions of dynamin and its 
interacting molecules can be characterized in great details by analyzing the endocytic 
intermediates generated at different stages of CCV formation (Higgins and McMahon, 
2002;Slepnev and De Camilli, 2000). CCV formation can be reconstituted in vitro on the 
lipid surface of liposomes with the addition of purified proteins or cell-free cytosol, 
which provides an alternative approach to study the functions of endocytic proteins in 
this process. For example, microinjection into lamprey synapse of a fragment of dynamin 
containing the SH3 binding site which prevents the amphiphysin-dynamin interaction,  
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Figure 1.8 Sequential steps in clathrin-mediated endocytosis. AP-2 adaptor complex 
interacts with clathrin at the plasma membrane and leads to the formation of a membrane 
curvature (2). The recruitment of accessory proteins, including endophilin, amphiphysin, and 
intersectin, leads to a deep membrane invagination (clathrin-coated pit, CCP) (3). The action of 
endophilin, amphiphysin, and dynamin further deforms the coated pits and results in a membrane 
attached vesicle with a narrow neck (4).  Dynamin, amphiphysin, and intersectin further facilitate 
the scission and release of a clathrin-coated vesicle (CCV) (5). Detached CCV is uncoated by the 
action of synaptojanin and endophilin (6). 
 
inhibits synaptic vesicle endocytosis at the stage of invaginated coated-pits (Shupliakov 
et al., 1997). The same dynamin peptide also inhibits the recruitment of dynamin I to the 
CCPs in a cell-free assay, indicating that amphiphysin-dynamin interaction is required for 
the later step of CCVs formation, namely, the fission of the vesicles (Higgins and 
McMahon, 2002;Shupliakov et al., 1997;Slepnev and De Camilli, 2000).  
     Synaptojanin I deficient mice die shortly after birth with neurological defects 
(Cremona et al., 1999). By electron microscopy studies, the mutant mice are found to 
have increased number of CCVs accumulated in the nerve terminals. Similar phenotypes 
are also obtained from lamprey giant reticulospinal axons microinjected with antibodies 
against synaptojanin and from a cell-free assay incubated with the brain cytosol of 
synaptojanin knockout mice (Cremona et al., 1999;Gad et al., 2000;Takei et al., 1998). 
Therefore, synaptojanin is proposed to participate in the uncoating process of clathrin-
coated vesicles (Gad et al., 2000;Higgins and McMahon, 2002;Slepnev and De Camilli, 
2000).   
     Microinjection of an antibody that interacts with endophilin into a lamprey axon 
blocks endocytosis at the stage with accumulation of shallow coated pits, indicating that 
antibody-mediated disruption of endophilin inhibits the invagination of clathrin lattice 
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(Ringstad et al., 1999;Schmidt et al., 1999). Microinjection of a peptide that blocks the 
endophilin SH3 domain, or the GST endophilin SH3 fusion protein which competes for 
its binding partner, leads to the accumulation of two distinct endocytic intermediates: a 
large number of free CCVs and massive accumulation of invaginated CCPs with narrow 
necks, which is probably the consequence of the disruptions in the endophilin-
synaptojanin and endophilin-dynamin interactions (Gad et al., 2000;Ringstad et al., 
1999;Schmidt et al., 1999).     
    Additionally, transient transfection of the SH3 domains of intersectin, endophilin I, 
syndapin I, or amphiphysin II inhibits the reconstitution of CCVs in permeabilized cells 
(Simpson et al., 1999). The individual inhibitory effects of the five SH3 domains of 
intersectin on endocytosis correlate with their binding affinities to dynamin and 
synaptojanin in brain extracts. Moreover, the inhibitory effects of the first SH3 domain 
(SH3A) of intersectin are on the early events of endocytosis which lead to the formation 
of constricted coated pits, while the other SH3 domains preferentially inhibit late events 
leading to CCV fission (Simpson et al., 1999). The differential effects of intersectin in 
the different steps of endocytosis may be resulted from the distinct binding characteristics 
among the first SH3 and other SH3 domains of intersectin and their specific partners 
(Simpson et al., 1999).  
       In summary, the CCV formation proceeds through several distinct steps, which are 
regulated by the temporal and spatial recruitments of various SH3 domain-containing 
proteins and their interactions with dynamin (Fig. 1.8).           
1.3.2.3 Dynamin may function as a force-generating GTPase   
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      The precise role of dynamin in the process of CCV formation has not been well 
establised thus far. One of the proposals suggests that dynamin may act as a 
mechanochemical enzyme, which hydrolyzes GTP to generate the force needed for neck 
constriction and vesicle severance (Fig. 1.9A). This model is supported by the 
observations that the GTPase activity of dynamin is required for CME. For example, 
overexpression of a dynamin mutant (K44E) with reduced GTP binding affinity and non-
detectable GTPase activity leads to potent inhibition of the internalization of transferrin 
and EGF receptor (Damke et al., 1994;van der Bliek et al., 1993). Receptor-mediated  








     


















Model 2: Dynamin as regulatory GTPase
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Figure 1.9  Two models for the functions of dynamins in endocytic vesicle formation. 
(A) As a mechanochemical enzyme, the GTP hydrolysis provides the chemical energy for the 
membrane fission of coated pits.  (B) As a regulatory GTPase, the GTP-bound dynamin localizes 
to coated pit and recruits the effector molecules to that vicinity.  GTPase hydrolysis executed by 
the assembled dynamin leads to its dissociation from downstream effectors after vesicle 
formation.   
 
endocytosis is also inhibited in cells with the overexpression of a dynamints mutant 
(G273D), a mutation which is believed to lock dynamin  in the GTP-bound state (Damke 
et al., 1995). In addition, EM immunolocalization studies have demonstrated that 
dynamin localizes to the plasma membrane, and is associated with clathrin-coated pits 
(Hinshaw and Schmid, 1995;Takei et al., 1995). The clathrin lattice-related distribution 
of dynamin is also dependent on its different guanine nucleotide binding status. These 
findings suggest that dynamin can undergo conformational changes upon different 
guanine nucleotide binding, which leads to the formation and elongation of membrane 
tubules (Hinshaw and Schmid, 1995;Takei et al., 1995).                                   
       Other evidence supporting dynamin as a force-generating enzyme comes from the 
studies on dynamin self-assembly. Upon binding to anionic phospholipids, purified 
recombinant dynamin can assemble as helical tubular structures, which are highly 
reminiscent of the membranous tubular invaginations in GTPγS treated synaptosomes 
(Sweitzer and Hinshaw, 1998;Takei et al., 1995). Treatment of dynamin tubes with GTP 
results in rapid constriction and formation of small dynamin-coated vesicles. Vesiculation 
of dynamin tubes can not be induced by other nucleotides (ATP or GDP) or 
nonhydrolyzable analogs of GTP (GTPγS or GMP-PCP). In addition, the dynamin mutant 
K44A, which is defective in GTP binding, can form tubes but is unable to undergo 
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vesiculation. These results indicate that GTP hydrolysis is responsible for the vesiculation 
of dynamin tubes in vitro (Sweitzer and Hinshaw, 1998). Based on these properties of 
dynamin, a working model for dynamin as a mechanochemical enzyme has been 
proposed: GDP-bound or guanine-nucleotide unoccupied form of dynamin is brought to 
the clathrin lattice by its association with amphiphysin. GTP binding or GTP/GDP 
exchange triggers dynamin assembly into ordered rings and spirals at the neck of clathrin 
pits. Subsequent GTP hydrolysis by the assembled dynamin causes its conformational 
changes that lead to the constriction of the assembled structures and the execution of 
vesicle budding (Fig. 1.9 A).                                                
1.3.2.4  Dynamin may function as a regulatory enzyme  
       Small GTP-binding proteins (G proteins) with molecular mass of 20-40 kDa 
constitute a superfamily composed of over 100 members. This family of proteins has 
been termed as regulatory G proteins based on two major properties. First, they act as 
molecular switches between inactive GDP-bound (off) and active GTP-bound (on) status 
(Fig. 1.10). They have relatively high binding affinities for both GTP and GDP and each 
nucleotide-bound form is stable, which allows them to recruit the downstream effectors 
in various cellular processes. For most of the regulatory GTPases, the switching-on 
process depends on the guanine nucleotide exchange factors (GEFs). GEFs dissociate 
GDP from the regulatory G proteins and open up their guanine nucleotide binding 
pockets for the subsequent GTP binding (Boguski and McCormick, 1993;Hart et al., 
1991;Lenzen et al., 1998;Takai et al., 2001;Wada et al., 1997;Yaku et al., 1994). Second, 
GTP hydrolysis of the regulatory enzymes will terminate their interactions with the 
downstream effectors and turn off the active GTPases. The intrinsically poor GTPase 
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activity of these regulatory G proteins has to be stimulated effectively by some specific 
upstream factors. The GTPase-activating proteins (GAPs) fall into this category in the 







      
        Figure 1.10  The GTP cycle of a regulatory GTPase.  
 
      Although ample evidence suggests that dynamins function as a mechanochemical 
enzyme in endocytosis, with both GTP hydrolysis and conformation changes being 
essential to that process (Damke et al., 2001;Marks et al., 2001), some findings have also 
suggested that dynamin is a regulatory enzyme, like the small GTPases. The first 
supporting evidence comes from the identification of a GAP for dynamin. The addition of 
recombinant dynamin GED domain to unassembled dynamin results in a striking 
stimulation of GTPase activity, and the activation is comparable to the levels achieved by 
the self-assembly of dynamin (Sever et al., 1999). Therefore, the GED domain of 
dynamin is proposed to function as a GAP for dynamin (Sever et al., 1999). Similar to 
other GAPs, the stimulation of the GTPase requires the arginine residue R725 within the 
GED domain, and the R725A mutant is defective in GAP activity but does not affect the 
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self-assembly (Scheffzek et al., 1998;Sever et al., 1999). A lysine residue within the 
GED domain, K694, is required for self-assembly but not for conferring its basal GTPase 
activity (Sever et al., 1999). However, overexpression of either of the these GED mutants 
(K694A and R725A) accelerates the RME, which challenges the model that dynamin acts 
as a mechanochemical enzyme because the dynamin’s GTPase activity (stimulated by 
oligomerization) did not appear to be a prerequisite for efficient endocytosis (Sever et al., 
1999;Sever et al., 2000a). The detailed morphological studies of the cells stably 
transformed with these GED mutants demonstrate that both dyn (R694A) and dyn 
(R725A) accelerate the formation of CCPs, in agreement with their effects in 
endocytosis. In addition, overexpression of the dyn (R725A) mutant, but not the dyn 
(R694A) mutant, inhibits membrane fission of the CCVs (Sever et al., 2000a). Given the 
prediction that these GED mutants may prolong dynamin in its GTP bound state by 
interfering with the normal assembly and disassembly of dynamin, these findings support 
the hypothesis that dynamin functions in a manner similar to the regulatory GTPase, that 
is, the GTP bound dynamin controls the formation of CCPs by recruiting downstream 
effectors. The GTP hydrolysis may be triggered to switch dynamin off and facilitate the 
completion of vesicle formation (Danino and Hinshaw, 2001;Sever et al., 1999;Sever et 
al., 2000a;Sever et al., 2000b;Song and Schmid, 2003).  Thus dynamin has been 
suggested to be a regulatory enzyme in the vesicle budding (Fig. 1.9 B). 
1.3.3   Roles of dynamins in clathrin-independent endocytosis    
       In addition to the clathrin-mediated endocytosis, dynamin also participates in 
clathrin-independent pathways, including caveolae-mediated endocytosis, 
macropinocytosis, and phagocytosis. 
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       Caveolae-mediated endocytosis  Dynamin was found to be concentrated at the 
neck of caveolae and colocalized with the caveolae coat protein caveolin (Henley et al., 
1998;Oh et al., 1998). The recruitment of dynamin to the caveolae occurs only after the 
Simian virus 40 (SV40) particles are attached to caveolae (Pelkmans et al., 2002). Wild-
type dynamin has been shown to be necessary and sufficient for GTP-induced caveolae 
budding in the cell-free assay, while the dynamin mutant K44A inhibits caveolae fission 
(Oh et al., 1998). In addition, microinjection of an antibody specific to dynamin II into 
cultured hepatocytes induces clusters of accumulated caveolae at the plasma membrane 
and inhibits the caveolae-mediated  uptake of cholera toxin B and SV40 (Henley et al., 
1998;Oh et al., 1998;Pelkmans et al., 2002). Therefore, dynamin is suggested to severe 
caveolar invaginations in the formation of endocytic vesicles during caveolae-mediated 
endocytosis.  
        Macropinocytosis and phagocytosis  Many studies have shown that 
macropinocytosis and phagocytosis are clathrin-independent endocytic processes, with 
actin polymerization being required for membrane remolding and engulfment of particles 
and fluid (Hacker et al., 1997;Maniak et al., 1995;Pang et al., 1998). Dynamin II was 
found to accumulate at the early phagocytic site.  The expression of a dominant-negative 
mutant of dynamin II inhibits particle internalization, at the stage when the phagocytic 
cups are formed (Gold et al., 1999a). In addition, Dynamin II was found as an integral 
component of actin comets, which are associated with micropinosomes formed by 
infected Listeria at the ruffled edge of the PM (Lee and De Camilli, 2002;Orth et al., 
2002b). Overexpression of a dynamin II mutant harboring a mutation in GTPase domain 
(K44A) results in dramatic reduction in the number, length, and efficient movement of 
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actin comets (Lee and De Camilli, 2002;Orth et al., 2002a). Moreover, depletion of 
dynamin A, a dynamin homologue in Dictyostelium discoideum appears to cause a defect 
in fluid-phase uptake (Wienke et al., 1999). Taken together,  these results suggest that 
dynamin participates in macropinocytosis as well  (Engqvist-Goldstein and Drubin, 
2003).   
  1.4     Roles of actin in endocytosis 
  1.4.1   Overview of the connections between actin and endocytosis 
      Although each type of endocytosis is accomplished through distinct mechanism and 
machinery, the remodeling of cell cortex has become a common feature among different 
internalization processes. The deformation of cell cortex not only includes membrane 
invagination and vesiculation in the clathrin- and caveolae-dependent pathways, but also 
comprises membrane extensions during macropinocytosis and phagocytosis. As the actin 
cytoskeleton is an important component of cell cortex, and dense arrays of polarized actin 
filaments are present in those membrane structures, it has been proposed that the 
remodeling of cell cortex is mediated by directional actin-reorganization.   
      Over the last decade, genetic studies in budding yeast have accumulated considerable 
evidence indicating the connections between endocytosis and the regulation of actin 
cytoskeleton. In mammalian cells, the roles of actin dynamics also have been clearly 
demonstrated in macropinocytosis, phagocytosis, and caveolae-mediated endocytosis 
(May and Machesky, 2001;Pelkmans and Helenius, 2002;Welch and Mullins, 2002). 
Although actin might not play an obligatory role in clathrin-mediated internalization in 
higher eukaryotes, recent studies have identified several proteins that function as bridge 
molecules linking the endocytic machinery and actin dynamics. The intimate 
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involvement of actin cytoskeleton in endocytosis is further supported by the occurrence 
of actin polymerization at CCPs (Merrifield et al., 2002). In order to discuss the 
coordination between actin dynamics and endocytosis, the mechanism of dynamic actin 
polymerization will be described in the following section. 
1.4.2       Actin and dynamic actin polymerization  
1.4.2.1     Actin treadmilling and its regulators 
       Actin is one of the most abundant proteins in evolutionarily diverse organisms.  The 
actin monomer (G-actin) can polymerize into helical filaments structure (F-actin) 
(Wegner, 1976). The actin filaments possess an innate polarity, with one end, the barbed 
end, favored for fast growth. (Small et al., 1978) (Fig. 1.11). The manner of actin 
assembly is highly directional and is known as treadmilling, a process by which the actin 
subunits are added at the barbed end and are dissociated at the pointed end (Wang, 1985) 
(Fig.1.11). 







Figure 1.11  A diagram showing the actin treadmilling.   
Directional actin polymerization associated with irreversible ATP hydrolysis.  
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      Spontaneous assembly of actin monomers is an unfavorable process because of the 
instability of actin dimers and trimers (Pollard, 1986;Pollard and Borisy, 2003). 
However, cells are bestowed with a subset of actin binding proteins which can initiate 
actin assembly and maintain the rapid growth of actin filaments cooperatively (Pollard, 
1999). These proteins include Arp2/3 complex, actin depolymerizing factor 
(ADF/cofilin), capping proteins, the activators of Arp2/3 complex, and profilin.  New 
actin filaments are initiated when environmental stimuli activate the actin assembly 
activators such as WASP family proteins. The active actin nucleation activators 
subsequently stimulate Arp2/3 complex to initiate a new filament as a branch of an 
existing filament.  The pool of actin-profilin provides enough subunits to make the actin 
filaments grow rapidly.  Disassembly of actin filaments is necessary for allowing the 
actin filaments to undergo continuous polymerization.  The growth of each filament can 
be terminated by capping proteins. Alternatively, the actin filament can undergo 
severance and depolymerization upon binding of ADF/cofilin. 
      Arp2/3 complex and their extrinsic activators  Actin filaments are 
polymerized by the Arp2/3 complex, which is a stable protein complex comprising two 
actin-related proteins, Arp2 and Arp3, with five different subunits (ARPC1~5) 
(Machesky et al., 1994). The structure of the Arp2/3 complex at 2.0 Å has been analyzed 
recently (Robinson et al., 2001).  This complex is able to form stable dimers and initiate 
actin assembly at the barbed ends of the pre-existing actin filaments. Although the new 
actin filaments are generated through the Arp2/3 complex-dependent manner, the purified 
Arp2/3 complex is not able to activate actin nucleation strongly.  A subset of cellular 
activators, such as the WASP family proteins (Higgs et al., 1999;Higgs and Pollard, 
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1999;Higgs and Pollard, 2000;Machesky and Insall, 1998b), the cortactin family proteins 
(Uruno et al., 2001;Weaver et al., 2001), actin binding protein 1 (Abp1) (Goode and 
Rodal, 2001;Olazabal and Machesky, 2001), the Listeria protein ActA (Welch et al., 
1997b;Welch et al., 1998), and profilin (Kaiser et al., 1999;Lu and Pollard, 2001;Vinson 













Figure 1.12  Schematic diagram demonstrating the domain organization of some Arp2/3 
complex activators: WASP, N-WASP, Yeast WASP homologue Las17p, profilin, Abp1p, 
and Cortactin (See the text for details).  Most activators contain A (acidic) domains to bind to 
the Arp2/3 complex.  B, basic domain; C, central basic region; GBD,  GTPase binding domain; 
ADF-H, actin depolymerizing factor (ADF) homology region, WH1/2, WASP homology region 1 
or 2. Blue arrows show the bindings to G-actin. Pink arrows depict the interactions with the 
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Their stimulatory effects on the Arp2/3 complex are via different mechanisms, by and 
large through their ability to interact with Arp2/3 complex and to associate with actin or 
actin-binding proteins concurrently.  It has been demonstrated that the WASP family 
proteins, Cortactin family proteins, and Abp1p interact with the Arp2/3 complex through 
their conserved acidic “A” domains (Higgs et al., 1999;Machesky and Insall, 
1998a;Olazabal and Machesky, 2001;Uruno et al., 2001;Welch et al., 1997a) (Fig. 1.12).  
The WASP homology (WH2) region located at the COOH-terminal of the WASP family 
proteins is capable of binding to actin monomers (Higgs et al., 1999).  In contrast to 
WASP family proteins, some actin nucleation activators are able to associate with F-actin 
instead of the actin monomer.  For example, cortactin binds to F-actin through its forth 
tandem repeat region (Uruno et al., 2001;Weaver et al., 2001) (Fig. 1.12).  The NH2-
terminal actin depolymerizing factor homology region (ADF-H) and the central repeat 
region of Abp1p are responsible for its binding to F-actin (Kessels et al., 2000) (Fig. 
1.12). Actin and Arp2/3 complex associations are required for the activation of actin 
polymerization executed by these actin assembly activators. It is possible that actin 
polymerization is stimulated by bringing the Arp2/3 complex into the vicinity of the actin 
filaments. 
       Profilin is a small actin-binding protein which has profound effects on the actin 
polymerization process.  Profilin can form a complex with G-actin through its COOH-
terminal α-helix (Fig. 1.12).  In Acanthamoeba, Arp2/3 complex has been found to bind 
to the profilin-Sepharose through a conserved profilin-binding site present in Arp2p 
(Kelleher et al., 1995;Machesky et al., 1994).  Furthermore, profilin can also catalyze the 
exchange of ADP for ATP on actin monomers and inhibit the hydrolysis of ATP, thus 
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keeping the actin monomers in a state which has a high affinity to the barbed end of actin 
filaments, so as to allow the rapid growth of actin filaments.  
        Regulatory G proteins    Three members of Ras-related GTPase, Rho, Rac, and 
Cdc42, are pivotal regulators that control the polymerization of actin cytoskeleton in 
response to extracellular signals (Nobes and Hall, 1995;Tapon and Hall, 1997). The 
WASP family proteins, WASP and N-WASP, are G-protein effectors which integrate the 
external signals into the stimulation of internal actin assembly.  The constitutive actin 
nucleation activity of the COOH-terminal regions of WASP and N-WASP is 
autoinhibited by their NH2-terminal regions through an intramolecular interaction (Kim et 
al., 2000).  The autoinhibition can be released by signaling molecules including Rho-
family GTPase Cdc42, phosphatidylinositol-4,5-bisphosphate (PIP2), profilin, or the SH3 
domain-containing proteins Grb2 and Nck, by associating with the NH2-terminal region 
of the WASP and N-WASP, thereby freeing the COOH-termini of WASP and N-WASP 
for the Arp2/3 complex activation (Higgs and Pollard, 2001;Miki et al., 1998;Prehoda et 
al., 2000;Rohatgi et al., 2000b;Rohatgi et al., 2001) (Fig. 1.13). Arp2/3 complex 
activators, are also able to respond to tyrosine kinase signaling by associating with some 
adaptors in the mitogenic pathways (Carlier et al., 2000;Rivero-Lezcano et al., 
1995;Rohatgi et al., 2000a;Scaplehorn et al., 2002;She et al., 1997). Therefore, the 
initiation of actin nucleation is stimulated by the extracellular signals.  
1.4.2.2 Structure of yeast actin cytoskeleton 
      Morphologically, the actin structures in budding yeast can be classified into three 
types: actin cables, an actin-myosin contractile ring, and cortical actin patches (Pruyne 
and Bretscher, 2000a;Pruyne and Bretscher, 2000b) (Fig. 1.14). Cortical actin patches 














Figure 1.13  A regulatory model of the WASP protein.  Without activators, the Arp2/3 
complex binding region (domain A) is blocked by the intramolecular association with the GBD 
domain.  The activators PIP2 and GTP-Cdc42 bind to the basic region (B) and GBD domain 
respectively, which frees the W (WASP homology domain) and A domains from autoinhibition 
and allows the nucleation of new actin filaments. 
 
are distributed asymmetrically according to the polarized cell growth during cell cycle. 
They first appear at the bud site; thereafter they are found almost exclusively in the bud 
as the bud grows. When the bud is mature, cortical actin patches reorganize into the 
mother/bud neck, where they are believed to be involved in cytokinesis and cell 
separation (Adams and Pringle, 1984;Amberg, 1998;Lew and Reed, 1995). Actin patches  
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(Abp1p), capping proteins (Cap1p and Cap2p), and fimbrin (Sac6p) (Amatruda and 
Cooper, 1992;Pruyne and Bretscher, 2000a;Pruyne and Bretscher, 2000b). Thus actin 
patches in living yeast cells can be visualized by tagging the green fluorescent protein 
(GFP) to Cap2p (β-subunit of capping proteins), Sac6p, and Abp1p (Doyle and Botstein, 
1996;Smith et al., 2001;Waddle et al., 1996).   
       The actin-myosin contractile ring transiently localizes at the mother-daughter neck 
and is important for cytokinesis (Tolliday et al., 2001) (Fig. 1.14). Actin cables consist of 
bundled actin filaments that are attached to the cell cortex (Adams and Pringle, 
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Figure 1.14  The organization of yeast actin cytoskeleton through the cell cycle.  The 
cell cycle begins in G1 with isotropically distributed actin patches. During the S-M stages, actin 
patches are clustered at cell growth sites and actin cables are aligned along the mother-bud axis. 
With the completion of bud growth, an actin-myosin ring forms transiently to mediate cell 
division. (Amberg, 1998). 
 
cables which align along the mother-bud axis and randomly oriented actin cables (Yang 
and Pon, 2002). Some F-actin bundling proteins, such as tropomyosin (Tpm1p and 
Tpm2p) and fimbrin (Sac6p) are required for the organization and stabilization of actin 
cables (Belmont and Drubin, 1998;Drees et al., 1995;Drubin et al., 1988;Liu and 
Bretscher, 1989). Actin cables may function as tracks to direct the polarized distribution 
of secretory vesicles, mitotic spindle, ASH1 mRNA, and the polarized segregations of 
organelles from mother to daughter cells (Hill et al., 1996;Pruyne et al., 1998;Simon et 
al., 1997;Takizawa et al., 1997a;Yin et al., 2000) 
       Both actin patches and cables are highly dynamic structures. Actin patches clustered 
at growth sites show small movement in a local area, and they can rapidly move over 
longer distances including through mother/bud neck (Doyle and Botstein, 1996;Smith et 
al., 2001;Waddle et al., 1996). Actin patches undergo dynamic assembly and disassembly 
at the polarized growth sites, with an average lifetime about 10 seconds (Smith et al., 
2001).  The motility of actin cables is indicated by the rapid elongation of bud-associated 
cables (at a rate of 0.29±0.08 µm/sec), and by the rapid movement of randomly orientated 
actin cables (at an average velocity of 0.59± 0.14 µm /sec) (Yang and Pon, 2002). 
Additionally, some spatial and temporal relations between actin patches and cables have 
been demonstrated (Karpova et al., 1998;Kilmartin and Adams, 1984;Mulholland et al., 
1994). Actin patches are often associated with cables, and actin cables may serve as 
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tracks for the linear, retrograde movement of actin paches (Karpova et al., 
1998;Kilmartin and Adams, 1984;Mulholland et al., 1994). These results supports the 
possibility that patches and cables are functionally interdependent, probably in the 
establishment of cell polarity and endocytosis (Huckaba et al., 2004;Karpova et al., 
1998;Smith et al., 2001).  
        Rapid disassembly and disappearance of actin patches and cables are observed in 
yeast cells treated with latrunculin-A (LAT-A) (Ayscough et al., 1997).  LAT-A has been 
shown to disrupt actin cytoskeleton in vertebrate cells.  It is believed to exert inhibition 
on actin assembly, but does not promote actin disassembly, by forming an assembly-
incompetent complex with monomeric actin (Ayscough et al., 1997;Coue et al., 
1987;Spector et al., 1989). Therefore, the disruption of actin cytoskeleton in yeast cells 
by LAT-A treatment further indicates that yeast actin filaments undergo rapid cycles of 
assembly and disassembly in vivo, similar to that in higher eukaryotic cells (Ayscough et 
al., 1997;Karpova et al., 1998;Yang and Pon, 2002).   
1.4.2.3      Regulation of actin cytoskeleton in yeast 
1.4.2.3.1 The regulation of cortical patch assembly  
      The functions of the core Arp2/3 complex in the generation of free barbed ends and 
the initiation of actin assembly are conserved from yeast to human. The complex 
identified in budding yeast is required for the motility and integrity of cortical actin 
patches in vivo (Winter et al., 1997). The intrinsic actin nucleation activity of purified 
Arp2/3 complex is low and several cellular factors have been identified as its activators.  
      Bee1p/Las17p Bee1p/Las17p is one of the WASP family proteins existing in 
budding yeast and is homologous to mammalian WASPs, except for the lacking of the 
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GBD sequence (Fig. 1.12). Las17p interacts with actin in yeast two-hybrid assay and its 
COOH-terminal acidic “A” domain is responsible for its binding to the Arp2/3 complex 
(Madania et al., 1999;Winter et al., 1999). The “A” domain with the adjacent WH2 
domain of Las17p can greatly stimulate actin nucleation by purified Arp2/3 complex 
(Winter et al., 1999) (Fig. 1.15). Las17p is also required for the reconstitution of actin 
assembly in permeabilized cells, and mutations in Las17p lead to a loss of cortical actin 
patches (Li, 1997).   
      Abp1p Abp1p is another Arp2/3 complex activator identified in budding yeast. This 
activation not only requires its association with actin filaments through the ADFH 
domain of Abp1p, but also requires two acidic DDW motifs within Abp1p, which may 
mediate its association with Arp2/3 complex (Goode et al., 2001) (Fig. 1.15). Hence, 
Abp1p may activate actin assembly by recruiting Arp2/3 complex to the vicinity of actin 
filaments.  
      Pan1p Pan1p is a putative Eps15 homologue in yeast. Its COOH-terminal 532 
residues are sufficient for its binding to the Arp2/3 complex. However, the stimulation of 
actin polymerization requires a longer fragment (Duncan et al., 2001) (Fig. 1.15). Several 
mutations in PAN1 gene are inviable when combined with mutations of Arp2/3 subunits, 
or the Arp2/3 activator Las17p. This genetic evidence further suggests a role for Pan1p in 
actin assembly (Duncan et al., 2001). 
      Myo3p & Myo5p  Yeast type I myosins, Myo3p and Myo5p, have both been 
identified as Las17p-interacting proteins by affinity chromatography and mass 
spectroscopic analysis (Lechler et al., 2000). These myosins are crucial for actin 
assembly in the in vitro reconstitution of actin nucleation assay (Lechler et al., 2000). 
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The acidic domain, which is required for the interaction with Arp2/3 complex, is also 
present in the type I myosins (Evangelista et al., 2000) (Fig. 1.15). This domain shows 
both sequence similarity and genetic redundancy with the COOH-terminal region of 
Las17p, which functions in the activation of Arp2/3 complex (Evangelista et al., 
2000;Lechler et al., 2000).  
        Budding yeast contains a subset of actin-associated proteins which are conserved 
with their mammalian homologues (Goode and Rodal, 2001;Pruyne and Bretscher, 
2000a). Over 20 years of studies have shown that most actin-binding proteins associate to 
form large protein complexes, and act together to regulate actin assembly and 
organization (Goode and Rodal, 2001;Pruyne and Bretscher, 2000a). The regulations of 
various protein complexes in actin organization through the Arp2/3 complex will be 
summarized in the sections below.  
Las17p-associated complex In mammalian cells, a proline-rich protein has been 
isolated as the WASP interacting protein (WIP) (Ramesh et al., 1997). Similar protein 
complex has been found in yeast, which is formed by the yeast WIP homologue Vrp1p 
(End5p) and Las17p (Naqvi et al., 1998;Vaduva et al., 1997). The Las17p-Vrp1p 
complex binds to the SH3 domains of Myo3/5p, forming a multivalent protein complex 
capable of Arp2/3 activation (Fig. 1.15) (Evangelista et al., 2000). Upon the activation of 
Cdc42p, the Las17p-Vrp1p-Myosin I complex can be recruited to the sites of cell polarity 
by Vrp1p (Lechler et al., 2000;Lechler et al., 2001). The downstream effectors of 
activated Cdc42p, Ste20p and Cla4p, in turn phosphorylate the type I myosin and activate 
its motor activity, which is important for the actin polymerization at cell cortex (Eby et 
al., 1998;Wu et al., 1996;Wu et al., 1997). The Las17p-Vrp1p-Myosin I complex thus 
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synergistically mediates the actin cytoskeleton polarization, which is regulated by 

















Figure 1.15 The yeast actin-associated proteins can be organized into three 
functional complexes: (a) the Abp1p-associated complex; (b) the Pan1p-associated complex; 
(c) the Las17p-associated complex.  Each  protein  complex regulates  Arp2/3 complex-dependent  
actin nucleation and endocytosis.  PP/PPP: proline-rich domain (Goode and Rodal, 2001). 
 
        The purified WASP protein Las17p is more potent in stimulating actin 
polymerization than a fragment containing the WH2 and acidic domain, suggesting that 
Las17p is not autoinhibited as the mammalian WASP, and its NH2-terminus plays some 
roles in Arp2/3 complex activation (Rodal et al., 2003;Winter et al., 1999). Recently, the 
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NH2-terminal proline-rich domain of Las17p has been shown to interact with several SH3 
domain-containing proteins, including Sla1p, Bbc1p/Mti1p, Bzz1p/Lsb7p, and Rvs167  
(Drees et al., 2001;Tong et al., 2002) (Fig. 1.15). Sla1p consists of three NH2-terminal 
SH3 domains, a central region with SHD1 and SHD2 (Sla1 homology) domains, and 
COOH-terminal repeats which are homologous to the Pan1p (Ayscough et al., 1999;Tang 
et al., 2000) (Fig. 1.15). Bbc1p/Mti1p was found in a large-scale two hybrid screening 
for Las17p-interacting proteins (Tong et al., 2002). In the presence of Sla1p and Bbc1p, a 
specific inhibition of  the activation of Arp2/3 complex by Las17p is revealed (Rodal et 
al., 2003). These observations are consistent with the genetic redundancy between SLA1 
and BBC1 reported by another study (Rodal et al., 2003;Tong et al., 2001). Therefore, the 
activity of the yeast WASP like protein Las17p is controlled by negative regulation 
through the combined actions of multivalent protein complexes.     
         Abp1p-associated complex   In addition to the established roles of Abp1p in 
the activation of Arp2/3 complex, several proteins such as the Ser/Thr kinases Ark1p and 
Prk1p, as well as Srv2p, Inp52p, and Myo5p, are identified to be the ligands of Abp1p 
SH3 domain (Fazi et al., 2002) (Fig. 1.15). The Ark1p and Prk1p belong to actin-
regulating kinase (ARK) family, which are able to phosphorylate some actin patch-
associated proteins in vivo (e.g. Pan1p, Sla1p, Scd5p, and Ent1/2p) and are required for 
the proper disassembly of actin patches (Cope et al., 1999;Zeng and Cai, 1999). The SH3 
domain of Abp1p is able to recognize the poly-proline peptides located at the COOH-
termini of these two kinases, and this interaction is responsible for the normal localization 
of both kinases to cortical actin patches (Fazi et al., 2002). Additionally, through its 
interaction with Inp52p/Sjl2p, Abp1p probably recruits this yeast synaptojanin to actin 
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patches (Fazi et al., 2002). Similarly, the SH3 domain of Abp1p is also required for the 
localization of Srv2p, a yeast adenylyl cyclase-associated protein (CAP) to cortical actin 
patches (Fazi et al., 2002;Freeman et al., 1996;Lila and Drubin, 1997). Srv2p is an actin-
monomer-binding protein, and it is proposed to link Ras/cAMP signaling to the 
regulation of actin cytoskeleton (Freeman et al., 1995;Yu et al., 1999). These discoveries 
suggest that Abp1p might serve as a scaffold protein, simultaneously tethering regulatory 
kinases, lipid modification enzymes, and small G protein effectors to the actin 
cytoskeleton. However, it is not well known how the Abp1p-binding-proteins affect the 
activation of Arp2/3 complex by Abp1p. 
        Pan1p-associated complex   Pan1p is present in a protein complex with Sla1p 
and End3p. End3p is an EH domain-containing protein required for the proper 
organization of the actin cytoskeleton and endocytosis (Benedetti et al., 1994) (Fig. 
1.15). The heterotrimeric complex Pan1p-Sla1p-End3p is essential for the normal actin 
cytoskeleton organization and endocytosis (Tang et al., 2000;Zeng et al., 2001). The 
formation of this protein complex is hindered by Prk1p-dependent phosphorylation on 
Pan1p and Sla1p, and the breakdown of this complex causes a series of defects related to 
abnormal actin organization (Zeng et al., 2001). Therefore, the activities of Pan1p and 
Pan1p-associated proteins are negatively regulated by the actin-regulating kinase Prk1p 
(Zeng et al., 2001).  
1.4.2.3.2 Assembly and polarization of actin cables 
       The assembly of yeast actin cables depends on a family of proteins known as 
formins. There are two functionally redundant formins in budding yeast, Bni1p and 
Bnr1p (Fig. 1.16). They both contain an NH2-terminal Rho-binding domain (RBD) and 
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two formin homology (FH) domains, FH1 and FH2. The FH1-FH2 region of Bni1p can 
nucleate actin assembly efficiently in vitro and associate with the growing barbed end of 
actin with a high affinity (Evangelista et al., 2002;Pruyne et al., 2002;Sagot et al., 
2002b;Sagot et al., 2002a) (Fig. 1.16). The assembly of actin cable by Bni1p and Bnr1p 
requires profilin but not the Arp2/3 complex, which is different from that of cortical actin 
patches (Evangelista et al., 2002;Pruyne et al., 2002;Sagot et al., 2002b). Based on the 
studies of mammalian formins mDia1 and mDia2, the activity of formins might be 
blocked by the intramolecular interaction between the NH2-terminal RBD and COOH-
terminal region. Such auto-inhibition can be relieved by activated Rho proteins through 
their bindings to the RBD of formins (Alberts, 2001;Palazzo et al., 2001;Watanabe et al., 
1999). A thorough study in yeast has revealed that four of the six Rho proteins (Cdc42p 





Figure 1.16 Schematic representation of the domain organizations in yeast formin 
homologues Bni1p and Bnr1p.  RBD, Rho-binding domain; FH, formin homology domain; 
DAD, Dia-autoregulatory domain.  
 
(Dong et al., 2003). Rho3p and Rho4p are the direct and important activators of yeast 
formins (Dong et al., 2003). The Rho1p-dependent formin activation mediated by the 
Rho1p effector Pkc1p only occurs at elevated temperatures (Dong et al., 2003;Kohno et 
al., 1996). Cdc42p is not required for the activation of formin, but it plays roles in the 
proper recruitment of active formins to the nascent bud site and in the proper organization 
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of cables during bud emergence (Dong et al., 2003;Evangelista et al., 1997;Ozaki-
Kuroda et al., 2001). Therefore, the yeast formins are Rho-GTPase effectors that direct 
the overall polarity of the cell by assembling a polarized array of actin cables.        
1.4.2.4 Functions of yeast actin cytoskeleton  
1.4.2.4.1 Actin cables in organelle segregation, mRNA inheritance, and    
                   polarized secretion 
   As mentioned above, the assembly of actin cable is driven by formins upon the 
stimulation signals from Rho GTPases. It is suggested that actin cable may be nucleated 
at polarized sites and its growth is anchored at the barbed ends of actin filaments (Dong 
et al., 2003;Evangelista et al., 2002;Ozaki-Kuroda et al., 2001;Pruyne et al., 2002). 
Therefore, the uni-directionally assembled actin cables could be the tracks for polarized 
transport. Indeed, shifting the temperature-sensitive mutants of the actin-cable component 
tropomyosin to the restrictive temperature results in the loss of actin cables rapidly with 
depolarized distribution of secretory vesicles (Pruyne et al., 1998). This finding further 
supports the roles of actin cables in polarized secretion. Furthermore, Myo2p and Myo4p, 
two members of the class V myosin family in yeast, are isolated as the motors using actin 
cables as tracks for polarized transportation (Haarer et al., 1994;Johnston et al., 1991). 
Similar to myosin V in animal cells, Myo2p binds to secretory cargoes through its 
COOH-terminal tail domain, while the NH2-terminal actin binding motor domain is 
responsible for its targeting to the growth sites (Cheney et al., 1993;Govindan et al., 
1995;Johnston et al., 1991;Lillie and Brown, 1994;Mermall et al., 1998;Prekeris and 
Terrian, 1997;Schott et al., 1999). Therefore Myo2p is able to transport secretory vesicles 
to the regions of cell growth along actin cables (Bretscher, 2003;Schott et al., 2002).  
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     Actin cables may also serve as tracks for guiding the polarized segregation of the 
membrane-bound compartments, including vacuoles, peroxisomes, and late Golgi 
elements, from mother to the bud. The actin-based motor protein Myo2p is known to be 
involved in the polarized transportation of these organelles (Catlett et al., 2000;Catlett 
and Weisman, 1998;Hill et al., 1996;Ishikawa et al., 2003;Tang et al., 2003;Wang et al., 
1998). An additional polarized transportation along actin cables is mediated by Myo4p, 
which delivers ASH1 mRNA into the buds to suppress the mating-type switching in 
daughters (Bobola et al., 1996;Chandarlapaty and Errede, 1998;Sil and Herskowitz, 
1996;Takizawa et al., 1997b).  In summary, it is now clear that assembled actin cables 
provide appropriate tracks to guide the polarized transportation of various cargoes, which 
are carried out through the class V myosins-dependent manner.  
1.4.2.4.2 Cortical actin patches in endocytosis and cell wall morphogenesis   
    Actin patches are complex structures containing at least 30 proteins (Pruyne and 
Bretscher, 2000a). In addition to the well-known components required for patch 
formation and organization, such as Arp2/3 complex, actin nucleation activators and 
regulators, there are some other components whose physiological roles are not well 
defined (Pruyne and Bretscher, 2000a). The protein composition in cortical patches varies 
with the development or movement of each patch, suggesting that different patch 
components play distinct roles in the turnover and motility of actin patches (Kaksonen et 
al., 2003;Smith et al., 2001;Warren et al., 2002). From various accumulating lines of 
evidence, it is amply clear that actin and actin patch components are required for the 
internalization step of endocytosis in budding yeast. Based on evidence from microscopy 
that cortical actin patches are associated with membrane invagination, actin patches are 
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now generally regarded as sites of active endocytosis (Geli and Riezman, 
1998;Mulholland et al., 1994;Wendland et al., 1998). Recently, this notion has been 
strengthened by the establishment of the direct physical links between actin patch 
components and the endocytosis machinery (Duncan et al., 2001;Gourlay et al., 
2003;Warren et al., 2002). The details will be discussed in the next section (1.4.3).    
       The cell wall of S. cerevisiae consists of four components, β-1,3 glucan, β-1,6 
glucan, mannoprotein, and chitin (Cid et al., 1995;Lipke and Ovalle, 1998). They are 
interconnected to form a rigid structure (Cid et al., 1995;Lipke and Ovalle, 1998). The 
functions of cell wall in budding yeast are to maintain the cell shape and integrity, and 
also to protect the cells from certain environmental changes such as high osmolarity (Cid 
et al., 1995). New cell wall synthesis starts at bud emergence and continues until both the 
cytokinesis and septum formation are finished (Cabib et al., 1982). The remodeling of 
cell wall to accommodate polarized growth during cell cycle requires extensive temporal 
and spatial regulation. Actin cytoskeleton has been proposed to be involved in directing 
the new cell wall construction in the growing bud (Kobori et al., 1989). In support of this 
hypothesis, yeast cells bearing mutations in actin (Act1p) or actin-associated proteins 
(e.g. Sac6p, Cap1/2p, profilin, Myo3/5p, Sla1p, and Sla2p), all exhibit defects in chitin 
deposition and show asymmetry in the thickness of cell walls (Adams et al., 
1991;Amatruda et al., 1992;Ayscough et al., 1999;Chowdhury et al., 1992;Drubin et al., 
1993;Goodson et al., 1996;Haarer et al., 1990;Kubler and Riezman, 1993;Mulholland et 
al., 1997;Novick and Botstein, 1985;Rodriguez and Paterson, 1990).  
       The cell wall defects were previously regarded to be the result of endocytosis 
defects. Given the speculation that endocytosis might be required to clear some cell 
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surface proteins, such as cell wall-synthesizing enzymes when the growth is redirected, 
mutants defective in endocytosis would be expected to accumulate large amount of cell 
wall-synthesizing factors at cell surface, resulting in thick and multilayered cell wall 
which is observed in some actin patch mutants with endocytosis defects (Ayscough et al., 
1999;Kubler and Riezman, 1993;Mulholland et al., 1997;Ziman et al., 1996). However, 
another study in sac6 deletion mutant has shown that the defect in endocytosis is not 
likely to be the primary cause of the cell wall abnormality (Kubler and Riezman, 1993). 
The cell wall abnormalities do not result from the defects in polarized protein secretion 
since the defects in cell wall morphology are not observed in some of late secretory 
mutants (Mulholland et al., 1997). Thus, the defects in cell-wall deposition are speculated 
to be owing to the depolarization of cortical actin patches (Mulholland et al., 1997). More 
direct evidence with respect to this hypothesis has been obtained. First, the 
mislocalization of Rho1p in sla1 null cells is considered as the cause of thick cell wall in 
its mother cells (Ayscough et al., 1999), because Rho1p colocalizes with actin patches at 
the sites of bud emergence and is a regulatory subunit of 1,3-β-glucan synthase, an 
enzyme that catalyzes the synthesis of the major cell wall component β 1,3 glucan 
(Drgonova et al., 1996;Qadota et al., 1996). Second, Fks1p, a catalytic subunit of 1,3-β-
glucan synthase, is found to be colocalized with cortical actin patches and moves on the 
cell surface at the sites of cell wall remodeling (Utsugi et al., 2002). Immobility of Fks1p 
resulting from impaired actin patches movement causes defects  in the cell wall structure 
such as cell wall thickness (Utsugi et al., 2002).  Therefore, it is possible that the proper 
motility of actin patches directs the cell wall synthesis to the growing bud (Utsugi et al., 
2002).  
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1.4.3       Involvement of actin assembly in yeast endocytosis 
1.4.3.1 Yeast as a model system for the study of endocytosis  
      As endocytosis is a highly conserved process among eukaryotic cells, the budding 
yeast which also carries out endocytosis has served as an excellent model system to 
characterize this process (Engqvist-Goldstein and Drubin, 2003;Geli and Riezman, 
1998;Lanzetti et al., 2001;Munn, 2001;Wendland et al., 1998). Multiple cellular 
processes have been shown to be linked to endocytosis, including actin cytoskeleton 
organization, ubiquitination, lipid modification, and signal transduction. The involvement 
of the cortical actin patch dynamics in endocytosis will be highlighted in this part of 
introduction.   
       Endocytosis in yeast can be classified into two pathways, receptor-mediated 
endocytosis and fluid-phase endocytosis, based on the different cargoes that are 
internalized. Fluid-phase endocytosis can be assayed by using a fluorescence dye named 
Lucifer yellow carbohydrazide (LY). LY is internalized in fluid phase via vesicles and its 
uptake is time-, temperature-, and energy-dependent. The internalized LY accumulates in 
the vacuole, and the absence of vacuolar LY staining indicates that the transport of LY 
from the cell surface to the vacuole is defective (Dulic et al., 1991;Riezman, 1985). 
      The internalization of mating-factors, namely α-factor and a-factor, is accomplished 
via receptor-mediated endocytosis. Both mating-factor receptors are G-protein-coupled 
membrane proteins similar to mammalian β-adrenergic receptors (Dohlman et al., 1991). 
Through the specific binding to their corresponding pheromone (α-factor or a-factor), 
these two mating-factor receptors mediate the internalization of their ligands, which in 
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turn initiates some intracellular pathways and induces physiological changes required for 
mating (Bardwell et al., 1994).  
       The endocytosis of α-factor receptor (Ste2p) can be stimulated by binding to its 
ligand α-factor, which activates a signal transduction pathway and induces ubiquitination 
of the cytoplasmic tail of Ste2p (Hicke and Riezman, 1996;Jenness and Spatrick, 
1986;Reneke et al., 1988;Zanolari et al., 1992). The α-factor-stimulated ubiquitination in 
Ste2p is required for its rapid internalization (Hicke and Riezman, 1996;Shih et al., 
2000;Terrell et al., 1998). Sites of ubiquitination in Ste2p are found to be located in its 
cytoplasmic tail SINNDAKSS sequence, which is important for the internalization of 
Ste2p (Hicke and Riezman, 1996;Terrell et al., 1998). 
       The yeast a-factor receptor (Ste3p) is subjected to two distinct modes of endocytosis. 
One is the constitutive process occurring in the absence of ligand, whereas the second 
mode is triggered by binding of ligand (Davis et al., 1993). In the constitutive, ligand-
independent pathway, the receptor is rapidly delivered to the vacuole for degradation. 
This constitutive endocytosis is ubiquitin-dependent, and is directed by a 58 residue-long 
PEST-like sequence near the COOH-terminal end of Ste3p (Roth et al., 1998;Roth and 
Davis, 1996). In contrast to the constitutive endocytosis, the ligand-dependent uptake of 
Ste3p is driven by a different signal, which is the NPFSTD sequence located at the 
upstream of the PEST-like domain (Tan et al., 1996). Unlike the vacuolar degradation in 
the constitutive endocytosis pathway, the Ste3p internalized via the ligand-dependent 
pathway is recycled. Majority of the internalized receptor is transported from endosomal 
compartments back to the plasma membrane, while a minor portion is directed to 
vacuole/lysosome for degradation (Chen and Davis, 2000).  
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       In addition to the mating-factor receptor, some other plasma membrane proteins also 
undergo ubiquitin-dependent internalization and vacuolar degradation. These proteins  
include nutrient permeases (e.g. Fur4p, Gal2p, and Gap1p) and transporters (e.g. Ste6p 
and Pdr5p) (Berkower et al., 1994;Egner et al., 1995;Egner and Kuchler, 1996;Horak and 
Wolf, 1997;Loayza and Michaelis, 1998;Marchal et al., 1998;Volland et al., 1994). 
Furthermore, the ubiquitination of some plasma membrane proteins, including Fur4p, 
Gap1p, Ste2p, and Ste3p, is found to be dependent on Rsp5p, the unique member of E3 
ubiquitin ligase family in S. cerevisiae (Dunn and Hicke, 2001a;Dunn and Hicke, 
2001b;Galan et al., 1996;Hein et al., 1995;Horak and Wolf, 1997;Marchal et al., 
1998;Roth and Davis, 2000).  
1.4.3.2 Intact actin cytoskeleton organization is required for endocytosis  
        In the receptor-mediated endocytosis of budding yeast, it is so far unclear how the 
endocytic signals, such as NPFSD and DAKSS, are recognized by AP-2 and are 
internalized by clathrin-coated pits (Tan et al., 1996). Therefore, the involvement of 
clathrin in the RME of yeast is not well understood. In contrast, the requirement of 
normal actin cytoskeleton organization in yeast endocytosis is more clearly established. 
Over 10 years ago, a set of end mutants in budding yeast were identified to be defective 
in RME (Munn et al., 1995;Raths et al., 1993). Further characterization of these end 
mutants has revealed that majority of them exhibit a more random distribution of cortical 
actin patches than that of wild type cells (Benedetti et al., 1994;Munn et al., 1995;Naqvi 
et al., 1998;Wesp et al., 1997). Furthermore, considerable evidence indicates that 
mutations in actin, actin-related, and actin-associated proteins often associate with defects 
in endocytosis. Additionally, endocytosis can be inhibited when the dynamic actin 
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cytoskeleton is perturbed by treating cells with actin filament-stabilizing drug 
jasplakinolide (Jas), or actin assembly inhibitor LAT-A (Ayscough et al., 1997;Bubb et 
al., 1994;Bubb et al., 2000;Cramer, 1999;Lee et al., 1998). These findings reveal an 
intimate coupling between  proper actin filaments organization and endocytosis 
(Lappalainen and Drubin, 1997).  
       Actin patches have been proposed to play a more important role in the process of 
endocytosis than the cables (Geli and Riezman, 1998;Pruyne and Bretscher, 
2000a;Wendland et al., 1998). They are  proposed to be the sites of endocytosis (Schott et 
al., 2002). In addition, those proteins which play roles in the dynamic organization of 
actin patches are also able to affect the process of endocytosis. For instance, the actin 
patch nucleation activator Arp2/3 complex is required for the endocytic internalization 
(Moreau et al., 1996;Moreau et al., 1997). Mutations in some Arp2/3 complex activators, 
including Las17p, Pan1p, and Myo3/5p, are defective in the RME as well (Duncan et al., 
2001;Tang et al., 1997;Tang et al., 2000;Tang and Cai, 1996;Wendland and Emr, 1998). 
Furthermore, many components existing in Las17p-, Pan1p-, or Abp1p-associated protein 
complexes, such as Vrp1p, Sla1p, Sla2p, End3p, and Prk1p/Ark1p, have been shown to 
function in endocytosis in addition to their vital roles in the regulation of actin assembly 
(Ayscough et al., 1999;Duncan et al., 2001;Goode and Rodal, 2001;Howard et al., 
2002;Li et al., 1995;Naqvi et al., 1998;Tang et al., 1997;Tang et al., 2000;Wesp et al., 
1997;Zeng et al., 2001;Zeng and Cai, 1999). These findings strongly support that actin 
nucleation by the Arp2/3 complex is necessary for internalization.   
        More recently, direct physical connections between actin-patch components and 
endocytic machinery have been elucidated. Pan1p, Sla1p, and Sla2p have been regarded 
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as the bridge molecules which perform overlapping roles in actin and endocytosis 
process. As the yeast homologue of Eps15, a component of clathrin coats in animal cells, 
Pan1p may be a direct link between clathrin coat and Arp2/3 complex-dependent actin 
polymerization machinery (Duncan et al., 2001;Goode and Rodal, 2001;Schott et al., 
2002). Pan1p not only interacts with two yeast counterparts of clathrin assembly proteins 
Yap1801p and Yap1802p, but also binds to two yeast epsin-like proteins, Ent1p and 
Ent2p (Wendland et al., 1999;Wendland and Emr, 1998). Similar to their homologues in 
animal cells, Ent1p and Ent2p bind to clathrin and are involved in multiple steps in the 
endocytic pathway (Wendland et al., 1999). Thus it has been suggested that Pan1p serves 
as a multivalent adaptor recruiting the actin nucleation machinery to the sites of 
endocytosis (Duncan et al., 2001;Goode and Rodal, 2001;Schott et al., 2002).  
      Sla1p, an actin patch component, binds to three other patch components that are able 
to activate the Arp2/3 complex, viz., Las17p, Abp1p, and Pan1p (Ayscough et al., 
1999;Li, 1997;Schott et al., 2002;Tang et al., 2000;Warren et al., 2002). The regulatory 
functions of Sla1p on the actin assembly are probably performed  through its inhibitory 
effects on Las17p (Rodal et al., 2003). Sla1p serves as an endocytic signal adaptor and 
interacts with the endocytic signal NPFX(1,2)D sequence in Ste2p, thereby conferring the 
Pan1p/Sla1p/End3p complex with the ability to couple NPFXD-containing cargo to the 
actin cytoskeleton and clathrin coats (Howard et al., 2002). 
       Sla2p, the yeast homologue of mammalian HIP1 (Hungtingtin interacting protein-1), 
is another putative endocytic adaptor (Engqvist-Goldstein et al., 1999;Engqvist-Goldstein 
et al., 2001). SLA2 is found to be identical to END4 gene and is required for the 
internalization of α-factor as well as for actin assembly (Li et al., 1995;Wesp et al., 
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1997). Similar to Hip1p in mammalian cells, Sla2p forms a complex with clathrin and its 
localization to the cell cortex is dependent on clathrin (Henry et al., 2002;Yang et al., 
1999). The roles of Sla2p in actin organization are probably accomplished through its 
COOH-terminal actin binding domain (I/LWEQ module) (McCann and Craig, 
1997;McCann and Craig, 1999) (Fig. 1.15). Sla2p also interacts with Sla1p both in vitro 
and in vivo (Gourlay et al., 2003) . It is possible that Sla1p is recruited to the endocytic 
sites through Sla2p (Gourlay et al., 2003). Therefore, Sla2p may be an adaptor molecule 
at the interface between actin and the endocytosis machinery.  
1.4.3.3  Possible roles of actin cytoskeleton in the endocytic pathway 
      Although the involvement of actin cytoskeleton in multiple steps of endocytosis has 
been well established, the precise role of actin cytoskeleton in this process remains to be 
clarified. One possibility is that the deformation of plasma membrane to form 
invaginations may require the participation of actin cytoskeleton (Qualmann et al., 2000). 
Such invagination is a prerequisite for the generation of endocytic vesicles. Another 
potential role is that actin patches may serve as the sites of endocytosis by providing a  
scaffold onto which the endocytic machinery can be recruited (Goode and Rodal, 
2001;Qualmann et al., 2000). A third speculation is that the actin polymerization and the 
motility of cortical patches may provide mechanical forces to drive membrane fission 
(Goode and Rodal, 2001;Qualmann et al., 2000).  
       Recently, the early endocytic pathway in yeast has been defined in greater detail with 
the assistance of multicolor real-time fluorescence microscopy. In this study, the 
localization and dynamics of three Arp2/3 complex activators, Pan1p, Abp1p, and 
Las17p, together with two endocytic adaptors, Sla1p and Sla2p, have been analyzed in 
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living cells. Each patch component exhibits distinct behavior with its own lifetime and 
motility, suggesting that the endocytic process is accomplished via the coordination of 
distinct patch proteins. The association between the endocytic cargo protein Ste2p and 
actin patches, which is usually poorly seen in wild type cells, can be observed in sla2∆ 
mutant with a blockage in the endocytic internalization (Kaksonen et al., 2003). This 
finding further confirms the suggestion that the cortical actin patches are sites of 
endocytosis. At the onset of internalization, Sla1p, Sla2p, and Pan1p first appear in the 
novel patches formed at the cell surface. Actin, Abp1p, and Arp2/3 complex are recruited 
to that patches subsequently, whereupon the formed patches move away from the cell 
surface to the interior of the cell (Kaksonen et al., 2003). The fluorescence recovery after 
photo-bleaching (FRAP) assays in sla2∆ cells reveal that actin filament nucleation occurs 
continuously at or near the endocytic sites (Kaksonen et al., 2003). Three Arp2/3 
complex activators play distinct roles in the endocytic internalization. Las17p is the first 
activator recruited to the endocytic patches where it localizes for the longest lifetime. 
Pan1p could be the Arp2/3 activator which triggers vesicle release, as it appears when the 
patch complex starts to move away from cell cortex. In contrast, Abp1p joins the patches 
later in the pathway, and is speculated to stabilize the existing F-actin structures activated 
by Las17p and Pan1p (Kaksonen et al., 2003). This study has led to a clearer definition of 
the roles of actin polymerization in the formation, internalization, and disassembly of the 
budding yeast endocytic complex.  
1.4.4      Actin organization in endocytosis of higher eukaryotes  
1.4.4.1 Roles of actin in endocytosis of higher eukaryotes: important but 
not obligatory 
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        In contrast to yeast,  the requirement for actin in mammalian endocytosis is not 
always obligatory (Kaksonen et al., 2003;Schafer, 2002). The requirement for actin 
organization in the endocytosis of higher eukaryotic cells varies, depending on cell types, 
growth conditions, different cell domains (apical or basolateral), which actin-disrupting 
agent is used, and which type of endocytosis assay is utilized (Apodaca, 2001;Blok et al., 
1982;Brown and Song, 2001;Durrbach et al., 1996;Fujimoto et al., 2000;Gottlieb et al., 
1993;Jackman et al., 1994;Lamaze et al., 1997;Marsh and Helenius, 1980;Salisbury et 
al., 1980;Sandvig and van Deurs, 1990;Schafer, 2002;Shurety et al., 1996;Shurety et al., 
1998;Song et al., 1999;Zegers et al., 1998).       
       In mammalian cells, several lines of evidence suggest that actin cytoskeleton is 
involved in each step of CME: (1) Actin may act as a scaffold for assembling or 
anchoring the CCVs at particular sites on the plasma membrane. AP-2 complex has been 
found to be organized into a linear pattern which colocalizes with actin stress fibers. This 
linear AP-2 staining pattern is disrupted when actin is disassembled by treating the cells 
with cytochalasin D (cyto D) (Bennett et al., 2001). (2) Actin cytoskeleton may also 
participate in the late steps of endocytosis. Evanescent field (EF) microscopy studies 
have shown that transient actin assembly occurs at endocytic sites concomitant with the 
recruitment of dynamin just before the CCVs start to move inwards from the plasma 
membrane (Merrifield et al., 2002).  This study raises the possibility that actin 
polymerization may provide a force during the constriction and/or fission of CCVs.              
       Actin also plays important roles in caveolae-mediated endocytosis. When DNA virus 
SV40 infects host cells, it actively induces caveolar endocytosis after its binding with 
caveolae. Virus-loaded caveolae transiently disintegrates actin stress fibers, just before 
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the virus recruits small actin patches for the subsequent actin tail formation. When treated 
with LAT-A or jasplakinolide (Jas), the depolymerization of actin tail occurs with greatly 
reduced efficiency in virus infection. Thus the polymerization of actin tail may be utilized 
by the virus for its entry from cell cortex and its free spread into cytoplasm (Pelkmans et 
al., 2002).         
      The association between actin and macropinocytosis process has been characterized 
in rat basophilic leukemia cells (Merrifield et al., 2002). Pinosomes (vesicles formed 
during the engulfment of external fluid) are observed to trigger a transient actin 
polymerization when they are pinched off from the plasma membrane (Merrifield et al., 
2002). As they move through the cell, pinosomes are found to be associated with the tips 
of the resulting actin comet tails (Merrifield et al., 2002). This study suggests that 
pinosomes may carry the machinery required for propulsive actin polymerization. This 
possibility is consistent with the observation that actin organization proteins, such as 
Arp2/3 complex, N-WASP, and cortactin, localize to the actin tails associated with 
pinosomes (Insall et al., 2001;Schafer et al., 2000). In addition, macropinocytosis 
requires the functions of some other proteins involved in the control of actin 
cytoskeleton, including WASP-like protein Scar, coronin, profilin, and type I myosin 
(Cardelli, 2001;Jung et al., 1996;Maniak et al., 1995;Schafer et al., 2000;Seastone et al., 
2001). 
       The links between actin polymerization and phagocytosis are well established as 
well. Morphologically, the formation of phagocytic cup, that is, the extended plasma 
membrane structure for swallowing particles, is driven by actin polymerization. Actin 
comet tails are also present at phagosomes and may help to propel the vesicles away from 
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cell surface (Lee and De Camilli, 2002). Accumulating evidence suggests that the 
arrangement of actin filaments appears to be critical for phagocytosis (May and 
Machesky, 2001;Welch and Mullins, 2002). For example, phagocytosis depends on actin 
nucleation by Arp2/3 complex and its activators, along with their upstream signaling 
molecules (Frischknecht and Way, 2001;Greenberg, 1995;Lorenzi et al., 2000;May et al., 
1999;May et al., 2000). In addition, actin-filament-severing proteins (e.g. cofilin and 
gelsolin), actin-binding or -crosslinking proteins (e.g. α-actinin and ABP-120), are 
known to be recruited to phagosomes, and be required for phagocytosis (Allen and 
Aderem, 1996;Bierne et al., 2001;Cox et al., 1996;Konzok et al., 1999;Nagaishi et al., 
1999;Rivero et al., 1996;Serrander et al., 2000;Yin et al., 1981).  
1.4.4.2     Links between endocytic machinery and actin cytoskeleton 
      Over the past several years, the molecular basis for the links between endocytosis and 
actin cytoskeleton in animal cells has been further elucidated with the identification of 
some proteins that bridge the endocytosis and actin machineries. In particular, dynamin 
and its interacting proteins are the endocytic machinery components that function at the 
interface with actin cytoskeleton.  
     As discussed before, dynamin and its isoforms are almost ubiquitously involved in 
vesicle budding during mammalian endocytosis. Recent data suggest that dynamins also 
participate in actin organization process (Orth and McNiven, 2003). Dynamins are found 
to be associated with remodeled membrane structures mediated by actin reorganizations. 
These membrane structures, including podosome, invadopodia, filopodium, lamellipodia, 
phagocytic cups, and comet tails, are full of dense arrays of polarized actin filaments, 
with which dynamins are observed to be colocalized (Baldassarre et al., 2003;Borisy and 
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Svitkina, 2000;Bowden et al., 1999;Cossart, 1995;Cudmore et al., 1995;DeFife et al., 
1999;Egile et al., 1999;Gold et al., 1999b;Kessels et al., 2000a;Lee and De Camilli, 
2002;Linder et al., 1999;Marchisio et al., 1988;Matsudaira, 1994;McNiven et al., 
2000;Mueller and Chen, 1991;Nitsch et al., 1989;Ochoa et al., 2000;Orth et al., 
2002c;Orth and McNiven, 2003;Pollard and Borisy, 2003;Small, 1988;Small, 1994;Small 
et al., 1995;Suzuki et al., 1998;Tarone et al., 1985;Theriot, 1995). Furthermore, 
overexpression of the dynamin K44A mutant, or the truncated form of dynamin II lacking 
the PRD domain, alters the distribution of stress fibers and cell shape (Damke et al., 
1994;McNiven et al., 2000). Reducing the intracellular level of dynamin by antisense 
oligonucleotides impaires neurite outgrowth, which has been shown to be an actin-
associated process (Torre et al., 1994). Overexpression of GFP-dynamin II G273D 
mutant abolishes podosome formation. While another mutant, GFP-dynamin II K44A, 
affects endocytosis but not podosome formation (Ochoa et al., 2000). These findings 
implicate a role for dynamin in regulating actin dynamics, and also provide clues that the 
GTPase activity of dynamin may be required for actin rearrangement.  
       The roles of dynamins in actin reorganization are accomplished in cooperation with 
the actin assembly machinery (Fig. 1.17). Cortactin and mAbp1p are two actin 
polymerization activators which interact with dynamin directly (Kessels et al., 
2000b;Kessels et al., 2001;McNiven et al., 2000). These two proteins are found to 
colocalize with dynamin and Arp2/3 complex at actin-rich membrane structures, such as 
invadopodia, podosomes, and lamellipodia (Schafer et al., 2002;Schuuring et al., 
1993;Wu and Parsons, 1993).  Dynamin is also proposed to recruit cortactin and mAbp1p 
to the venue of endocytosis and to regulate their functions in actin assembly. Consistent 
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with this hypothesis, cortactin and mAbp1 are found to localize either to actin comet tails 
or CCPs (Cao et al., 2003;Kessels et al., 2001). Microinjection of anti-cortactin antibody 
or knocking down the expression of Abp1 by RNA interference inhibits transferrin 
uptake (Cao et al., 2003;Mise-Omata et al., 2003). In particular, overexpression of the 
Abp1 SH3 domain blocks the internalization of transferrin, probably due to the disruption 
of  its interaction with dynamin (Kessels et al., 2001). Therefore, dynamin may stimulate 










Figure 1.17 Summary of the protein-protein interactions identified between 
dynamin and the components of actin nucleation machinery. Actin nucleation 
machinery may be tethered to the endocytic vesicle through the protein interactions illustrated by 
grey lines.  
 
complex activators. In addition to dynamin, syndapin and intersectin are two other 
endocytic proteins which may also regulate actin nucleation. Both syndapin and 
intersectin  are able to interact with N-WASP protein and stimulate Arp2/3 complex- 
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2000).  Dynamin may indirectly regulate the activity of N-WASP via its association with 
these two endocytic components (Qualmann et al., 1999;Sengar et al., 1999). The 
functions of dynamin in actin organization can also be negatively regulated by one of its 
interacting factors, profilin II (Witke et al., 1998). These findings, together with the 
established roles of dynamin in endocytic vesicle formation, lead to the speculation that 
dynamin may act as a trigger or a scaffold molecule, for coordinating actin 
polymerization in different types and various steps of endocytosis (Lee and De Camilli, 
2002;Orth et al., 2002c). 
1.5    Endocytosis in mammals and yeast: a comparison  
1.5.1  Similarities in the endocytic pathway of mammals and yeast  
       One of the striking similarities between yeast and mammalian endocytosis is the 
involvement of both actin and actin-binding proteins, as has been extensively discussed 
in the previous section. In addition, the homologues of many endocytic proteins in animal 
cells can be found in yeast, and most of them play similar roles as their mammalian 
counterparts. For instance, Rvs161p and Rvs167p are two homologues in yeast which 
show sequence similarity to amphiphysin, one of the endocytic components in mamalian 
neurons (Balguerie et al., 1999;Bauer et al., 1993;Crouzet et al., 1991;Lichte et al., 
1992b;Shupliakov et al., 1997;Sivadon et al., 1995). Rvs161p and Rvs167p have been 
shown to be important in endocytosis (Munn et al., 1995). Inp51p/Sjl1p, Inp52p/Sjl2p, 
and Inp53p/Sjl3p are the yeast synaptojanin-like proteins. Mutants of these yeast 
polyphosphoinositide phosphatases are defective in endocytic internalization and in actin 
cytoskeleton organization, functionally similar to their mammalian homologues 
(Desrivieres et al., 2002;Luo and Chang, 1997;McPherson et al., 1996;Singer-Kruger et 
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al., 1998). Ent1/2p are related to epsins which are shown to be important for CME in 
mammalian cells (Chen et al., 1998). Indeed, Ent1/2p have redundant functions in 
endocytosis and actin cytoskeleton, which can be attributed to their interaction with both 
Pan1p and clathrin (Wendland et al., 1999;Wendland, 2002;Wendland and Emr, 1998). 
The identification of these related molecules in both higher eukaryotic cells and budding 
yeast strongly supports an evolutionary conservation of the endocytic machinery. 
1.5.2  Differences in endocytosis between the two systems 
      Besides the common features mentioned above, there are some interesting 
differences in endocytosis between animal cells and budding yeast. One of these is the 
functions of yeast AP complex. Deletions in multiple AP subunits genes, as well as in 
YAP1801 and YAP1802, two yeast AP-180 related genes, do not result in any significant 
deficiency in endocytosis. Furthermore, in yeast AP complex, only AP-1 has clathrin-
binding activity (Huang et al., 1999), but the cells lacking AP-1 do not show defects in 
clathrin-dependent endocytic pathway (Yeung et al., 1999). These findings suggest that 
the mechanism in the clathrin coat assembly in yeast may be different from that of 
animal cells.  
       A second striking difference in endocytosis is the role of clathrin in budding yeast. 
Deletion of the yeast gene (CHC1) encoding the clathrin heavy chain, or its temperature 
sensitive mutation, only causes a 50% reduction in the α-factor internalization rate 
(Huang et al., 1997;Huang et al., 1999;Lemmon and Jones, 1987;Payne et al., 
1988;Payne and Schekman, 1985). This data once again raise doubt about that the 
receptor-mediated endocytosis in yeast is a clathrin-dependent process. Another 
difference in the receptor-mediated endocytosis is that no dynamin-like protein seems to 
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be involved in the internalization step in yeast (Geli and Riezman, 1998). Three different 
genes which encode the dynamin-like proteins, Mgm1p, Dnm1p, and Vps1p, have been 
identified in yeast genome. Both Mgm1p and Dnm1p are involved in maintaining 
mitochondrial morphology in yeast with trivial differences. While Dnm1p is required for 
the mitochondrial fission and division process, Mgm1p is mainly implicated in 
mitochondrial fusion and mitochondrial DNA maintenance (Bleazard et al., 1999;Jones 
and Fangman, 1992;Otsuga et al., 1998;Sesaki and Jensen, 1999;Shepard and Yaffe, 
1999;Wong et al., 2000). Vps1p was first known as a protein required for vacuolar 
protein sorting (Rothman et al., 1990;Vater et al., 1992). It localizes to Golgi and is 
involved in clathrin-mediated vesicle formation at trans-Golgi network (TGN), transport 
of proteins between TGN and endosome/vacuole (Bensen et al., 2000;Nothwehr et al., 
1995).  
1.6     Research Objectives                                                                                        
       In Saccharomyces cerevisiae, the functions of clathrin in TGN sorting and Golgi 
membrane reteintion have been investigated in detail (Seeger and Payne, 1992a; Seeger 
and Payne, 1992b). Recently, major defects in cortical actin organization and G-actin 
accumulation have been found in clathrin-deficient yeast cells (Henry et al., 2002). 
Additionally, clathrin physically associates with a number of cortical patch components 
and is required for the cell cortex localization of the important endocytic component 
Sla2p (Henry et al., 2002). Therefore, clathrin has been implicated in the actin 
organization and endocytosis in yeast. In fact, yeast CHC1 has been proved to play a role 
in RME through its effects on actin cytoskeleton organization (Huang et al., 1997; Payne 
et al., 1988; Tan et al., 1993). 
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      Interestingly, one of the dynamin-related genes, VPS1, was shown to have synthetic 
growth defects with sla2/end4 mutant  in an earlier study (Nothwehr et al., 1995). 
Similar to CHC1, the known functions of VPS1 are mainly focused in the vesicle 
formation at TGN and the retention of TGN memtrane proteins (Banta et al., 1988; 
Robinson et al., 1988; Rothman et al., 1989; Rothman et al., 1990; Rothman and 
Stevens, 1986). Therefore, it is possible that Vps1p may also play similar roles in yeast 
endocytosis primarily through modulating actin organization. However, the possible  
role of Vps1p in actin organization has not been elucidated specifically (Nothwehr et al., 
1995). Thus, the primary aim of this study was to validate the possible involvement of 
the yeast dynamin-like proteins in actin organization and to establish a molecular basis 
by which Vps1p can regulate actin organization and endocytosis.  
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2.1     Materials 
2.1.1    Reagents and Antibodies 
 
Reagents used in this study and their sources are listed below unless otherwise stated: 
Description Source 
 Laboratory chemicals and reagents  
BDH Laboratory Supplies (UK) 
Sigma Chemical Company (USA) 
 Media components 
Difco Laboratories (USA) 
Sigma Chemical Company (USA) 
Restriction enzymes and modifying 
enzymes  for DNA recombination 
New England Biolabs (USA) 
Amersham (UK) 
Boehringer Mannheim (Germany). 
Latrunculin-A (LAT-A) Molecular Probes (USA) 
N-(3- triethylammoniumpropyl)-4-(p-
diethylaminophenyl- hexatrienyl) 
pyridinium dibromide (FM 4-64) 
Molecular Probes (USA) 
Alpha Factor (α-factor) Biotechnology Centre (Singapore) 
Calcofluor Sigma Chemical Company (USA) 
 




Rabbit polyclonal anti-HA Y-11 Santa Cruz Biotechnology (USA) 
Mouse monoclonal anti-Myc 9E10 Santa Cruz Biotechnology (USA) 
Mouse monoclonal anti-HA 12CA5 Boehringer Mannheim (Germany) 
HRP-conjugated sheep anti-mouse IgG Amersham (UK) 
Mouse monoclonal anti-GFP JL-8 CLONTECH (USA) 
Mouse monoclonal anti-CPY 10A5 Molecular Probes (USA) 
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2.1.2    Oligonucleotides 
 
Oligonucleotides used in this study were synthesized by Research Biolabs (Singapore) 
and are listed below: 
Oligonucleotide Sequence 
5’vps1dHis-1 
5’  GCA CCA AAA TAA GGA CCG TAC GAA AAC TGC ACA TTT T 
ATA TTA TCA GAT ATC  AGA TCT GTT TAG CTT GCC TC   3’ 
 
3’vps1dHis-2 
5’    TAT TAG GGA GAA ATA CTC AAA ACC AAG CTT GAG TCG 
ACC GGT ATA GAT GAG GAA AAC CAT CGA TGA ATT CGA 
GCT CG    3’ 
5’VPS26dHis-1 
5’    GTG T ACA TTG TAA AAG AAT CCA AGC ACA ACT 
ATT ATT AGC ATT ATG AGT ATT TTT AGA TCT GTT TAG 
CTT GCC TC  3’ 
3’VPS26dHis-2 
5’   GA TGT TGA AAG AAC AGA GAA CCA CAT CTT CAC 
CTT ATT TAA GGT CGA GCT TTT CAT CGA TGA ATT CGA 
GCT CG   3’ 
5’vps1K42E-1 5’ GTC AGC AGT GGA GAG TCG TCC GTT TTG GAG AAC  3’ 
3’vps1K42E-2 5’ GAA CTC CAA AAC GGA CGA CTC TCC TGA CGA CTG  3’
5’vps1S43N-1 5’ GTC AGC AGT GGA AAG AAC TCC GTT TTG GAG AAC 3’ 
3’vps1S43N-2 5’ GAA CTC CAA AAC GGA GTT CTT TCC TGA CGA CTG  3’ 
5’vps1G315D-1 5’ AAA GCT CAT TAC TGT GAT ACA CCA TAT TTG GCT  3’ 
 
3’vps1G315D-2 5’ AGC CAA ATA TGG TGT ATC ACA GTA ATG AGC TTT 3’ 
VPS1-Y9¶ 5’ TTGGCGCGCCGGATGAGCATTTAATT TCT AC 3’ 
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VPS1-Y10¶  5’ TTGGCGCGCCAGTTATCAATAGAGGTCAAAAG  3’ 
VPS1-Y12§ 5’ TTTTCTGCAGATTTATAGACTAGCTTCCACG 3’ 
VPS1-Y13§ 5’ TTTTCTGCAGCTACAAGTTTATAAGTTCCTTTTG 3’ 
VPS1-Y14¶ 5’ TTGGCGCGCCTGTTTTAAAAGCTACTGGCC 3’ 
VPS1-Y15§ 5’ TTTTCTGCAGCTATGTTTCCATTGTTTCCCTC  3’ 
VPS1-Y17¶ 5’TTGGCGCGCCGGATTCAGCTAGTTCGGTTGTTTTGAGC 3’ 
 
The underlined nucleotides indicate the introduction of an amino acid change as 





Table 2.     Yeast strains used in this study 
 
Name Genotype and Source 
W303-1A     MATa ade2-1 trp1-1 can1-100 leu2-3,112 his3-11.15 ura3-1. Laboratory collection. 
W303-1B MATα  ade2-1 trp1-1 can1-100 leu2-3,112 his3-11.15 ura3-1. Laboratory collection. 
SFY526 MATa ade2 can
r trp1 leu2 his3 ura3 lys2 gal4 gal80 URA3::GAL1-lacZ. 
(CLONTECH, USA)            
YMC448 MATα  vps1∆::LEU2 
YMC449 MATa  vps1∆::LEU2 
YMC450 MATα  sla1∆::HIS3 
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YMC451 MATα vps1∆::HIS3 
YMC452 MATα  dnm1∆::LEU2, generated by introducing the W303-1B cells with the ApaI-SacI digested fragment from pXW146 
YMC453 MATα  mgm1∆::TRP1, obtained by thansforming the W303-1B cells with the XhoI-NotI digested fragment from pXW145  
YMC454 MATα  vps26∆::HIS3 
YMC455 MATa/α ade2-1 trp1-1 can1-100 leu2-3,112 his3-11.15 ura3-1 
YMC456 MATa/α vps1∆::LEU2 
YMC457 
MATa  ade2-1 trp1-1 can1-100 ura3-1 leu2-3,112 vps1∆::LEU2  
his3-11,15::HIS3, pRS303 was linearized and integrated to the HIS3 locus in 
YMC449. 
YMC458 
MATa  ade2-1 trp1-1 can1-100 ura3-1 leu2-3,112 vps1∆::LEU2 
 his3-11,15::HIS3-Vps1-3Myc, pXW384 was linearized and integrated to the 
HIS3 locus in YMC449. 
YMC459 
MATa  ade2-1 trp1-1 can1-100 ura3-1 leu2-3,112 vps1∆::LEU2  
his3-11,15::HIS3-vps1K42E-3Myc, pXW385 was linearized and integrated to the 
HIS3 locus in YMC449. 
YMC460 
MATa  ade2-1 trp1-1 can1-100 ura3-1 leu2-3,112 vps1∆::LEU2 
 his3-11,15::HIS3-vps1S43N-3Myc, pXW386 was linearized and integrated to the 
HIS3 locus in YMC449. 
YMC461 
MATa  ade2-1 trp1-1 can1-100 ura3-1leu2-3,112 vps1∆::LEU2 
 his3-11,15::HIS3-vps1G315D-3Myc, pXW387 was linearized and integrated to 
the HIS3 locus in YMC449.  
YMC462 MATa ade2-1 trp1-1 can1-100 leu2-3,112 his3-11,15 ura3-1::URA3, generated by integrating the StuI-linearized pRS306 into the URA3 locus in W303-1A.  
YMC463 
MATa  ade2-1 trp1-1 can1-100 leu2-3,112 his3-11,15 ura3-1::URA3-  
GAL1-Myc-VPS1, generated by integrating the StuI-linearized pXW370 into 
the URA3 locus in W303-1A. 
YMC464 
MATa  ade2-1 trp1-1 can1-100 leu2-3,112 his3-11,15 ura3-1::URA3- 
GAL1-Myc-vps1K42E, generated by integrating the StuI-linearized pXW371 into 
the URA3 locus in W303-1A. 
YMC465 
MATa  ade2-1 trp1-1 can1-100 leu2-3,112 his3-11,15 ura3-1::URA3- 
GAL1-Myc-vps1S43N, generated by integrating the StuI-linearized pXW372 into 
the URA3 locus in W303-1A. 
YMC466 
MATa  ade2-1 trp1-1 can1-100 leu2-3,112 his3-11,15 ura3-1::URA3- 
GAL1-myc-vps1G315D, generated by integrating the StuI-linearized pXW373 into
the URA3 locus in W303-1A. 
YMC467 MATα  sla1∆::HIS3  [pTHY918 ], YMC450 transformed with full length SLA1 in pRS316. 
YMC468 MATα  sla1∆::HIS3  mgm1∆::TRP1 [pTHY918], YMC467 with the MGM1 gene being deleted.  
YMC469 MATα  sla1∆::HIS3  dnm1∆::LEU2  [pTHY918], YMC467 with the DNM1 gene being deleted. 
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YMC470 MATα  sla1∆::HIS3  vps1∆::LEU2  [pTHY918], YMC467 with the VPS1 gene being deleted. 
YMC471 MATα  sla1∆::HIS3 [pTHY1108], YMC450 transformed with full length SLA1 in pRS314.    
YMC472 MATα  sla1∆::HIS3 [ pRS314], YMC450 transformed with vector pRS314 
YMC473 MATα  sla1∆::HIS3 [pYGS203], YMC450 transformed with sla1∆3
rdSH3 
(sla1∆147-510) in pRS314.   
YMC474 MATα  sla1∆::HIS3 [pHT1114 ], YMC450 transformed with sla1∆all-SH3  (sla1∆1-410) in pRS314.  
YMC475 MATα  sla1∆::HIS3 [pHT1115 ], YMC450 transformed with sla1∆SR  (sla1∆ 855-1244)  in pRS314.   
YMC476 
MAT a ade2-1 trp1-1 can1-100 leu2-3,112 his3-11,15  ura3-1 
vps1::VPS1–RFP-TRP1 sla1::SLA1-GFP-LEU2, generated by sequentially 
integrating pXW70 and pXW111 into W303-1A strain. 
YMC478  MAT a ade2-1 trp1-1 can1-100 leu2-3,112 his3-11,15  ura3-1 sla1::SLA1-YFP-LEU2,generated by integrating pXW293 into W303-1A strain. 
 
2.1.4     Constructs 
 
Table 3.  Plasmids used in this study 
 
   Construct Description and Source 
pRS303 Integration vector containing HIS3. (Sikorski and Hieter, 1989) 
pRS304 Integration vector containing TRP1. (Sikorski and Hieter, 1989) 
pRS305 Integration vector containing LEU2. (Sikorski and Hieter, 1989) 
pRS306 Integration vector containing URA3. (Sikorski and Hieter, 1989) 
pRS314 CEN6 TRP1 vector. (Sikorski and Hieter, 1989) 
pRS315 CEN6 LEU2 vector. (Sikorski and Hieter, 1989) 
pRS316 CEN6 URA3 vector. (Sikorski and Hieter, 1989) 




Vector contains the ORF for the red fluorescent protein (RFP). (CLONTECH 
Laboratories, Inc. Cat. #6921-1) 
pGBKT7 2µ TRP1, GAL4 DNA binding domain (1-147 a.a.). (CLONTECH Laboratories, Inc. Cat. No. #K1612-1, (Louvet et al., 1997) 
pGADT7 2µ LEU2, GAL4 activation domain (768-881 a.a.). (CLONTECH Laboratories, Inc. Cat. No. #K1612-1, (Chien et al., 1991) 
pDH5 Plasmid contains the ORF for the  yellow fluorescent protein (YFP) (Yeast Resource Center, University of Washington) 




Plasmid contains the ORF of the green fluorescent protein variant S65T  (Yeast 
Resource Center, University of Washington) 
pBluescript    
     SK (+) Vector, CMJ lab collection. 
  
   pYAM1 
 
pYep352-FUR4; FUR4 gene in multi-copy plasmid pYep352 with URA3 
marker, a gift from Dr. Alan Munn. 
 pTHY918 SLA1 in URA3, CEN vector (pRS316) 
pTHY1089 SLA1 in TRP1, CEN vector (pRS314) 
pTHY1108 HA-SLA1 in TRP1, CEN vector (pRS314) 
pTHY1114 sla1
∆all-SH3 (sla1∆1-410) in pRS314.  sla1 deleted of three SH3  
domains was expressed from its native promoter  
pTHY1115 sla1
∆SR (sla1∆ 855-1244)  in pRS314.  sla1 without the COOH-terminal   
Sla1p repeats was expressed from its native promoter.   
pYGS203 sla1
∆3rdSH3 (sla1∆147-510) in pRS314.  The sequence between the two EcoRI  
sites in pTHY1089 containing the third SH3 of Sla1p was removed. 
 pXW70 
SLA1c-GFP in  LEU2, integration plasmid pRS305, SLA1(1105-1244 a.a.) tagged
with GFP at its COOH-terminus in pRS305, can be linearized by SacI site within 
SLA1 sequence for integration. 
pXW89 The VPS1 coding region including the flanking sequences  was generated by PCR and cloned into vector pBluescript SK (+)  
pXW90 The MGM1 coding region including the flanking sequences was generated by PCR and cloned into vector pBluescript SK (+) 
pXW92 VPS1 disruption construct, the HindIII fragment from pXW89 was replaced by LEU2 marker gene 
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pXW111 
VPS1c-RFP in TRP1, integration plasmid pRS304.  The DNA coding region for  
Vps1p (310-703) was generated by PCR and cloned in frame with a COOH- 
terminal  RFP epitope followed by the ADH1 terminator in pRS304, can be  
linearized by BamHI site within VPS1 sequence for integration.  
pXW112 
GAL1-STE3-GFP in pRS316, STE3 coding region was generated by PCR, 
cloned in frame with a COOH-terminal GFP epitope followed by the ADH1 
terminator, and placed under GAL1 promoter control in pRS316.                           
pXW140 The DNM1 coding region including the flanking sequences was generated by PCR and cloned into vector pBluescript SK (+) 
pXW145 MGM1 disruption construct, the XcmI to StyI fragment from pXW90 was replaced by TRP1 marker gene 
pXW146 DNM1 disruption construct, the PstI to BstEII  fragment from pXW140 was replaced by LEU2 marker gene 
pXW215 SLA1 (2-1244) in pGADT7. The DNA coding region of Sla1p (aa 2-1244) was generated by PCR and cloned into pGADT7. 
pXW293 
SLA1c-YFP in  LEU2, integration plasmid pRS305, SLA1(1105-1244 a.a.) tagged
with YFP at its COOH-terminus in pRS305, can be linearized by SacI site within 
SLA1 sequence for integration. 
pXW370 
GAL1-Myc-VPS1 in pRS306, The VPS1 coding region was isolated by PCR,  
fused  in frame with the NH2-terminal Myc epitope, and placed under the GAL1 
promoter in vector pRS306. The construct could be linearized by Stu1 in the  
URA3 coding region for integration. 
pXW371 GAL1-Myc-vps1
K42E in pRS306, the native copy of VPS1 in pXW370 was 
replaced with vps1 S42E mutation. 
pXW372 GAL1-Myc-vps1
S43N in pRS306, the native copy of VPS1 in pXW370 was 
replaced with vps1 K43N mutation. 
pXW373 GAL1-Myc-vps1
G315D in pRS306, the native copy of VPS1 in pXW370 was 
replaced with vps1 G315D mutation. 
pXW384 
 VPS1-3Myc in pRS303, VPS1 coding region together with its 1000-bps 
promoter and 500 bps terminator was amplified by PCR against yeast genomic 
DNA.  The region from the stop codon of VPS1 to the end of its terminator was 
eliminated by replacing with an in-frame fragment containing 3 repeats of Myc 
epitope followed by the ADH1 terminator.   The construct was cloned in vector 
pRS303 and could be linearized by PstI digestion in the HIS3 coding region for 
integration. 
pXW385 vps1
K42E-3Myc in pRS303, generated by replacing  the native sequence in 
pXW384 with vps1 containing the K42E mutation 
pXW386 vps1
S43N-3Myc in pRS303, generated by replacing  the native sequence in 
pXW384 with vps1 containing the S43N mutation 
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pXW387 vps1
G315D-3Myc in pRS303, generated by replacing  the native sequence in 
pXW384 with vps1 containing the G315D mutation 
pXW410 
pGAL1-VPS1-C1 in pRS314, Gal-CFP-Vps1 (aa 276-704).  The COOH-
terminus of VPS1 was made with primers VPS1-Y10 and VPS1-Y12, fused in 
frame with the NH2-terminal CFP epitope, and placed under the GAL1 promoter 
in vector pRS314. 
pXW411 
pGAL1-VPS1-C2 in pRS314, Gal-CFP-Vps1 (aa 276-616).  The central domain 
of VPS1 was made with primers VPS1-Y10 and VPS1-Y15, and cloned into the 
same vector as that of pGAL1-VPS1-C1. 
pXW412 
pGAL1-VPS1-C3 in pRS314, Gal-CFP-Vps1 (aa 357-704).  Another shorter 
COOH-terminus of VPS1 was made with primers VPS1-Y17 and VPS1-Y12 
and fused into the same vector as that of pGAL1-VPS1-C1. 
pXW413 
pGAL1-VPS1-C4 in pRS314, Gal-CFP-Vps1 (aa 614-704).  The GED domain of 
VPS1 was made with primers VPS1-Y14 and VPS1-Y12, and ligated into the 
same vector as that of pGAL1-VPS1-C1. 
pXW414 
pGAL1-VPS1-N1 in pRS314, Gal-CFP-Vps1 (aa 1-355).  The NH2-terminal 
GTPase domain of VPS1 was made with primers VPS1-Y9 and VPS1-Y13, and 
cloned into the same vector as that of pGAL1-VPS1-C1. 
pXW415 
pGAL1-VPS1 in pRS314, Gal-CFP-Vps1 (aa 1-704).  Full length VPS1 was  
amplified by primers VPS1-Y9 and VPS1-Y12, and cloned into the same vector 
as that of pGAL1-VPS1-C1. 
pXW440 VPS1(aa 1-704) in pGBKT7, AscI(blunted) and PstI digested fragment from  pXW415 was cloned into pGBKT7 between sites Sma1 and PstI. 
pXW441 VPS1-N1(aa 1-355) in pGBKT7, derived from pXW414 in the same way as the creation of pXW440.    
pXW442 VPS1-C2 (aa 276-616) in pGBKT7, derived from pXW411 in the same way as  the creation of pXW440.
pXW443 VPS1-C3 (aa 357-704) in pGBKT7, derived from pXW412 in the same way as  the creation of pXW440.
pXW444 VPS1-C4 (aa 614-704) in pGBKT7, derived from pXW413 in the same way as  the creation of pXW440. 
pXW445 VPS1-C5 (aa 566-704) in pGBKT7, NarI and PstI digested fragment from pXW440 was cloned into pGBKT7 between sites SmaI and PstI. 
 
2.2     Methods 
2.2.1    Strains and culture conditions 
    The E. coli strain DH5α (GIBCO BRL, USA) was used as the host strain in this study 
for DNA recombination and plasmid amplification. The E. coli cells were cultured at 
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37oC in LB broth (1% bacto-tryptone, 0.5% bacto-yeast extract, 1% NaCl, pH 7.0) or on 
LB agar plates (LB containing 2% bacto-agar). 100 µg/ml Ampicilin (Sigma) or 25 µg/ml 
Kanamycin (Sigma) was added to the media to select for E. coli cells carrying 
recombinant plasmids. 
     All yeast strains (see Table above) used in this study were derived from the wild type 
strain W303, except for the strain SFY526, which was use in the two-hybrid assay. Yeast 
cells were grown in standard yeast extract-peptone-dextrose (YEPD; 1.1% yeast extract, 
2.2% peptone, 0.006% adenine and 2% glucose) or synthetic complete medium (SC; 
0.67% yeast nitrogen base without amino acids, 2% D-glucose and 0.2% amino-acids 
mix). For the selection and maintenance of some nutritional markers that were introduced 
into yeast strains, appropriate selective media (SC without appropriate amino acid) were 
used. To induce the expression of genes under the GAL1 promoter, 2% Galatose 
supplemented with 2% raffinose instead of D-glucose was used as the carbon source.  
       5-fluoro-acetic acid (5-FOA) medium containing 0.1% 5-FOA in SC medium or 
solid media were prepared with the addition of 2% of bacto-agar. The utility of 5-FOA 
causes toxicity to the cells which are able to synthesize uracil. Therefore, only the ura─ 
mutants can grow on 5-FOA-containing medium. Therefore, 5-FOA-containing plates are 
used to study the genetic interaction between SLA1 and VPS1 in Chapter V. In this study, 
full length SLA1 was contructed into a URA3 plasmid and introduced into individual 
double-mutant cells. Those mutant cells which can not survive in the absence of SLA1 
can not grow on the 5-FOA-containing plates.  
All media were made as previously described (Rose et al; 1990). Wild-type cells were 
grown at 30°C with good aeration while temperature-sensitive mutants were cultured at 
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the permissive temperature of 24°C and analysed at the restrictive temperature of 37°C, 
unless indicated otherwise. 
2.2.2    Recombinant DNA methods 
      General recombinant DNA methods were performed essentially as described 
previously (Sambrook, 1989). Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) was carried out with Vent 
DNA polymerase. Restriction enzyme digests were performed using the appropriate 
buffers supplied by the manufacturers. Blunt ending of DNA fragments was carried out 
using Klenow DNA polymerase. Dephosphorylation of cloning vectors was done using 
calf intestinal phosphatase (CIP). T4 DNA ligase was used for the ligation of DNA 
fragments. 
2.2.2.1 DNA Transformation of E. coli cells 
      For heat shock transformation, DNA from ligation mix (7.5µl) or plasmid DNA (less 
than 0.1 µg) was mixed with 50 µl KCM buffer (100 mM KCl, 30 mM CaCl2, 50 mM 
MgCl2), and 100 µl of competent cells. After incubation on ice for 30-45 min, the cells 
were heat shocked at 43oC water bath for 50 seconds. The transformed cells were quickly 
incubated on ice for at least 1 min before being plated out on the LB agar plates with 
appropriate antibiotics according to the selection marker of individual plasmid. For 
electroporation transformation, DNA was added to 50 µl of the competent cells and 
incubated on ice for 10 min. This was followed by a high-voltage electroporation using the 
Gene Pulser (Bio-Rad, USA) according to the manufacturer's instructions.  The cells were 
then mixed with 950 µl of prewarmed LB broth and incubated at 37°C for 1 h before being 
plated onto antibiotic-containing LB plates. 
2.2.2.2    Plasmid DNA preparation  
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     Overnight bacterial culture (2.0 ml) was pelleted by centrifugation at full speed in 
table-top centrifuge for 30 sec. The resulting bacterial pellet was resuspended in 250 µl of 
STET buffer (8% sucrose, 0.5% Triton X-100, 50 mM Tris-HCI pH8.0, 50 mM EDTA, 1 
mg/ml freshly prepared lysozyme). The mixture was boiled at 100oC water bath for 2 min 
and subsequently centrifuged at full speed for 5 min. After removal of the bacterial debris 
by toothpicks, 250 µl of isopropanol was added to the supernatant, and the mixture was 
mixed by vortex before being centrifuged at full speed (13,000 rpm) for 10 min. The 
DNA pellet was washed with 70% ethanol and then dissolved in 50 µl of TE buffer (10 
mM Tris-HCl, 1 mM EDTA, [pH8.0]) containing 0.1 µg/µl RNAase. 
2.2.2.3     Site-directed mutagenesis 
      The in vitro site-directed mutagenesis was performed using the QuickChangeTM Site-
Directed Mutagenesis Kit from STRATAGENE (USA). The plasmid pXW89 (Table 3) 
was used as the template to generate the vps1 GTPase mutations. PCR reaction was 
performed using Pfu DNA polymerase, and primers 5’vps1K42E-1 and 3’vps1K42E-2 
(Section 2.1.2) to generate a mutated DNA containing vps1K42E mutation in VPS1. The 
resulting PCR product was further treated with DpnI to remove the parental DNA 
template and to select for the mutation-containing synthesized DNA. The DNA that had 
incorporated the desired mutation was then transformed into E.coli for amplification. The 
creations of vps1S43N and vps1G315D  were performed in the same way by using different 
sets of primers (Section 2.1.2). All the mutations were confirmed by DNA sequencing.    
2.2.2.4     Plasmid constructions 
   For the generation of the plasmids used in this study, please refer to the 
“Description and Origin” in Table 2. Plasmids used in this study.  
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2.2.3     Yeast manipulations 
      Yeast genetic techniques were performed according to standard methods described 
previously (Rose, 1990).   
2.2.3.1     Yeast transformation 
      The host cells were grown in appropriate medium to the log phase and harvested by 
centrifugation at 3000 rpm for 5 min. For each transformation, about 50 µl of the cell 
pellet was washed once in Li-TE buffer (0.1 M lithium acetate, 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 
1 mM EDTA), and resuspended in 100 µl of yeast transformation mix (2 M LiAc : 50% 
PEG 8000 : 1 M DTT = 1:8:1). The cell suspension was then mixed with the plasmid 
DNA and 10 µl of salmon sperm carrier DNA (9.5 µg/µl salmon testes DNA, Sigma) 
followed by incubation at 42°C for 30 min. The cells were collected by centrifugation at 
low speed and resuspended in 1 ml of H2O. The cell suspension was spread onto selective 
plates and incubated at the appropriate temperature for 3 to 4 days.     
 
2.2.3.2 Gene disruption and integration 
   
       Gene disruptions were performed by the one-step gene disruption method (Rothstein, 
1983). To disrupt VPS1, the HindIII digested VPS1 fragment in the plasmid pXW89 was 
replaced with LEU2 marker gene. The LEU2 gene flanked by VPS1 sequences 
(vps1∆::LEU2) in the resultant plasmid pXW92 was then excised by StuI and NotI, gel-
purified, and transformed into strains W303-1A and W303-1B to generate strains 
YMC449 and YMC448, respectively. Strains YMC452 and YMC453 are also generated 
in this way (Table 1 and 2). PCR-mediated one-step gene disruption method was used to 
generate the strains YMC451 and YMC454 (Baudin et al., 1993). The oligonucleotides 
5’vps1dHis-1 and 3’vps1dHis-2 were used as PCR primers, and the HIS3 gene in plasmid 
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pFA6a-GFPS65T-HIS3MX6 (Yeast Resource Center) served as the template. The 
resulting PCR product was transformed to W303-1B to obtain the strain YMC451. 
Primers 5’vps26dHis-1 and 3’vps26dHis-2 were used in a similar way to generate the 
strain YMC454.  All deletion strains were confirmed by whole cell PCR analysis (Huxley 
et al., 1990).  
      Gene integration was performed by transforming a linearized DNA which was 
constructed in yeast integrating plasmids into appropriate yeast strains. The resulting 
strains with the DNA molecule integrated at the right alleles were selected by whole cell 
PCR analysis or phenotypic assessment (Huxley et al., 1990). Gene integration is applied 
here to create strains harboring modified genes with various epitope tags or inducible 
promoters for different study purposes.   
2.2.3.3 Two-hybrid assays 
      The MATCHMAKER system (Clontech Laboratories, USA) was used in two-hybrid 
analysis. DNA fragments of SLA1 and VPS1 were fused in frame to the GAL4 activation 
domain of pGADT7 and the DNA binding domain of pGBT7 respectively, as indicated in 
Table 3. Plasmids were cotransformed into the yeast strain SFY526 and expression of 
each fusion protein was verified by Western blotting using either anti-HA or anti-Myc 
antibodies.  The β-galactosidase activities were measured in at least three different 
isolates of each co-transformation as described in the product protocol. 
2.2.3.4 Uracil uptake assay 
The uracil uptake assay was carried out as described by Volland et al. (Volland et al., 
1994). In principle, upon the addition of cycloheximide to inhibit protein synthesis, the 
cell surface uracil permease Fur4p is constitutively internalized. With time the level of 
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the cell surface Fur4p will decrease. Radiolabelled uracil can bind to Fur4p and the 
amount of bound radiolabelled uracil indicates the level of the cell surface Fur4p. Thus, 
the kinetics of Fur4p internalization can be measured by the decrease of the cell surface 
bound uracil activity.  Briefly, each testing strain was transformed with pYep352-FUR4 
(pYAM1, Table 3) to increase the production of uracil permease. The transformants were 
grown at 30°C or 37oC to OD600 of 0.2-0.3, followed by the addition of 100 µg/ml 
Cycloheximide (Sigma).  Samples were taken at 30 min interval to measure uracil uptake. 
The assay was performed by incubating 1 ml of yeast culture with 5 µM [14C]uracil 
(NEN) for 20 sec at 30°C or 37oC followed by quick filtration through a Whatman GF/C 
filter. The filter was washed twice with ice-cold water and then counted for the retained 
radioactivity. Data were compiled from at least three independent experiments.  
2.2.3.5 Measurement of the half-life of Ste3p 
      For strains containing the GAL1-STE3-GFP (pXW112, Table 3), cells were cultured 
to mid-log phase at 25oC in a dropout medium supplemented with 2% raffinose. The 
expression of Ste3-GFP was induced by addition of 2% galactose.  After 90 min of 
induction at 25oC, aliquots of cultures were shifted to 30oC or 37oC while glucose was 
added to the medium (to 3%) to repress the expression of Ste3p.  At indicated time 
intervals after glucose addition, about 25 OD600 Units of cells were harvested, washed, 
and resuspended in 400 µl of ice-cold extraction buffer (0.1 M Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 0.15 M 
NaCl, 5 mM EDTA) and lysed by vortexing with glass beads.  The suspension was 
centrifuged briefly to remove cell debris and centrifuged again at a high speed (13,000 
rpm) for 45 min.  The pellet was resuspended in 100 µl of loading buffer and heated at 
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37oC for 10 min before loading onto an SDS gel.  Ste3-EGFP was detected by a 
monoclonal anti-GFP antibody (Clontech, USA).   
2.2.3.6 Halo assays for latrunculin-A sensitivity 
      The LAT-A sensitivity was measured by the halo assay following the published 
procedures (Ayscough et al., 1997) with minor modifications. Cells were cultured 
overnight in appropriate media. The amounts of the cells from each culture were 
normalized by OD readings. 10 µl of these cells were added to 2 ml of 2x relevant 
medium, followed by mixing with 2 ml of molten agar (1%, pre-warmed to 55oC).  The 
cell suspension was quickly poured onto the surface of a plate containing the same 
medium.  Latrunculin-A (LAT-A, Molecular Probe) was diluted with H2O and 5 µl of 
each dilution of the drug was pipetted onto the center of a sterile 6-mm filter disk.  The 
disks were then placed on top of the agar.  The plates were inverted and left at 30oC until 
halos were clearly visible. Relative apparent sensitivities were calculated as described 
before (Reneke et al., 1988). 
2.2.3.7 Colony overlay immunoblot  
       Secretion of Carboxypeptidase Y (CPY) was studied using a colony overlay blot 
assay as described (Wilsbach and Payne, 1993).  The vps1 mutants or wild type strains 
carrying a plasmid containing various domains of VPS1 were grown in YEPD or 
appropriate selective media to saturation at 24oC.  Cells were diluted to 1X106 cells/ml, 
and 5 µl of diluted cells were spotted onto appropriate plates, overlaid with a 
nitrocellulose filter, and incubated overnight at 30oC.  The filters were removed and 
rinsed with distilled water and probed with a monoclonal antibody against CPY 
(Molecular Probe). 
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2.2.4   Fluorescence microscopy studies 
2.2.4.1   Staining of F-actin and chitin  
  The actin cytoskeleton was stained with rhodamine-conjugated phalloidin 
(Molecular Probes). Cells were grown in appropriate media as mentioned in figure 
legends to a concentration of 4-8×106 cells/ml. Cells were fixed with 3.7% formaldehyde 
at 24oC for 1 hour. The fixation time can be decreased to 15 min for those cells 
containing GFP-tagged proteins which have to be observed with actin structure.  For 
chitin staining, cells were fixed with 3.7% formaldehyde, and stained with calcofluor 
(Sigma),  as described by Pringle (Pringle et al., 1989).  The samples were examined 
under a Leica DMAXA microscope equipped with a Hamamatsu C4742 digital camera. 
The analyses of actin organization and the budding scar patterns followed previous 
studies (Chant and Pringle, 1995;Drubin et al., 1993). Cells were scored as having 
depolarized actin patches if there were ≥ 10 patches in the mother compartment of cells 
with small- and medium-sized buds. Actin aggregates were scored if the actin patches 
were ≥ 0.5 µm in diameter.  Normal patches in wild-type cells were typically 0.1-0.2 µm 
in diameter (Henry et al., 2002). For the budding pattern study, only cells with three or 
more bud scars were scored. Cells that contained a chain of bud scars with each scar 
physically contacting at least one other bud scar, were scored as axial. Cells containing 
bud scars at both poles of the cell, or only at the distal pole, were scored as bipolar. Cells 
showing neither of these patterns were scored as random. In cases where quantitation was 
required, at least 200 cells were counted for each sample.   
      For the examination of mating projection formation, overnight yeast cultures were 
diluted and refreshed at appropriate temperature for 2 hours, and α-factor was added to 
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the culture to a final concentration of 6 µg/ml. Cells were further incubated at indicated 
temperatures for another 2 hours and the cell morphology and actin structures stained 
by rhodamine-conjugated phalloidin were examined under Leica microscope.  
2.2.4.2 Cellular localization of proteins with fluorescent tags   
      The red fluorescence protein (RFP), cyan fluorescent protein (CFP), and yellow 
fluorescent protein (YFP) are derived from the template plasmids pDsRed1-N1, pDH3 
and pDH5, respectively (Table 3). A Bio-Rad MRC1024 confocal scanhead (Bio-Rad, 
Richmond, CA, USA) equipped with an Axiophot microscope (Zeiss, Thornwood, NY, 
USA) and epifluorescence optics was used in the examination of the GFP tagged a-factor 
receptor Ste3p signals, and in the studies of co-localization between Vps1p-RFP and 
Sla1p-GFP in the strain YMC476. The imagines of CFP and YFP fusion proteins (Vps1-
CFP and Sla1-YFP) were acquired using the Leica microscope (2.2.4.1) equipped with 
CFP and YFP filters from OMEGA OPTICAL. Softwares including Metamorph 4.6 
program (Universal Imaging Corp.) and Adobe PhotoShop (Adobe Inc., USA) were 
applied for the standard modifications of the images.  
2.2.4.3 FM 4-64 Staining 
      The FM 4-64 staining was carried out at 15oC. The internalized FM 4-64 at this 
temperature was verified to be accumulated at cytoplasmic intermediates between the 
plasma membrane and vacuole, which are likely to be the endosomes. Briefly, cells were 
harvested and resuspended in ice-cold YEPD at 3~5 OD600 units/ml. FM 4-64 (prepared 
in DMSO) was added to the cells at a final concentration of 40 µM and the mixture was 
incubated on ice for 30 min. After the incubation, cell were harvested and resuspended in 
ice-cold YEPD, followed by incubation at 15oC for 25 min. Cells were  washed twice 
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with cold PBS buffer containing 10 mM each of NaN3 and NaF, and viewed using a 
confocal microscope with the Texas Red light filter to visualize the FM 4-64.   
2.3        Protein Analysis 
2.3.1      Preparation of yeast cell extracts  
2.3.1.1    Preparation of crude protein extracts using acid-washed 
               glass beads             
         Yeast strains were grown in appropriate conditions to mid-log phase (OD600 = 0.9 to 
1.2). Cells were harvested, washed once with Stop mix  buffer (0.9% NaCl, 1 mM NaN3, 
10 mM EDTA, 50 mM NaF) and resuspended in 200 µl of ice-cold lysis buffer (1% 
Triton X-100,  0.1% SDS, 100 mM NaCl, 50 mM Tris-HCl [pH7.2], 1 mM PMSF, 20 
µg/ml leupeptin, 40 µg/ml aprotinin, 0.1 mM Na-orthovanadate, 15 mM p-nitrophenyl 
phosphate (PNPP) ). 200 µl of acid-washed 500-µm-diameter glass beads (Sigma) were 
added to the cell suspension and the cells were lysed by vortexing vigorously at 4°C. 
After two rounds of high speed centrifugation to pellet out the cellular debris, the 
supernatant containing the crude cell lysate was collected, snap frozen in liquid nitrogen 
and stored at -80°C. Protein concentration was determined using the Coomassie Plus-200 
Protein Assay Reagent (PIERCE, U.S.A). Crude protein extraction prepared by this way 
can be used for immunoprecipitation. 
2.3.1.2   Preparation of total protein extracts using TCA precipitation 
      Cells equivalent to OD600=4 were harvested by centrifugation and resuspended in 300 
µl ice-cold water.  Then, 150 µl of YEX lysis buffer (1.85 M NaOH, 7.5% β-
mercaptoethanol) was added and the suspension was kept on ice for 10 min.  
Subsequently, 150 µl of 50% ice-cold TCA was added to the suspension which was 
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further kept on ice for another 10 min.  The precipitate was collected by centrifugation at 
4°C for 5 min and then resuspended in a solution containing 100 µl of SDS-loading 
buffer (100 mM dithiothreitol, 50 mM Tris-HCl [pH 6.8], 2% SDS, 0.1% bromophenol 
blue, 10% glycerol)  and 15 µl 1 M Tris buffer [pH 8.0].  The preparation is ready for 
loading on an SDS-PAGE after boiling for 10 min.   
2.3.2   Immunoprecipitation and Western blot 
        About 800 µl of crude yeast cell lysate prepared by using acid-washed glass beads 
(2.3.1.1) was incubated with rabbit polyclonal anti-HA antibody Y-11(1:100 dilution), or 
with mouse monoclonal anti-Myc antibody 9E10 (1:80 dilution), respectively, to 
precipitate HA-tagged and Myc-tagged proteins. The mixture was incubated on ice for 1 
hour, and followed by the incubation with Protein A/G PLUS-Agrose beads (SC-2003, 
Lot#A2004, Santa Cruz Biotechnology, pre-equilibrated in lysis buffer with protease 
inhibitors) for another 1 hour in the cold room with gentle agitation. The beads were then 
washed 4 times in RIPA buffer with protease inhibitors (1% Triton X-100, 150 mM 
NaCl, 50 mM Tris-HCl [pH 7.2]). Before being solved by SDS-PAGE, proteins bound to 
immuno-complexes were released by boiling 10 min with SDS-loading buffer. 
      SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) was performed according to 
standard protocols (Sambrook et al., 1989) using the Mini-PROTEIN II electrophoresis 
cell (Bio-Rad, USA). The separation gel contained 8% to 12% of acrylamide mix 
(acrylamide:bisacrylamide, 29:1), 375 mM Tris-HCI [pH8.8] and 0.1% SDS. The 
stacking gel contained 5% acrylamide mix, 125mM Tris-HCl [pH6.8] and 0.1% SDS. 
Polymerization was induced by the addition of TEMED and freshly prepared ammonium 
persulfate. Protein samples in SDS-loading buffer were boiled for 8 min, and loaded onto 
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the gel. The electrophoresis was carried out in Tris-glycine buffer (25 mM Tris, 250 mM 
glycine, 0.1% SDS). The rainbow coloured high molecular weight protein marker 
(Amersham) or the prestained broad range protein marker (New England Biolabs) was 
used to estimate the size of proteins. 
        After electrophoresis, the separated proteins were electro-transferred onto 
Immobilon PVDF membranes (Millipore, USA) using the liquid transfer cell (Bio-Rad, 
USA). The transfer buffer contained 3.30 g/L Tris and 14.4 g/L glycine. For 
immunodetection (Western blot), the membrane was incubated overnight at 4°C in 
blocking solution (PBS containing 0.05% Tween-20 and 5% skimmed milk). The 
membrane was then incubated with the primary antibody followed by the HRP-
conjugated secondary antibody. Each incubation lasted for 1 h at 24°C, followed by 
extensive wash with PBS containing 0.05% Tween-20. The antibody-antigen complexes 
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3.1   Background 
 
      Dynamin and dynamin-related proteins belong to an evolutionarily conserved 
family of large GTPases engaged in a diversity of cellular processes, including 
endocytosis, intracellular protein trafficking, and organelle partitioning (Hinshaw and 
Schmid, 1995;Danino and Hinshaw, 2001). The roles of dynamin in clathrin-mediated 
endocytosis (CME) of mammalian cells have been well documented, with the proposal 
that the roles of dynamins in endocytosis are collaborated with their functions as actin 
cytoskeleton regulators. The dynamin-related proteins show high homology with 
dynamins in their NH2-terminal GTPase domain. One of the best studied dynamin-like 
proteins, Dlp1p, is known to be required for organelle morphology in mammalian cells. 
Generally, the functions of dynamin-related proteins are quite distinct from those of 
dynamins. There has been  no report so far to suggest that dynamin-like proteins have 
actin-related functions similar to the conventional dynamins (Shin et al., 1997;Yoon et 
al., 1998;Imoto et al., 1998;Kamimoto et al., 1998;Smirnova et al., 1998).  
     The three dynamin-like proteins in yeast are structurally more related to Dlp1p than 
to conventional dynamins.  Among them, Dnm1p and Mgm1p are known to be 
involved in the mitochondria morphology and inheritance, a function similar to that of 
Dlp1p, whereas Vps1p is required for multiple cellular processes including intracellular 
protein trafficking and peroxisome inheritance (Bensen et al., 2000b;Bleazard et al., 
1999;Gammie et al., 1995;Guan et al., 1993;Hoepfner et al., 2001;Rothman et al., 
1990;Shepard and Yaffe, 1999;Vater et al., 1992).  It has been suggested that Vps1p 
participates in Golgi-derived membrane trafficking in a clathrin-mediated manner, and 
the clathrin heavy-chain subunit Chc1p may function cooperatively with Vps1p in the 
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retention of some Golgi membrane proteins and the biogenesis of some Golgi-derived 
secretory vesicles (Bensen et al., 2000a;Gurunathan et al., 2002;Seeger and Payne, 
1992;Tan et al., 1993a;Wilsbach and Payne, 1993;Payne and Schekman, 1989).  In 
addition, according to the recent findings that Chc1p is required for normal actin 
organization in yeast (Henry et al., 2002), it is possible that its presumptive functional 
partner, Vps1p, may also have an actin-related function.   
3.2    Results 
 
3.2.1  Vps1p is required for normal actin cytoskeleton organization 
     To find out whether Vps1p is required for normal actin structures, a vps1∆ mutant 
was generated and the morphology of its actin patches was analyzed by phalloidin 
staining.  Deletion of the VPS1 gene caused a temperature sensitive phenotype, as had 
been reported before (Ekena and Stevens, 1995).  In the vps1∆ cells growing at the 
semi-permissive temperature of 30oC, the actin cytoskeleton appeared to be largely 
normal in morphology but was evidently depolarized (Fig. 3.1 and 3.2).  The cortical 
patches were more or less evenly distributed between the mother and the daughter in 
about 70% of budded cells with small- and medium-sized buds.  A minor population 
(about a quarter of total cells) also contained abnormal actin aggregates, or chunks 
(Fig. 3.2).  In comparison, only about 20% of the budded cells in the wild type 
displayed depolarized actin patches and about 7% of the total cells contained actin 
aggregates in the wild type at this temperature (Fig. 3.1 and 3.2).  At the non-
permissive temperature of 37oC, the actin cytoskeleton of the mutant became grossly 
aberrant, with most (over 70% of the total) cells  containing abnormal actin 
aggregates, and over 90% of the budded cells showing depolarized localization (Fig. 
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3.1 and 3.2).  The abnormal actin morphology in the vps1 mutant was not simply a 
response to the high temperature treatment, as the deletion mutants of other two 
dynamin-related genes, dnm1∆ and mgm1∆, as well as the wild type cells, generally 
maintained their normal cortical actin morphology and distribution patterns under the 
same condition (Fig. 3.1 and 3.2).  In addition, another study done by Otsuga et al. 
also indicated that the organization of actin and tubulin was not altered in dnm1∆ 
cells (Otsuga et al., 1998). These results suggest that Vps1p is indeed required for 
normal organization of actin cytoskeleton in yeast.  
  It may perhaps be argued that the abnormal actin cytoskeleton organization in 
vps1 cells is probably due to other defects of the mutant such as protein sorting or 
aberrant cellular organelles, rather than from a loss of a direct role of Vps1p in actin 
cytoskeleton organization.  One way to investigate this possibility is to examine other 
vps mutant cells that have similar phenotypes in protein sorting as vps1.  vps1 belongs 
to the F type of vps mutants, which also include vps26.  Both vps1 and vps26 have been 
reported to exhibit aberrant vacuolar morphologies and a severe CPY sorting defect 
(Raymond et al., 1992b), as well as defects in the retention of late-Golgi membrane 
proteins (Nothwehr et al., 1996).  When vps26∆ cells were examined for actin 
organization, however, no observable defects in either the morphology or the 
distribution pattern of the actin cytoskeleton were found regardless of the growth 
temperature (Fig. 3.1).  It is therefore unlikely that the actin abnormalities in the vps1 
cells can be attributed to deficiencies of the mutant in protein sorting.  
 
 

















   
 
 
 Figure 3.1 Vps1p is required for normal actin cytoskeleton organization.  
     Actin cytoskeleton in several yeast mutants at different temperatures. Strains vps1∆     
    (YMC451), dnm1∆ (YMC452), mgm1∆ (YMC453), vps26∆ (YMC454), and wild-type   
     W303-1-B (W303) cultured to mid-log phase in YEPD at 24°C were shifted to 30°C or   
































 Figure 3.2 Quantitative illustrations of the populations of vps1∆ and W303 with   
actin abnormalities. Actin depolarization shown in the upper panel was calculated only in  
budded cells with small- and medium-sized buds, and the actin aggregation shown in the   
   lower panel was based on the total cell population. Data are the average of three   
experiments; the error bars represent one standard deviation (s.d.).   
 
3.2.2     The vps1 mutant is defective in bud site selection and  
            chitin deposition 
 
       It is known that defects in the actin cytoskeleton organization are often 
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yeast cells select a presumptive bud site according to genetically determined spatial 
patterns: axial mainly in haploid cells, and bipolar mainly in diploid cells (Casamayor 
and Snyder, 2002).  As the yeast cell forms a bud, a ring of chitin which is deposited in 
the cell wall at the bud site remains on the surface of the mother cell as a bud scar after 
cell division.  Budding patterns can be examined and scored by staining the cell with 
Calcofluor, which labels chitin on the cell wall.  To gather additional evidence of the 
actin cytoskeleton defect in the vps1 mutant, the budding pattern of the vps1∆ was 
examined in homozygous diploid cells.  As shown in Fig. 3.3 and Table 4, the chitin in 
the vps1∆ diploid cells was clearly mislocalized even at both 24oC and 30oC (Fig. 3.3, 
Table 4): about 30% of cells showed random budding pattern and another 20% or so 
contained abnormal chitin deposition such as chitin chunks instead of rings.  On the 
other hand, over 90% of wild type cells showed a normal budding pattern (65% bipolar 
and 27% axial) under the same conditions (Fig. 3.3, Table 4).  After a temperature shift 
to 37oC for 3 hours, while wild type cells maintained the normal budding pattern, the 
vps1∆ cells showed a marked increase in the population with the abnormal chitin 
deposition (to over 40%, Fig. 3.3, Table 4).  Similarly, the haploid vps1∆ cells also 
showed mislocalized chitin deposition at 37oC (27% with random budding and 46% 
with abnormal chitin staining, data not shown).  Therefore, the vps1∆ cells were 
defective in bud site selection and chitin deposition at both permissive and non-
















Figure 3.3 The abnormal budding pattern and chitin deposition in vps1∆ cells.  
Wild type diploid strain (YMC455) and vps1∆ diploid cells (YMC456) were grown in YEPD to 
log phase at 24°C. Aliquots of the cultures were then shifted to either 30°C or 37°C for 3 hours 
before being subjected to Calcofluor staining. Two panels of vps1∆ diploid cells represent the 
random budding pattern (upper panel at both 24oC and 30oC) and the abnormal chitin 
distribution (lower panel at both 24oC and 30oC, upper and lower panel at 37oC). The budding 
patterns and chitin distributions of cells incubated at different temperatures were scored as 
described in Materials and Methods (2.2.4.1) and shown in Table 4 (Bar, 5 µm). 
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3.2.3 The turnover of membrane receptor protein Ste3p is  
impaired in vps1∆ cells 
      As the integrity of actin cytoskeleton is required for endocytosis in yeast, we further 
tested the vps1 mutant in various endocytosis assays. First of all, we examined the vps1 
mutant for its ability to internalize Ste3p. It is known that the a factor receptor, Ste3p, is 
constantly internalized in the absence of its ligand through the endocytic pathway and 
delivered to the vacuole for degradation without being recycled back to the cell 
membrane (Chen and Davis, 2000;Davis et al., 1993).  The stability of the full-length 
Ste3p is indicative of the efficiency with which Ste3p is being endocytosed. Wild type 
cells tested at 30oC or 37oC internalized virtually all the plasma membrane bound 
Ste3p-GFP into vacuole within 60 min after the Ste3p production was turned off (Fig. 
3.4).  The vps1 cells, however, displayed different patterns of Ste3p internalization at 
different temperatures.  After 60 min of chase at 30oC, the membrane bound Ste3p-GFP 
in the vps1 cells was evidently diminished but was not delivered into the vacuole 
compartment. Rather, the signals were scattered as punctate structures in the cytoplasm 
(Fig. 3.4).  These punctate GFP signals coincided with the staining of FM 4-64, which 
was carried out at 15oC for labeling the endosomal compartment (Vida and Emr, 1995; 
Fig. 3.5).  At 37oC, on the other hand, the vps1 cells were unable to internalize most of 
the plasma membrane bound Ste3p-GFP, although the endosomal signals could still be 
observed occasionally (Fig. 3.4).  These results indicate that the vps1 mutant was 
defective in receptor-mediated endocytosis at multiple steps.  This was further 
supported by the measurement of the half-life of the Ste3p-GFP protein. At 37oC, most 
if not all of Ste3-GFP in wild type cells was degraded within 60 min after the Ste3p 
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expression was turned off (Fig. 3.6).  However, in vps1∆ cells, Ste3-GFP was turned 
over more slowly, and substantial amount of the protein (about 70%) remained after 90 
min at 37oC, suggesting that the internalization of Ste3-GFP from the cell surface to the 
vacuole was impaired in the vps1 deletion strain.  This result is in agreement with the 
above finding that the vps1 mutant suffers from severe actin defects at the non-



















Figure 3.4   Internalization of Ste3p-GFP in vps1∆ at different temperatures.     
The expression of Ste3p in W303 (W303-1B) and vps1∆ (YMC451) cells (both containing 
GAL1-STE3-GFP (pXW112, Table 3)) was induced for 90 min in 2% of galactose at 25oC, 
followed by addition of 3% glucose to repress the expression. The cultures were immediately 
shifted to 30 or 37oC. The distributions of the Ste3-GFP were visualized by confocal 
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 Figure 3.5   FM 4-64 staining in W303 and vps1∆ cells with internalized Ste3-  
  GFP at 30oC.  The internalized Ste3p at 30oC is predominantly distributed at endosomal   
  structures labeled by FM 4-64 in vps1∆ cells. The staining of FM 4-64 was proceeded as   
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Figure 3.6    Prolonged half-life of Ste3p in vps1∆ cells.  vps1∆ (YMC451) and W303 
(W303-1B) containing GAL1-STE3-GFP (pXW112, Table 3) were induced to express Ste3-
GFP for 90 min in 2% of galactose at 25oC, followed by addition of 3% glucose to repress the 
expression.  The cultures were immediately shifted to 30 or 37oC.  The amounts of Ste3p-GFP 
at indicated times after glucose addition in W303 and vps1∆ cells were detected by Western 
blotting (lower panels).  The levels of Ste3-GFP were quantified using densitometer and 
plotted in upper panels.  Data are the average of three experiments; error bars represent 
one standard deviation. 
 
3.2.4     The vps1 mutant shows mild deficiency in receptor-mediated  
             endocytosis  
    The internalization ability of vps1 was measured quantitatively using the uracil 
uptake assay.  The uracil permease, encoded by the FUR4 gene, is responsible for the 
uptake of uracil in yeast.  When cellular protein synthesis is inhibited, Fur4p localized 
on the plasma membrane is rapidly internalized through the endocytotic machinery, 
resulting in an impairment of uracil uptake (Volland et al., 1994). vps1∆ cells exhibited 
essentially the same kinetics of uracil uptake as wild type cells at 30oC (Fig. 3.7, left).  
At 37oC, however, the uracil transport activity in vps1 cells persisted and remained at 
about 40% at the time when no activity was detected in wild type cells (Fig. 3.7, right). 
This result shows that the ability of the vps1 mutant to internalize the membrane protein 
Fur4p is partially impaired at 37oC.    
 3.3     Discussion 
 
3.3.1    Vps1p is required for normal actin organization in yeast 
        So far, studies of Vps1p have been mainly focused on its role in protein trafficking 
at TGN.  Here we demonstrate for the first time that Vps1p also affects the organization 
of cortical actin patches.  Even though the defects of actin cytoskeleton organization in 
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Figure 3.7   The uracil-uptake assays in the W303 (W303-1B) and vps1∆  (YMC451) cells 
at both 30oC (left) and 37oC (right).  Data are the average of four experiments; error bars 
represent one standard deviation.  
  
the vps1 mutants were more severe at the non-permissive temperature, the majority of 
the mutant cells already exhibited a phenotype of actin patch depolarization at a lower 
temperature of 30oC.  It has been shown previously that the actin depolarization is a 
specific phenotype and can not be simply attributed to poor cell growth (Karpova et al., 
1998).  Some populations of the vps1 cells also accumulated abnormal actin aggregates 
in the cytosol at 30oC, and this phenotype became a dominant one among the cells 
incubated at 37oC, with over 70% of the total cells displaying aggregations of actin 
structures.  These aberrant actin structures were somewhat similar to the actin 
abnormalities previously observed in other actin defective mutants such as sla1 and 
pan1.  In comparison, disruption of the other two yeast dynamin encoding genes, 
DNM1 and MGM1, did not result in any obvious actin defects under all the conditions 
they were examined, strongly suggesting that the actin-related function is unique to 
Vps1p among the three yeast dynamin-like proteins.  The importance of Vps1p in the 
actin cytoskeleton was further addressed in LAT-A sensitivity assay, which will be 
demonstrated in the next chapter (Chapter IV).  
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    In Saccharomyces cerevisiae, bud site selection is genetically determined. Haploid 
MATa and MATα cells bud in an axial pattern, and MATa/α cells bud in a bipolar 
pattern. Although the position cues for bud site selection have remained unidentified so 
far, the actin cytoskeleton has been proposed to play a role in the placement and 
maintenance of the bipolar bud-sites selection cues in the cell cortex. Depolarized actin 
structure may fail to position the bud-sites selection cues during bud emergence and 
cytokinesis in diploid cells, therefore, actin depolarization often correlates with random 
bud selection (Yang et al., 1997). The vps1∆ cells were also found to be defective in 
bud site selection at all temperatures tested. Such a defect is often associated with the 
perturbation of actin cytoskeleton, which further supports the involvement of Vps1p  in 
actin cytoskeleton (Novick and Botstein, 1985;Yang et al., 1997).  However, as mutants 
with genes involved in vesicular transport, such as vesicle formation at TGN, transport 
between ER and Golgi, or later steps of secretion, also affected budding patterns (Ni 
and Snyder, 2001),  the phenotype exhibited by vps1 cells in this aspect is probably due 
to a combination of defects in actin cytoskeleton and vesicular transport.  
 Notably, the number of cells with depolarized and/or aggregated actin increases at 
the elevated temperature in vps1 null mutant (Fig. 3.2). Since the actin distribution 
defect is quite severe, the normal assembly and disassembly cycle of actin patches 
might be disturbed. The improper actin patch motility may lead to the mislocalization 
of cell wall synthesis enzymes such as Fks1p (Utsugi et al., 2002). The poor actin patch 
organization in vps1 null mutant at higher temperature may affect its cell wall 
morphology. Therefore, the number of cells with abnormal chitin staining increases. 
Although the number of cells with random budding pattern does not increase, the total 
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number of cells with cell wall defects, which results from actin disorganization still 
increases at the elevated temperature. 
3.3.2    Vps1p is required for the efficient internalization of some  
             membrane proteins 
      It has been well known that the integrity of actin cytoskeleton is important for 
membrane protein endocytosis. In order to gather additional evidence for Vps1p’s role 
in actin cytoskeleton, we also analyzed the internalization of the Ste3p and Fur4p in the 
vps1 null mutant. Normally in wild type cells the receptor is internalized and delivered 
to the vacuole compartment, where it is degraded in a PEP4 dependent manner. 
Therefore the stability of the full-length Ste3-GFP indicates its trafficking status 
through the endocytic pathway. Additionally, the trafficking routes of the internalized 
receptor can be visualized by the intracellular localization of Ste3-GFP. At 30oC, in 
vps1 null mutant, the internalized Ste3-GFP was found to be trapped in some 
intermediated compartments, which could be labeled by FM 4-64 at 15oC and were 
likely to be the endosomal structures (Fig. 3.4 and 3.5).  Such impaired trafficking of 
Ste3-GFP to the vacuole led to the slightly prolonged half-life (~80 min, Fig. 3.6, left) 
in vps1 null mutant as compared to that in wild type cells. This phenomenon, however, 
can be explained by the known vacuolar sorting defect of the mutant (Raymond et al., 
1992a). At 37oC, the half-life of the Ste3-GFP in vps1 null mutant was prolonged to 
about 2 hours and substantial amount of full-length protein was still remained after 90 
min (Fig. 3.6). Similar phenotype has been known to be present in other endocytic 
mutants such as end4-1 (Spelbrink and Nothwehr, 1999). 
      It is known that the cell surface uracil permease Fur4p is internalized constitutively 
through the endocytic pathway.  The decrease in the cell surface Fur4p indicates the 
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rate of internalization in vivo; thus the Fur4 assay provides a quantitative measurement 
of the internalization ability of the cells.  In our assays, we found that the vps1 cells 
exhibited essentially the same kinetics of uracil uptake as the wild type cells at 30oC 
(Fig. 3.7, left).  It therefore seems that the aberrant vacuolar sorting defect of vps1 null 
mutant does not lead to Fur4p internalization defects at this temperature. At 37oC, 
however, the uracil transport activity in vps1∆ cells persisted and remained at about 
40% at the time when no activity was detected in wild type cells (Fig. 3.7, right). 
Notably, the severity of endocytosis in vps1∆ cells is similar to the level of the chc1∆ 
cells at the non-permissive temperature (Payne et al., 1988;Tan et al., 1993b).  As the 
internalization of Fur4p is normal in vps1∆ cells at 30oC and is regardless of the vauolar 
sorting status (Fig. 3.7, left), it is likely that the significant retardation of uracil uptake 
in vps1 null mutant is principally due to the severe actin abnormalities at non-
permissive temperature.   
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        The sequence similarity among yeast dynamin-like proteins (Dnm1p, Vps1p, and 
Mgm1p) and the conventional dynamins is mainly in their NH2-terminal GTPase domain 
and, to a less degree, the GED domain (Fig. 4.1). Their NH2-terminal GTPase domains 
all contain a conserved GTP-binding element (GxxxxGKS/T) termed as G1 motif 
(Chapter I, 1.3.1.1, Fig. 1.6). Mutations in the GTP binding motif of the DNM1 gene, 
such as dnm1K41A and dnm1S42N , have been shown to affect the mitochondrial 
morphology (Otsuga et al., 1998). A similar mutation in the GTPase domain of Mgm1p 
(S224N) shows a dominant-negative effect on mitochondria distribution and morphology 
(Shepard and Yaffe, 1999). In mammalian cells, it has been shown that dynamin mutants 
defective in GTP binding and /or hydrolysis, such as K44E, S45N, and G273D, are 
unable to internalize transferrin (Damke et al., 1994a;Damke et al., 1995;Herskovits et 
al., 1993;Marks et al., 2001). As these key amino acid residues are also conserved in 
Vps1p, mutations with same sequence alterations were introduced into VPS1 to determine 
the importance of the predicted GTP-binding motif in VPS1. 
4.2    Results 
4.2.1     The intact GTPase domain of Vps1p is required for  
              its growth at 37oC 
     Three mutated versions of VPS1, vps1K42E, vps1S43N, and vps1G315D (referred to as vps1 
GTPase mutants in the following text), were tagged with the Myc-epitope, integrated into 
vps1∆ cells, and expressed under its native promoter. Thus each mutated form of VPS1  
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was the sole source of the protein in the same strain background. Western blot analysis 
confirmed that they were all expressed to a level similar as their wild type counterpart 
(Fig. 4.2). However, none of the three vps1 GTPase mutants was able to complement the 










Figure 4.1  Alignment of the GTPase domain and the GED domain from 
mammalian dynamin-1 with three yeast dynamin-related proteins.  Numbers on the 
top indicate the amino acid positions of Vps1p.  Underlined in the GTPase domain are the 








Dynamin I:  .. GGQSAGKSS..TLVDLPG..ITKLD..MGTP..
VPS1:        .. GSQSSGKSS..TLVDLPG..LTKVD..CGTP.. 
DNM1:        .. GSQSSGKSS..TLVDLPG..ITKLD..CGTR..




Dynamin I:  ..HLMINNTKEFIFSELLANLYSCGDQNTLMEESAEQAQR DEML..
VPS1:  ..LKLIVKSKTDIQKVLLEKLYGKQDIEELTKENDITIQR KECK..
DNM1:      ..CLLVNYCKDSVQNRLVTKLYKETLFEELLVEDQTLAQD ELCV..
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Figure 4.2   Expression levels of wild type and GTPase mutants of Vps1p.  vps1∆  cells 
containing wild type Vps1p (Vps1WT/vps1∆, YMC458), vps1 GTPase mutants 
(vps1K42E/vps1∆, (YMC459), vps1S43N/vps1∆ (YMC460), and vps1G315D/vps1∆  (YMC461)) were 
generated. Total protein extracts from each strain were prepared by TCA precipitation method, and 












Figure 4.3 Temperature sensitivities of the vps1∆ cells containing various GTPase 
mutants of VPS1.  vps1∆ cells containing vector alone (vector/vps1∆ ,YMC457), together with 
the strains described in Figure 4.2 were cultured at 24°C first, and were diluted to similar density 
from which further serial dilutions were made. 5 µl of each dilution was spotted onto the YEPD 
plates and incubated at indicated temperature for one day. 
 
4.2.2     The GTPase mutants of Vps1p are defective in the mating         
              projection formation  
       In response to mating factor α factor, haploid mating type a cells will restrict their 
growth to a defined region, resulting in a unique cell morphology known as “shmoo” 
(Kron and Gow, 1995;Pruyne and Bretscher, 2000;Read et al., 1992b). Shmoo formation 
requires  the  polarized  organization  of  cytoskeleton  elements such as  actin  and   
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microtubules. Actin is required to spatially orientate the restricted growth, which is 
necessary for the formation of normal mating projections (Read et al., 1992b). Because 
the vps1 null mutant exhibited abnormal actin morphology, the functions of the GTPase 
mutants of Vps1p in shmoo formation were further examined. As shown in Fig. 4.4, in 
the presence of α-factor, about 80% of vps1∆ cells supplemented with the wild type copy 
of VPS1 could respond to the pheromone and form shmoo with well polarized actin at 
37oC.  In contrast, less than 5% of vps1 null mutant, as well as the three vps1 GTPase 
mutants, showed mating projections.  Majority of the mutant cells were round and 
accumulated non-polarized actin patches (Fig. 4.4, A and B). It is important to point out 
that the treatment of the strains by this protocol has no effect on the cell viability. Thus, 
we concluded that Vps1p with intact GTPase activity is required for mating factor-
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Figure 4.4  vps1∆ and vps1 GTPase mutants are defective in the formation of mating 
projection at 37oC. (A) Strains described in Fig. 4.3 were treated with α-factor as mentioned in 
Materials and Methods (2.2.4.1). After incubation at 37oC for 2 hrs, their ability to form shmoo 
was examined under Leica microscope (Bar, 5 µm). (B) Quantitative results of (A) were plotted 
as bud graph. Data are the average of three experiments; error bars represent one standard 
deviation.  
 
4.2.3   The GTPase mutants of Vps1p are more sensitive  
   to Latrunculin-A 
      Similar to higher eukaryotic cells, yeast actin filaments undergo rapid cycles of 
assembly and disassembly in vivo (Introduction 1.4.2.2). It has been well characterized 
that the actin disruption drug Latrunculin-A (LAT-A) inhibits actin assembly via binding 
and sequestering actin monomers, thereby inhibiting their polymerization (Ayscough et 
al., 1997b;Coue et al., 1987). The sensitivity to LAT-A has been regarded as an indicator 
of the actin cytoskeleton integrity, which is in agreement with the distinct LAT-A 
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sensitivities demonstrated by strains carrying mutations in different cytoskeleton 
components (Ayscough et al., 1997c). Since vps1∆ null mutant and vps1 GTPase mutants 
appeared to have aggregated and depolarized actin patches, their sensitivities to LAT-A 
were measured and compared to that of wild type cells using the halo assay. Consistent 
with its actin structure abnormalities, the vps1 null mutant was about two fold more 
sensitive to LAT-A than wild type cells, as shown in Fig. 4.5.  The three GTPase mutants 
of VPS1 all exhibited a similar level of sensitivity as the vps1∆ mutant in this assay (Fig. 
4.5).  This result shows that the loss of VPS1 leads to the instability of filamentous actin 
structures in vivo, and that the GTPase activity of Vps1p is essential for its role in actin 
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Figure 4.5  LAT-A sensitivity of the vps1∆  and GTPase mutants.  Cells as shown in 
Fig. 4.3 were cultured in YEPD at 30oC and subjected to LAT-A halo assay as described in 
Materials and Methods (2.2.3.6).  The bar graph on the right shows the averages of three  
independent experiments; error bars represent one standard deviation. 
  
4.2.4 The GTPase activity of Vps1p is potentially important for its  
           role in endocytosis 
 
     The GTPase mutants of VPS1 were further examined for their proficiency in 
endocytosis using the uracil uptake assay.  The vps1∆ mutant, as well as the three 
GTPase mutants, exhibited essentially the same kinetics of uracil uptake as the wild type 
at 30oC (Fig. 4.6, left).  At 37oC, on the other hand, the uracil transport activity in all four 
mutants persisted and remained at about 40% at a time when no activity was detected in 
wild type cells (Fig. 4.6, right).  These results showed that the GTPase mutants and the 
deletion mutant of VPS1 were similarly deficient in the internalization of membrane 







Figure 4.6  The uracil uptake assays in the wild type (VPS1, YMC458) (z), vps1∆ 
(YMC457) () and vps1 GTPase mutants (vps1K42E, vps1S43N and vps1G315D,YMC 459~461) 
(S,T,¡) at both 30oC (left) and 37oC (right). Data are the average of four experiments; error 
bars represent one standard deviation.  
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4.2.5 Overexpression of the GTPase mutants of Vps1p leads to actin 
defects and cell death at 37oC 
      The GTPase mutants of dynamin have been reported to exert a dominant negative 
effect on endocytosis and actin dynamics when over-expressed in mammalian cells. For 
example, the dynamin II mutant K44A, defective in GTP binding and hydrolysis, 
inhibited actin dynamics upon overexpression (Orth et al., 2002;Schafer et al., 2002).  To 
test whether overexpression of the putative GTPase mutants of VPS1 could similarly 
exert a negative effect on actin cytoskeleton in yeast, the Myc-tagged VPS1, vps1K42E, 
vps1S43N, and vps1G315D were each placed under the control of the GAL1 promoter and 
integrated into wild type cells. Western blotting confirmed that all four proteins were 
expressed to similar levels upon induction with galactose (Fig. 4.7 A).  These cells were 
first examined for their actin structures.  After 4 hours of induction in galactose at 30oC, 
all three GTPase mutants, triggered obvious actin depolarization and aggregation (Fig. 
4.7 B).  Overexpression of the wild type VPS1, on the other hand, had little or no effect 
(Fig. 4.7B).  Quantitative analysis showed that only about 20% of cells were able to 
maintain a normal actin patch morphology and distribution in each of the three strains 
over-producing the GTPase mutants. Overexpression of the three GTPase mutants also 























Figure 4.7  The actin defects caused by overexpression of the GTPase mutants of vps1. 
(A) Expression levels of the vps1 GTPase mutants upon galactose induction. Strains 
integrated with the following GAL1-driven vps1 constructs, YMC463 (Gal-Myc-Vps1WT), YMC464 
(Gal-Myc-vps1K42E), YMC465 (Gal-Myc-vps1S43N) and YMC466 (Gal-Myc-vps1G315D), were 
cultured to mid-log phase in the presence of 2% raffinose. Galactose was added to 2% to induce the 
expression of Vps1p and vps1 mutants for 4 hours at 30°C. Total protein extracts from each strain 
were prepared by TCA precipitation method, and analyzed by Western blotting with anti-Myc 
antibody. (B) Overexpression of the vps1 GTPase domain mutants caused abnormal actin 
structures. Cells described in (A), along with the wild type control YMC462 (Vector) were 
collected for actin staining after induction by 2% galactose for 4 hours at 30oC (Bar, 5 µm). (C) 
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Overexpression of the vps1 GTPase mutants caused lethality in wild type cells. The strains as 
described in (B) were grown on glucose-containing plates and replica plated onto galactose plates 
and incubated at 37°C for 1 day before being photographed. 
 
4.2.6 Overexpression of the GTPase mutants of Vps1p increases    
         sensitivity to LAT-A 
     With the above results, it can be expected that overexpression of the GTPase mutants 
of Vps1p should also render the cells more sensitive to LAT-A. This is indeed the case 
(Fig. 4.8). Based on these findings, we conclude that, similarly to the mammalian 
dynamin mutants, the GTPase mutants of vps1 could also affect the stability of 
filamentous actin structures upon overexpression in yeast cells.  
4.3   Discussion 
4.3.1  The  function of Vps1p depends on its intact GTPase domain 
          Vps1p is a member of the dynamin-like protein family and contains a highly 
conserved GTPase domain. It has been shown that Vps1p does have a GTP hydrolysis 
activity, indicating that it is a functional GTPase (Vater et al., 1992). The importance of 
GTP binding and hydrolysis activity is well characterized in the mammalian dynamin 
proteins, but has not been well studied in Vps1p. For this purpose, several point 
mutations within the GTPase domain of Vps1p have been created. The amino acid 
residues mutated are highly conserved, and correspond to the residues in the GTPase 
domain of dynamin A protein which are known to be required for GTP binding and 
hydrolysis activity through the analysis of the crystal structure of dynamin A. Therefore, 
these point mutations introduced to Vps1p will potentially interfere with the GTP 
hydrolysis activity of Vps1p. Given that the biochemical properties of these Vps1p 
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mutants have not been characterized in this study, they are necessarily considered as 
putative GTPase mutans of VPS1. Nevertheless, the functional studies on these mutants 
provide useful insights into the importance of the intact GTPase domain of Vps1p. All 
these three putative GTPase mutants of VPS1 exhibit slow growth at non-permissive 
temperature accompanied by disorganized actin structures and the inability to form 












Figure 4.8  Cells over-expressing the vps1 GTPase mutants are hypersensitive to 
LAT-A. The strains as described in Fig 4.7 (B) were plated on galactose containing medium at 
30oC and the LAT-A with the indicated concentration was applied (left panel).  A summary of the 
halo assay was shown graphically in the right panel.  Data are the average of three independent 
experiments; error bars represent one standard deviation.  
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mutants also decreased compared to wild-type cells, especially within the first 30 min of 
the uptake assay (Fig. 4.6).  Therefore the intact GTPase activity of Vps1p is important 
for its role in both actin organization and endocytosis.  
       From the finding that vps1 null mutants are unable to form shmoo structures upon the 
treatment of α-factor at non-permissive temperature, it can be speculated that Vps1p  
might be involved in the polarity establishment process in vivo.  Shmoo formation is a 
pheromone-triggered polarized growth which requires actin cytoskeleton reorganization 
(Chang and Peter, 2003;Madden and Snyder, 1998;Nelson, 2003).  The binding of the 
pheromone α-factor to its receptor stimulates the dissociation of the receptor-coupled G 
protein subunits, which leads to cell cycle arrest through the transcriptional activation of 
some pheromone-induced genes.  Receptor activation also triggers the recruitment of the 
polarity-establishment complex (including Spa2p, Pea2p, Bnil1p, and Bud6p, et al.) to 
the plasma membrane and directs the actin polarization toward the growth site.  
Mutations in actin or in genes encoding the components of the polarity complex cause 
defects in the formation of mating projection (Chenevert et al., 1992;Gehrung and 
Snyder, 1990;Manning et al., 1997;Read et al., 1992a). The defects of vps1 null mutant in 
shmoo formation implicate that Vps1p may affect this polarity-establishment process.  
      The importance of Vps1p for the actin cytoskeleton was also illustrated by the fact 
that the vps1∆  cells and vps1 GTPase mutants were hypersensitive to the actin 
cytoskeleton toxin LAT-A. Therefore, there is little doubt that Vps1p is required for 
normal actin cytoskeleton organization in yeast. The putative GTPase mutants of vps1 
manifested same level of hypersensitivity to LAT-A as that of vps1 null mutant.  As the 
specificity of LAT-A on actin in yeast cells has been demonstrated by a congenic 
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collection of ACT1 mutants, and the sensitivities to LAT-A are not simply correlated to 
the sickness of the strains (Ayscough et al., 1997a), we concluded that the GTPase 
activity of Vps1p is required for the proper process of  actin dynamics in vivo.   
4.3.2  The dominant-negative effects of vps1 GTPase mutants 
      Overexpression of the putative vps1 GTPase mutants also resulted in abnormal actin 
structures and hypersensitivity to LAT-A, but this is not the case when wild type Vps1p 
was over-expressed.  These results further support the involvement of Vps1p in actin 
organization and endocytosis process.  Previous studies have shown that overexpression 
of dynamin GTPase domain mutants defective in GTP binding or hydrolysis potently 
inhibited the endocytosis of transferrin and EGF receptor, accompanied with altered cell 
shape and cytoskeleton organization (Damke et al., 1994b;Ochoa et al., 2000). Our 
results indicate that overexpression of the putative GTPase mutants of Vps1p exerts 
dominant-negative effects in wild type yeast cells, similar to that of dynamin protein. In 
summary, the potential GTP-binding and hydrolysis activity of Vps1p is important for its 
function in actin cytoskeleton organization and endocytosis.  
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       In mammalian cells, dynamins participate in sequential steps of endocytic vesicle 
fission and scission through the interactions with a number of Src-homology-3 (SH3) 
domain-containing proteins, including amphiphysin, syndapin, synaptojanin, and 
endophilin (Introduction 1.3.2.1 & 1.3.2.2). In addition, dynamin is implicated in actin 
cytoskeleton organization through its associations with several actin assembly 
regulators, such as cortactin, mAbp1p, intersectin, and syndapin, which also contain the 
SH3 domain (Introduction 1.4.4.2).  Intersectin is particularly interesting as it binds to 
both dynamin and the actin regulator WASP, and contains five SH3 domains and two 
Eps15 homology (EH) domains, structurally reminiscent of the yeast Pan1p-Sla1p 
complex identified in our laboratory to be required for actin cytoskeleton organization 
and endocytosis (Introduction 1.3.2.1., (Tang et al., 1997c;Tang et al., 2000c)). It was 
thus speculated that the Pan1p-Sla1p complex could be a linkage between Vps1p and the 
actin regulatory machinery. In this chapter, the potential interaction between Vps1p and 
Sla1p, an SH3 domain protein, was investigated. 
5.2     Results 
5.2.1    Roles of Sla1p in actin organization and endocytosis 
        Sla1p is one of the bridge molecules important for both actin organization and 
endocytosis (Introduction 1.4.3.2). Sla1p mediates the interaction between the endocytic 
complex Sla1p/Pan1p/ End3p and the endocytic cargo containing NPFXD signal. The 
function of Sla1p in actin organization is partly through its negative regulation on the 
activity of Las17p (Introduction 1.4.3.2). Sla1p is a protein with an interesting set of 
structural elements. It contains three SH3 domains in its NH2-terminal and multiple 
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repeats of consensus sequence TGGXXXPQ in its COOH-terminal region (Fig. 5.1). To 
determine their importance in actin cytoskeleton or endocytosis, different Sla1p mutants 








Figure 5.1  Schematic structures of Sla1p and its deletion constructs to be used   
                    in the following experiments. 
 
     At 30oC, the majority (over 80%) of sla1∆ cells already exhibited clear actin defects 
such as diminished cortical actin patches and abnormal actin aggregates (Fig. 5.2)  
Introduction into sla1∆ cells of the sla1 constructs lacking either the third SH3 domain or 
the COOH-terminal repeat failed to alleviate these defects (Fig. 5.2).  In contrast, the 
construct with all the SH3 regions deleted could restore the actin organization in sla1∆ 
cells to near normality (Fig. 5.2).  The endocytosis assay was also carried out in these 
sla1 mutants by examining the internalization status of Ste3p. As shown in Fig. 5.3, the 
GFP-tagged Ste3p transiently expressed from the GAL1 promoter could be properly 
localized to the cell surface and subsequently translocated to the vacuoles in sla1∆ cells 
containing wild type SLA1 (Fig. 5.3). Consistent with their actin cytoskeleton status, the 
sla1 mutant with all three SH3 domains deleted was still able to internalize the receptor 
efficiently, whereas deletion of the third SH3 domain alone or the COOH-terminal 
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repeats resulted in a severe delay in the internalization of Ste3p at 30oC (Fig. 5.3, 5.4). 
This study revealed that deletion of the third SH3 domain or the COOH-terminal repeats 












Figure 5.2 The regions of Sla1p required for normal actin organization.  sla1∆ cells 
containing SLA1 (sla1∆+SLA1,YMC471), the vector (sla1∆, YMC472), sla1∆3rdSH3 (YMC473), 
sla1∆all SH3 (YMC474), and sla1∆SR (YMC475) were cultured at 30oC to mid-log phase and stained 
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Figure 5.3 The regions of Sla1p required for endocytosis of Ste3p. The strains 
described in Fig. 5.2 were transformed with GAL1-STE3-GFP (pXW112, Table 3). The 
expression of Ste3-GFP was induced by 2% of galactose for 90 min at 30oC and repressed by 
the addition of 3% glucose. The Ste3-GFP signals were visualized under a confocal microscope 


















Figure 5.4   Half-life of Ste3p in sla1∆ cells.  Strain YMC472 (sla1∆) and 
YMC474 (sla1∆SR) were transformed with GAL1-STE3-GFP (pXW112, Table 3). 
Strain YMC450 (sla1∆) complemented with SLA1 (pTHY1089, Table3) served as 
internal positive contrl. The expression of Ste3-GFP was induced for 90 min in 2% 
of galactose at 30oC, followed by addition of 3% glucose to repress the expression. 
The amount of Ste3-GFP at indicated time points after glucose addition in sla1 
mutants was detected by Western blotting (lower panels).  The levels of Ste3-GFP 
were quantified using densitometer and plotted in upper panels.  Data are the 
average of three experiments; error bars represent one standard deviation.  
 
5.2.2    Genetic interaction between VPS1 and SLA1 
    Next we started to investigate whether Sla1p is also a functional partner of a dynamin-
like protein in yeast.  The first experiment was to examine if there are any genetic 
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interactions between SLA1 and yeast dynamin-related gene mutations. Double mutants 
containing sla1∆ and each of the three dynamin-related gene deletions were generated 
and tested for synthetic lethality.  Among the three double mutations, only the sla1∆ 
vps1∆ double disruption was synthetically lethal, as shown in Fig. 5.5 A.  Further 
analysis revealed that the Sla1p mutants either lacking the third SH3 domain or the 
COOH-terminal repeats are unable to support the viability of the vps1 mutant (Fig. 5.5 
B).  The fact that the sla1vps1 synthetic lethality was specific to alleles defective in actin 
cytoskeleton and endocytosis within SLA1, strongly supports the notion that Vps1p and 
Sla1p have similar functions in vivo.   
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Figure 5.5   Synthetic lethality between vps1∆ and alleles of sla1 with actin defects. 
(A) The viabilities of various mutants after their SLA1-containing plasmid pTHY918 was lost on 
a 5-FOA plate: strainsYMC467 (sla1∆), YMC468 (sla1∆ mgm1 ∆), YMC469   (sla1∆ dnm1∆) 
and YMC470 (sla1∆ vps1∆) grown on SC-Ura plate (left) at 24°C were replica-plated onto a 5-
FOA plate (right) and incubated at 24°C for 2 days. (B) The test of the strain YMC470 (sla1∆ 
vps1∆) to lose the SLA1-containing plasmid pTHY918 in the presence of various sla1 deletion 
constructs: pRS314 (vector, lane 1), pYGS203 (sla1∆3rdSH3, lane 2), pTHY1114 (sla1∆ all SH3, lane 
3), pTHY1115 (sla1∆SR, lane 4) and pTHY1089 (Sla1FL, lane 5).  
 
5.2.3    Physical association between Vps1p and Sla1p 
      These findings suggest that Vps1p might cooperate with Sla1p to function in actin 
cytoskeleton and endocytosis. To test whether these two proteins could interact with each 
other, we first examined the physical interaction between Vps1p and Sla1p using co-
immunoprecipitation.  Protein extracts from strain YMC463 (integrated GAL1-Myc-VPS1 
in the URA3 locus) containing a single copy of HA-tagged SLA1 on a centromeric 
plasmid were subjected to immunoprecipitation with the anti-HA antibody.  HA-Sla1p 
migrated on the SDS-PAGE as a band with a molecular mass of 150 kDa.  When the anti-
HA immunoprecipitates were probed with the anti-Myc antibody, the 80 kDa Myc-Vps1p 
was readily detected (Fig. 5.6 A, lane 5).  Myc-Vps1p was not found in the control 
sample made from the cell lysate containing no HA-SLA1 (Fig. 5.6 A, lane 6).  This 
revealed that Vps1p and Sla1p can associate with each other in vivo.  
       The Vps1p-Sla1p complex, however, was only weakly detectable if Vps1p was not 
over-produced from the GAL1 promoter (Fig. 5.6 B, lane 10).  We wondered whether this 
was partly because the interaction between Vps1p and Sla1p was a highly transient event 
in vivo.  If so, it might be possible to increase the probability of the complex formation 
using the putative GTPase mutants described above (Chapter IV), as the rate of dynamic 
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exchange between different forms of Vps1p had to be decreased by these mutations.  To 
test this hypothesis, the co-immunoprecipitation experiments were performed again using 
the HA-tagged Sla1p and different Myc-tagged GTPase mutants of Vps1p, each 
expressed from its native promoter.  The expression levels of these proteins were similar 
to their wild type counterpart (Fig. 5.6 B).  Indeed, the various Vps1p mutant proteins 
now became more readily detectable in the HA-Sla1p immunoprecipitates without having 
to be over-expressed.  Notably, the Vps1G315D mutant, which corresponded to the original 
mutation in shibire (Baba et al., 1999), interacted with Sla1p more strongly than the other 
two mutants (Fig. 5.6 B, lane 16).   
      We then proceeded to examine whether the Vps1p and Sla1p proteins co-localized 
with each other in living cells.  The genomic copies of SLA1 and VPS1 were tagged with 
GFP and RFP, respectively.  The resulting strain (YMC476) was indistinguishable from 
wild type in actin organization and trafficking of vacuolar marker proteins. The cells 
were subjected to confocal microscopy examination.  The Vps1p-RFP signals in general 
appeared to be less abundant than previously reported for Vps1p analyzed by 
immunofluorescent staining (Rothman et al., 1990).  Nevertheless, where it was visible, it 
appeared as punctated structures present in the cytoplasm, which presumably correspond 
to the Golgi apparatus (Rothman et al., 1990), and the cell cortex.  The Sla1p-GFP 
signals were also seen as punctate structures localized both in the cytosol and at the cell 
cortex.  Although the GFP and RFP signals did not exhibit a complete co-localization 
pattern, some overlap between the GFP and RFP dots was discernible (Fig. 5.6C).  It is 
possible that the Vps1p and Sla1p proteins are partially co-localized in vivo. 
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Figure 5.6    Physical interaction between Vps1p and Sla1p.  
(A) Coimmunoprecipitation of Vps1p and Sla1p. Equal amounts of protein extracts prepared 
from wild type cells containing GAL1-Myc-VPS1 (pXW370, Table3) (lanes 3, 6 and 7), HA-SLA1 
(pTHY1108, Table 3) (lanes 1, 4 and 9), or both (lanes 2 and 8), were subjected to anti-HA or 
anti-Myc immunoprecipitation (IP) and followed by SDS-PAGE and immunoblotting (IB). Vps1-
Myc was present in the immunoprecipitates of HA-Sla1p from the cotransformants (lane 5). (B) 
The physical association between the mutated Vps1p and Sla1p. Strains expressing Vps1p or 
vps1 GTPase mutants (YMC 458-461) were transformed with HA-SLA1 (pTHY1108, Table 3) 
and the vector (pRS314), respectively. Equal amounts of protein extracts prepared from the above 
strains were subjected to anti-HA or anti-Myc immunoprecipitation (IP) and followed by SDS-
PAGE and immunoblotting using anti-Myc antibody. (C) Co-localization of Sla1p and Vps1p. 
Cells containing RFP-tagged VPS1 and GFP-tagged SLA1 (YMC476) were cultured to the mid-
log phase. Samples were examined under the confocal microscope (Bar, 5 µm). 
 
5.2.4  Alteration of cellular localization of Sla1p by vps1 GTPase        
           mutations 
      Sla1p has been known to interact with several actin regulatory proteins and to co-
localize with cortical actin patches in wild type cells (Gourlay et al., 2003c;Howard et al., 
2002b;Warren et al., 2002c;Danino and Hinshaw, 2001;Tang et al., 1997b;Tang et al., 
2000b;Zeng et al., 2001).  The localization at the cortical actin patches is important for 
Sla1p’s function in actin organization and endocytosis (Gourlay et al., 2003b;Warren et 
al., 2002b).  In light of our new finding that Sla1p and Vps1p could form a complex in 
vivo, it is interesting to investigate whether Vps1p could affect the normal subcellular 
localization of Sla1p.  The SLA1 gene in vps1∆ and the three GTPase mutants described 
above was tagged with GFP by integration.  The exponentially growing cells of these 
strains at 30oC were examined for actin structures and Sla1p-GFP localization.  In wild 
type cells, most of the Sla1p signals were localized to cortical actin patches which were 
well polarized in small- and medium-size-budded cells (Fig. 5.7 Vps1WT).  In all four 
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vps1 mutants, however, both actin and Sla1p signals were disturbed.  The cell cortex-
associated Sla1p was evidently diminished and most of the signals were not concentrated 
at the site of polarized growth (Fig. 5.7).  While the actin structures and the distribution 
patterns became abnormal, as described earlier, the co-localization between actin and 
Sla1p was no longer obvious in these mutants (Fig. 5.7).  Based on these findings, we 
conclude that the normal cellular location of Sla1p depends on the proper function of 
Vps1p. 
5.3  Discussion 
5.3.1    Genetic interaction between vps1 and sla1 mutants 
       The important role for Vps1p in actin cytoskeleton organization is supported by the 
observation that the vps1 null mutant was synthetically lethal with sla1. Synthetic 
lethality has been a recurring phenomenon among mutants with actin cytoskeleton 
defects and has been observed in many cases such as abp1 sla1 and abp1 sla2 
(Holtzman et al., 1993), pan1 end3 (Tang et al., 1997), pan1 sla1 (Tang and Cai, 1996), 
to name a few.  This phenotype is thought to reflect, at least in part, a functional 
redundancy of the cytoskeleton machinery components. Additionally, among the three 
yeast dynamin-related gene mutations, only vps1 conferred a synthetic lethality with 
sla1, demonstrating that the actin cytoskeleton-related function is unique to Vps1p 
among the yeast dynamin-like proteins.  Furthermore, the fact that the synthetic lethality 
of the sla1 vps1 double mutant was specific to alleles of sla1 which were defective in 
actin structures and endocytosis suggests that the two genes share a common function in 
regulating actin dynamics.  
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Figure 5.7   Vps1p is required for the cell cortex and polarized localization of Sla1p. 
The subcellular localization of Sla1p and actin morphology were altered in vps1∆ and the vps1 
GTPase mutants.  The genomic copy of SLA1 in strains YMC457 (vps1∆), YMC458 (vps1∆  with 
wild-type VPS1, Vps1WT), and YMC459~461 (vps1 GTPase mutants, vps1K42E, vps1S43N and 
vps1G315D, respectively) was tagged with GFP at its COOH-terminus (integrated with pXW70, 
Table 3) and the resulting strains were incubated at 30oC to the exponential phase followed by 
actin staining.  The actin organization and the subcellular localization of Sla1p from vps1∆ and 
the vps1 GTPase mutants were visualized under Leica microscope (Bar, 5µm).  
5.3.2 Vps1p may function in actin cytoskeleton through its 
interaction with Sla1p 
      The in vivo association between Vps1p and Sla1p may be transient at the place and 
time of its occurrence, because wild type Vps1p only associated with Sla1p efficiently 
when it was over-expressed or was mutated to the GTPase deficient states. These findings 
are consistent with the microscopic examination which reveals a low level of co-
localization between Vps1p and Sla1p.  Sla1p is known to play an important role in the 
regulation of actin cytoskeleton, by interacting with several proteins capable of 
promoting actin assembly such as Pan1p, Las17p, and Abp1p (Gourlay et al., 
2003a;Howard et al., 2002a;Tang et al., 1997a;Tang et al., 2000a;Warren et al., 2002a).  
Vps1p may affect actin cytoskeleton dynamics through its interaction with Sla1p.  We 
found that the proper localization of Sla1p was disturbed in vps1∆ and each of the three 
vps1 GTPase mutants at the semi-permissive temperature of 30oC (Fig. 5.7).  The 
distribution of Sla1p became more diffuse and depolarized, and it was no longer 
unmistakably co-localized with actin patches, which themselves were changed into 
abnormal structures in these mutants. Therefore, Vps1p may be required for the proper 
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localization of Sla1p, which in turn, is crucial for the normal organization of actin 
cytoskeleton and endocytosis process.   
        The three GTPase mutations in mammalian dynamin, including dynK44A, dynS45N, 
and dynG273D, are well-characterized. These mutations are thought to lock dynamin in 
different nucleotide-bound states and affect the GTPase activity of dynamin. For 
instance, dynK44A mutant was shown to exhibit a markedly reduced binding affinity for 
GTP and reduced GTP hydrolysis. The dynS45N could be preferentially stabilized in the 
GDP-bound state and is defective in GTP binding as well. However, the dynamin mutant 
G273D, corresponding to the Drosophila shibirets1 allele, is believed to lock dynamin in 
the GTP-bound state and is defective in GTP hydrolysis. The three vps1 GTPase 
mutations used in our studies were created in analogy to mutations in mammalian 
dynamin known to be involved in endocytosis and actin cytoskeleton organization.  
Although it has not been ascertained whether these putative vps1 GTPase mutants indeed 
result in a loss of the GTPase activity or have preference in the nucleotide binding, they 
have been shown to affect the actin organization and endocytosis in budding yeast 
(Chapter IV). In this part of study, Sla1p interacts with the vps1G315D mutant more 
strongly than with the other two GTPase mutants, probably because this mutation may 
affect the conformational flexibility of the GTPase more significantly than the other two 
mutations, as inferred from studies of the equivalent mutants of dynamin A, which shows 
that major conformational changes occurs during the GTP binding stage (Niemann et al., 
2001). Alternatively, it could be that the conformation adopted by vps1G315Dp is distinct 
from that of Vps1p, therefore vps1G315Dp can be more readily recognized by Sla1p. Taken 
together, these data suggest that the formation of a more stable Sla1p-Vps1p complex can 
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be facilitated when the Vps1p loses its GTP hydrolysis activity. However, all these 
suggestions about the binding affinity between Vps1p and Sla1p need to be verified, by 
further studies of Vps1p in its crystal structure and detailed biochemical characterizations 
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6.1 Background 
      Vps1p shares sequence identity with other members of the dynamin-related proteins 
mainly in the NH2-terminal GTPase domain-containing region and the COOH-terminal 
putative GED domain (Vater et al., 1992;Dever et al., 1987). In an early study which 
characterized the roles of Vps1p in vacuolar protein sorting, it has been suggested that 
the NH2-terminal domain of Vps1p with a GTP-binding/hydrolyzing activity is 
essential for vacuolar protein sorting, while its COOH-terminal region mediates its 
association with some unknown component of the sorting machinery (Vater et al., 
1992). In our study, the importance of Vps1p GTPase domain in actin organization and 
endocytosis has been further addressed by introducing point mutations to some 
conserved residues within the GTP-binding motifs (Chapter IV). In this chapter, the 
importance of the COOH-terminal region of Vps1p in actin-related functions is 
investigated. 
6.2     Results 
6.2.1  Overexpression of the COOH-terminal region of Vps1p  
            leads to growth defects at 37oC 
  
       The regions within Vps1p that are involved in the interaction with Sla1p were 
mapped by using the yeast two-hybrid assay system. As shown in Table 5, Vps1p 
interacted with Sla1p through a COOH-terminal region comprising the GED domain 
(amino acids 357-704 and amino acids 566-704). The NH2-terminal GTPase domain of 
Vps1p   (amino acids 1-355) also showed a positive, albeit weaker, interaction (Table 
5). 
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      Table 5. Two-hybrid interaction between Sla1p and Vps1p domains ∗ 
 
 
     




                                                                              
 ∗ In units of β-galactosidase activity 
 
     To analyze the importance of the COOH-terminal region of Vps1p, we first 
examined whether the ectopic expression of the COOH-terminal region could cause any 
defects in the actin cytoskeleton. Various regions of Vps1p (Fig. 6.1A) were tagged 
with CFP and placed under the galactose-inducible promoter, pGAL1 (pXW410-415, 
Table 3). All constructs gave rise to similar expression levels in vivo when induced by 
2% galactose (data not shown).  As shown in Fig. 6.1B, expression of a region 
containing the central and the COOH-terminal parts of Vps1p (amino acids 276-704) 
resulted in temperature sensitivity at 37oC.  Deletion of the very COOH-terminal GED 
domain from this construct mitigated this growth inhibitory effect (Fig. 6.1B, amino 
acids 276-616).  Thus, the GED domain was, at least in part, the cause of the lethality 
upon overexpression at 37oC.  On the other hand, the GED domain alone was not 
sufficient to result in a cell growth defect (Fig. 6.1B, amino acids 614-704), and it had 
to be combined with some 200 amino acids of upstream sequence (Fig. 6.1B, amino 
acids 357-704).  In comparison, overexpression of either the GTPase domain or the full 
length protein alone did not cause a temperature sensitive phenotype (Fig. 6.1B).          
<0.137±1.3< 0.146±0.812±0.264±0.5< 0.1Sla1p(aa1-1244)
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 Figure 6.1   The effects of the overexpression of the VPS1 COOH-terminal  
regions.  (A) The schematic structures of Vps1p and its deletion constructs used in the 
experiments below.  Numbers on the top indicate the amino acid positions.  (B) Over-
expression of the COOH-terminal regions of Vps1p caused cell death at 37oC.  Wild type 
cells containing various deletion constructs of VPS1 (pGAL1-VPS1C1~C4, pGAL1-VPS1-N1, 
Table 3), as well as the full length VPS1 (pGAL1-VPS1) were grown on glucose containing 
medium and replicated onto galactose plates, and incubated at 37oC for one day. 
 
6.2.2 Overexpression of the Vps1p COOH-terminal regions affects    
          the localization of Sla1p 
 
      The cellular localization of various regions of Vps1p was also examined in parallel 
with that of Sla1p.  Consistent with the finding that Vps1p and Sla1p could be 
immunoprecipitated as a complex, the full-length Vps1p (amino acids 1-704) was 
found to be partially co-localized with Sla1p after 4 hours of induction by galactose at 
30oC (Fig. 6.2, row 6).  Under the same condition, the two GED domain containing 
constructs that caused temperature sensitivity (amino acids 276-704 and amino acids 
357-704) both gave rise to more irregular or aggregated Vps1p signals which largely 
colocalized with the abnormally accumulated Sla1p (Fig. 6.2, rows 1 and 4).  Cells 
over-expressing the central region without the GED domain (amino acids 276-616) 
only showed one or two dots of the Vps1p signal in the cytosol, which did not alter the 
normal localization of Sla1p (Fig. 6.2, row 2).  Furthermore, overexpression of the very 
NH2-terminal GTPase domain (amino acids 1-355) or the very COOH-terminal GED 
domain (amino acids 614-704), both had no cell growth inhibitory effect, and yielded 
no discrete Vps1p signals at all (Fig. 6.2, rows 3 and 5).  These patterns of domain 
localization indicated that the GED domain along with some upstream sequence in the 
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central region of Vps1p is indispensable for the protein’s co-localization with Sla1p.  
This is in a good agreement with the two-hybrid interaction result demonstrating this 
region as being involved in the interaction with Sla1p. 
 
6.2.3 Overexpression of the Vps1p COOH-terminal regions   
increases the  sensitivity of LAT-A 
 
       As the proper localization of Sla1p is important for actin cytoskeleton organization, 
it was anticipated that the overexpression of the two GED domain containing constructs 
(amino acids 276-704 and amino acids 357-704) that caused cell lethality at 37oC and 
mislocalization of Sla1p will also compromise the function of the actin cytoskeleton.  
Thus the LAT-A sensitivity test was applied again to test the actin integrity when 
various truncated forms of Vps1p were over-expressed.  As shown in Fig. 6.3, over-
expression of the two versions of COOH-terminal region of Vps1p (amino acids 
276~704 and amino acids 357~704), which comprised of the Sla1p interacting region, 
led to hypersensitivity to LAT-A (Fig.6.3, 4 and 7).  The construct (amino acids 
276~616) devoid of the GED domain did not cause either the delocalization of Sla1p or 
apparent actin integrity defects.  These results suggested that the functions of Vps1p on 
actin cytoskeleton might be mediated through its GED domain and its association with 
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Figure 6.2   The localization of Sla1p was affected by the overexpression of the  
COOH-terminal regions of Vps1p.  The endogenous copy of SLA1 in wild type cells was 
tagged with YFP tag at its COOH-terminus and the resulting integrant was transformed with 
various deletion constructs of VPS1 indicated in Fig. 6.1(A).  The resulting transformants were 
cultured in raffinose-containing media to the mid-log phase before galactose was added and 
incubated for another 3 hours at 30oC.  The localization of the various domains of Vps1p along 
with that of Sla1p was examined under Leica microscope.  Note the partial co-localization of 






































































(2) pGAL1-VPS1 (aa 1-704)
(3) pGAL1-VPS1-N1 (aa1-355)
(4) pGAL1-VPS1-C1 ( aa 276-704)
(5) pGAL1-VPS1-C2 ( aa 276-616)
(6) pGAL1-VPS1-C4 ( aa 616-704)
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Figure 6.3  Effects of overexpression of the Vps1 COOH-terminal region on LAT-
A sensitivity.  The transformants tested in Fig. 6.1(B) were analyzed for their sensitivities to 
LAT-A. The transformants were grown on galactose-containing medium at 30oC, and LAT-A 
with the indicated concentrations was applied to the assay (left panel).  Their sensitivities to 
LAT-A were summarized graphically in the right panel. Data are the average of three 
independent experiments; error bars represent one standard deviation.  
 
6.2.4 Correlation between the defects in actin organization and    
           vacuolar protein sorting in vps1 mutants. 
       Our studies above have shown that Vps1p is required for actin cytoskeleton 
organization in yeast.  As Vps1p is well known for its functions in the protein transport 
process at the trans-Golgi network (TGN), it is important to find out whether the roles 
of Vps1p in vesicle transport and actin cytoskeleton are connected.  In an initial attempt 
to address this question, we compared the ability of various vps1 mutants (used in 
above) to perform vacuolar protein transport.  Vacuolar protein transport in yeast can 
be assayed by monitoring the traverse of a vacuolar protein, carboxypeptidase Y 
(CPY), which is first synthesized and glycosylated in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER). 
Upon translocation to TGN, CPY acquires further glycosylation before traveling from 
Golgi to vacuole through the endosomal systems (Gourlay et al., 2003;Howard et al., 
2002;Stevens et al., 1982).  The vps1 mutant is known to be defective in clathrin-
mediated vesicle formation at TGN.  As a result, CPY in vps1 cells is missorted and 
secreted into extracellular fractions which can be detected by anti-CPY antibody in a 
simple colony blot assay (Vater et al., 1992).  Using this assay, several interesting 
findings have been obtained. First, we found that the GTPase activity of Vps1p was 
required for the normal sorting of CPY.  As shown in Fig. 6.4, none of the GTPase 
mutants of vps1 expressed under its native promoter was able to correct the CPY 
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missorting defect in the vps1∆ cells (Fig. 6.4 A).  Second, overexpression of the vps1 
GTPase mutants promoted CPY secretion in wild type cells (Fig. 6.4 B), further 
demonstrating the dominant-negative effects of these mutants.  Third, overexpression 
of some truncated forms of Vps1p also led to missorting of CPY in wild type cells (Fig. 
6.4 C).  Significantly, those two Vps1p truncation constructs that caused temperature 
sensitivity and the hypersensitivity to LAT-A upon overexpression, amino acids 276-
704 and amino acids 357-704, were also the only two constructs that promoted CPY 
secretion in wild type cells in this experiment (Fig. 6.4 C, 4 and 6).   It is worth pointing 
out that the results of the above experiment can not be attributed to cell lyses as these 
mutants maintained their viability well under the assay conditions (data not shown).  
These results demonstrated that the function of Vps1p in vesicle protein sorting may be 
associated with its roles in actin cytoskeleton organization, and possibly involves the 
interaction with Sla1p.  
6.3    Discussion 
6.3.1   The importance of the COOH-terminal region of Vps1p  
       By the Yeast two-hybrid approach we have identified that Vps1p associates with 
Sla1p through its COOH-terminal region. Little has been known about the functions of 
the COOH-terminal region from the earlier studies, except for one study which 
proposed that the COOH-terminus of Vps1p may be involved in its targeting to some 
sorting apparatus. Our studies showed that; while the NH2-terminal GTPase domain of 
Vps1p (amino acids 1~355) exhibited a diffused and cytoplasmic localization, the 
COOH-terminal region of Vps1p (amino acids 276~704) exhibited large punctate or 
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(1)  (2) (3) (4)  (5) (6)
(1) GAL1-VPS1/W303 
(2) GAL1-VPS1-N1 (aa 1-355 )/W303
(3) GAL1-VPS1-C2 (aa 276-616)/W303
(4) GAL1-VPS1-C1 (aa 276-704)/W303
(5) GAL1-VPS1-C4 (aa 614-704)/W303

















































crescent-shaped structures located at cell periphery.  This phenotype indicated that the 
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Figure 6.4   Defects of different vps1 mutants in vacuolar protein sorting. 
(A) Abnormal secretion of CPY in the vps1∆ and the GTPase mutants.  Strains as 
indicated (YMC457~461) were cultured in YEPD media to saturation at 24oC.  The cell 
densities from these cultures were normalized and 5ul of them was spotted onto YEPD plates. 
After 2 days at 24oC, cells were replica-plated onto YEPD plates, overlaid with a 
nitrocellulose membrane, and incubated overnight at 30oC.  The membranes were then probed 
with a monoclonal antibody against CPY.  (B) Overexpression of the vps1 GTPase mutants 
caused the sorting defects of CPY in wild type cells.  Strains of YMC462~466 were first 
cultured in raffinose media at 24oC for 2 days. Cell numbers were normalized and 5ul of them 
was spotted onto galactose-containing plates.  After an overnight incubation at 24oC, cells 
were replica-plated onto refresh galactose plates, overlaid with a nitrocellulose membrane and 
incubated overnight at 30oC.  The membranes were probed with a monoclonal antibody 
against CPY.  (C) Overexpression of the COOH-terminal region of Vps1p resulted in the 
secretion of CPY in wild type cells.  Strains as indicated were assayed for CPY sorting as 
described in (B).  
 
 
Vps1p COOH-terminal region, the distribution of the central region (amino acids 276-
616) appeared to be some solid dot-like structures scattered about the cells.  Moreover, 
the shorter COOH-terminus of Vps1p (amino acids 614-704) was diffused throughout 
the cells, with a pattern similar to the localization of the GTPase domain of Vps1p.  A 
fragment which included about 200 amino acids upstream of this region (amino acids 
357-704) could restore its localization to a pattern similar to that of the Vps1p COOH-
terminus (amino acids 276~704). Therefore, it can be concluded that the region which 
includes amino acids 357 to 614 within Vps1p directs Vps1p to some specific 
compartments. This region is necessary, together with the GED domain, for Vps1p to 
alter the normal localization pattern of Sla1p, and to cause temperature sensitive growth 
and a hypersensitivity to LAT-A. It can be suggested that this localization signal within 
Vps1p is necessary for the integrity of actin cytoskeleton.  
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6.3.2    Non-separable defects between actin organization and  
              vacuolar protein sorting in vps1 mutants 
     Although Vps1p has been known to be required for a number of cellular processes, 
its most well-known function is in protein trafficking at the Golgi complex.  It is 
postulated that Vps1p promotes vesicle formation at the Golgi in an analogous way to 
dynamin functioning in endocytosis at the plasma membrane (Nothwehr et al., 
1995;Conibear and Stevens, 1995). Our studies have revealed that the function of 
Vps1p in the vesicle sorting at TGN is closely connected to its role in actin 
cytoskeleton organization. First of all, the intact GTPase activity of Vps1p is required 
for the normal trafficking of CPY, just as it is for actin cytoskeleton organization. 
Second, overexpression of the vps1 GTPase mutants exerts dominant-negative effects 
on the CPY sorting in wild-type cells, similar to their effects on actin organization. 
Notably, the same region of Vps1p (amino acids 357-704) was responsible, upon over-
expression, for inducing both actin structural abnormalities and promoting CPY 
secretion, suggesting that the actin-related function of Vps1p may not be separated 
from its function in vacuolar transport, this in turn suggested that protein transport from 
TGN might also involve actin cytoskeleton, which is going to be discussed further in 
the next chapter.  
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7.1   Vps1p is involved in many protein sorting events occurred in the  
        TGN  
       In all eukaryotic cells, the trans-Golgi network (TGN) is the major sorting organelle, 
in which newly synthesized proteins are sorted to different destinations. Some proteins 
are delivered to the cell surface following the secretory pathway, and others are targeted 
to the vacuole. In budding yeast, the Golgi-to-vacuole protein sorting is mediated by two 
parallel pathways: the CPY pathway, by which the cargo proteins are directed to vacuole 
via the prevacular compartment (PVC), and the alkaline phosphatase (ALP) pathway, by  
which the proteins are directly targeted to vacuole bypassing the PVC (Bankaitis et al., 
1986;Rothman and Stevens, 1986;Robinson et al., 1988;Rothman et al., 1989;Cowles et 
al., 1997;Piper et al., 1997) (Fig. 7.1). In the CPY pathway, the membrane protein 
Vps10p serves as the receptor of the vacuolar hydrolase CPY (Marcusson et al., 1994). 
CPY binds to Vps10p in the TGN and the resulting complex is sorted to the PVC, where 
CPY dissociates from its receptor and travels on to the vacuole whereas Vps10p is 
recycled to the Golgi (Cereghino et al., 1995;Cooper and Stevens, 1996) (Fig. 7.1). Like 
Vps10p, some other resident proteins in the TGN such as dipeptidyl aminopeptidase 
(DPAP) A and Kex2p, which process the maturation of the mating pheromone α-factor, 
are known to cycle between the TGN and PVC. 
       Similar to the functions of mammalian dynamin in endocytosis, the yeast Vps1p has 
been suggested to act with clathrin, to promote vesicles formation from the yeast TGN 
(Banta et al., 1988;Robinson et al., 1988;Rothman and Stevens, 1986;Rothman et al., 
1989;Rothman et al., 1990). It is proposed to be required for the formation of vesicles 
from the TGN which carry vacuolar and Golgi membrane proteins destined for the PVC.  
 














Figure 7.1  Roles of Vps1p in the protein trafficking at the TGN.  Vps1p is required for 
(1) the proper sorting of Vps10p and Kex2p from TGN via the CPY pathway; (2) the vacuolar 
transport of ALP via the ALP pathway; (3) the biogenesis of SVs in secretory pathway (see the 
text for details). EE: early endosome; LE/PVC: late endosome/prevacuolar compartment; V: 
vacuole; HDSV: high density secretory vesicle; LDSV: low density secretory vesicle. 
 
In the absence of Vps1p, proteins involved in the transport to PVC are diverted to PM 
after their departure from the TGN, and are delivered to the vacuole instead of being 
recycled to the TGN (Fig. 7.1). Therefore, the loss of the functions of Vps1p leads to the 
mislocalization of Golgi membrane proteins, including Vps10p, Kex2p, and A-ALP (a 
fusion protein being used as the TGN marker in yeast (Deloche and Schekman, 2002)).  
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pathway, which the entry of ALP to vacuole is dependent on the clathrin adaptor protein 
AP-3 (Piper et al., 1997;Bryant and Stevens, 1998) (Fig. 7.1). Vps1p also affects the 
formation of secretory vesicles (SVs), which are thought to derive from the TGN and 
carry the secreted proteins to the PM (Fig. 7.1). Collectively, Vps1p is intimately 
involved in many protein sorting events occurred in the TGN compartment.  
7.2   Implication of Vps1p in the actin-related events 
7.2.1    Connection between actin cytoskeleton and protein transport 
        Our studies on the functions of Vps1p in actin cytoskeleton organization have 
revealed a connection between actin organization and vesicle transport in yeast. Indeed, 
such connection has been established in mammalian cells based on several lines of 
evidence: (1) Perturbation of actin structure not only blocks the anterograde and 
retrograde protein transport through the Golgi, but also affects the Golgi morphology and 
positioning (Valderrama et al., 1998;Stamnes, 2002;Hirschberg et al., 1998;Valderrama 
et al., 2001). (2) A long list of actin-binding and actin regulatory proteins have been 
found to be localized to Golgi or Golgi-derived vesicles. These proteins include actin, 
spectrin, ankyrin, tropomyosin, debrin, and mAbp1 (see the review by Stamnes (Stamnes, 
2002)). The bindings of these actin-cytoskeleton proteins (e.g. actin, spectrin, and 
ankyrin) to Golgi are important for Golgi in protein sorting and structure maintenance. 
(3) The Rho-family regulatory G-protein Cdc42p is found to regulate actin 
polymerization and protein transport at the Golgi apparatus through a WASP/Arp2/3 
dependent manner (Musch et al., 2001;Kroschewski et al., 1999;Fucini et al., 2002;Wu et 
al., 2000;Luna et al., 2002). In parallel, a significant numbers of proteins have also been 
identified to be required for the protein sorting and the integrity of actin cytoskeleton in 
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yeast (Table 6). However, the mechanism of how the actin dynamics is integrated to 
protein trafficking is not clear yet. Several possibilities will be discussed in the following 
sections.  
7.2.2 An intact TGN sorting may be required in the polarized actin 
organization 
 
        Shmoo formation is a pheromone-triggered polarized growth which requires actin 
cytoskeleton reorganization (Chang and Peter, 2003;Madden and Snyder, 1998;Nelson, 
2003). It has been considered as an indicator in the analysis of the polarized actin 
organization, as such defect is always observed in the mutants (e.g. mutations of MYO2 
and VPS54) in which polarized organization of actin cytoskeleton is impaired (Mazzoni 
et al., 1993;Liu and Bretscher, 1992;Fiedler et al., 2002). In the vps1 null mutant, the 
cortical actin patches are grossly depolarized and aggregated under all tested conditions. 
Severe shmoo formation defects are also found in vps1 null mutants at the restrictive 
temperature. Therefore, it can be postulated that Vps1p may be required for the polarized 
growth in yeast. One possible model to explain the Vps1p’s role in actin organization is 
that the intact protein sorting through the TGN may be required for the polarized 
organization of actin cytoskeleton. This model is consistent with the observations that the 
mutants affecting the TGN-endosome protein trafficking (e.g. mutations of TPM1, TPM2, 
CHC1, PIK1, VPS54, and GRD20) are also defective in the polarized distribution of 
cortical actin patches (Table 6). A recent study also drew the similar conclusion that the 
defect in polarized actin organization could be the consequence of a primary defect in 
polarized secretion (Gao et al., 2003).  
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Table 6   Yeast proteins with dual functions in actin organization and     




in protein trafficking 
Known functions related 
to actin cytoskeleton 
Myo2p 
• Required for the polarized 
movement of secretory vesicles to 
the growing sites (Johnston et al., 
1991;Schott et al., 2002;Mazzoni 
et al., 1993). 
• Affecting actin polarization (Lillie 
and Brown, 1994); 
• Required for normal chitin 
deposition (Johnston et al., 1991); 
• Supporting actin-filament motility 
(Reck-Peterson et al., 2001). 
Slt2p 
• Required for the polarized 
distribution of secretory vesicles 
to the growing bud (Mazzoni et 
al., 1993). 
• Required for normal distribution of 
cortical actin patches and chitin 
deposition (Mazzoni et al., 1993). 
Tropomyosin 
Tpm1p/Tpm2p 
• Involved in the trafficking of 
CPY and ALP to the vacuole 
(Bonangelino et al., 2002); 
• Involved in the secretion of α-
factor (Bonangelino et al., 2002); 
• Affecting the polarized movement 
of secretory vesicles (Mazzoni et 
al., 1993;Schott et al., 2002). 
• Required for the stability of actin 
cables (Karpova et al., 1998;Liu 
and Bretscher, 1989;Karpova et al., 
2000); 
• Affecting the polarized localization 
of actin patches (Munn et al., 
1995); 
• Required for the shmoo formation 
and normal chitin deposition (Liu 






• Regulating TGN/Endosomal 
protein trafficking and affected α-
factor maturation (Luo and 
Chang, 1997;Stefan et al., 
2002;Ha et al., 2001); 
• Affecting the secretion of 
invertase (Foti et al., 2001);  
Mediated the slow trafficking of 
TGN protein A-ALP from TGN 
to PVC (Ha et al., 2003). 
• Required for the normal cell wall 
formation (Stolz et al., 1998); 
• Required for normal actin 
cytoskeleton morphology (Guo et 
al., 1999;O'Malley et al., 
2001;Ooms et al., 2000;Srinivasan 
et al., 1997;Stefan et al., 2002); 
Yeast Clathrin 
(Chc1p) 
• Required for the sorting of 
exocytic vesicles containing 
invertase (Harsay and Schekman, 
2002;Gurunathan et al., 2002);  
• Required for the retention of 
Golgi membrane protein Kex2p 
and exhibited a defect in α-factor 





• Mutations in Chc1p displayed  a 
major defect in cortical actin 
organization (Henry et al., 2002). 
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al., 1997;Seeger and Payne, 
1992); 
• Affecting the sorting of Vps10p 
from TGN to the endosome and 
the vacuolar sorting of CPY 
(Seeger and Payne, 1992;Deloche 
et al., 2001). 
Pik1p 
• Required for the secretion of 
invertase at non-permissive 
temperature (Schorr et al., 
2001;Audhya et al., 2000;Walch-
Solimena and Novick, 1999); 
• Involved in the processing and 
maturation of CPY (Schorr et al., 
2001;Audhya et al., 2000;Walch-
Solimena and Novick, 1999). 
• Required for the polarization of 
actin cytoskeleton (Walch-
Solimena and Novick, 1999);  
Vps54p 
• Acting at the TGN and affecting 
the vacuolar sorting of CPY, and 
the stability of Golgi proteins 
such as Kex2p, Vps10p, and A-
ALP (Conboy and Cyert, 
2000;Conibear and Stevens, 
2000); 
• Required for the retrograde 
transport of Golgi membrane 
proteins from an 
endosomal/prevacuolar 
compartment (Conibear and 
Stevens, 2000;Conibear et al., 
2003).  
• Required for the polarization of 
actin cytoskeleton and and affected 
a series of actin-related processes, 
such as shmoo formation and cell 
wall integrity (Fiedler et al., 2002). 
Grd20p 
• Required for the proper sorting of 
ER-derived vesicles and their 
subsequent fusion with Golgi 
complex (Short and Barr, 
2002;Morsomme and Riezman, 
2002); 
• Playing a direct role in CPY 
sorting and the retention of Golgi 
protein Kex2p (Spelbrink and 
Nothwehr, 1999;Suvorova et al., 
2002). 
• Required for the normal 
organization and polarization of 
actin cytoskeleton (Spelbrink and 
Nothwehr, 1999). 
 
7.2.3 A possible link between actin cytoskeleton and TGN protein 
trafficking   
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       In addition to the defect in the polarized actin organization, vps1 null mutant also 
displays the instability of F-actin structure. We have not been able to separate the actin 
related functions of Vps1p from its roles in the protein transport at the TGN by 
mutagenesis (Chapter VI). This further indicates that a close connection between actin 
organization and protein sorting at Golgi in budding yeast. There are at least two possible 
models to explain the connection. First, the protein transport from Golgi may require 
actin cytoskeleton, similar to the endocytosis process. In mammalian cells, evidence 
showing the integration of actin cytoskeleton in dynamin-required endocytosis is 
growing. Regardless of whether dynamins act as a mechano-enzyme during vesicle 
formation, the modulation of actin cytoskeleton at the endocytic sites has appeared to be 
an essential function of dynamins in endocytosis. In budding yeast, Vps1p is the only 
dynamin-like protein being identified to have genetic and physical interactions with 
Sla1p, which plays an important role in regulation of actin organization.  It is possible 
that through the Vps1p-Sla1p complex, the actin dynamics modulated by Sla1p is 
involved in the protein transport at the TGN. This is supported by our studies that an 
improper Vps1p-Sla1p interaction results in abnormal actin structure and defective CPY 
sorting. The Vps1p-Sla1p complex may be one of the yeast Golgi-associated cytoskeletal 
complexes, analogous to the ankryin-spectrin complex in animal cells that have 
implicated a role for actin in the protein sorting at TGN (Spelbrink and Nothwehr, 
1999;Beck et al., 1994;Beck et al., 1997;Devarajan et al., 1996;Devarajan et al., 1997).  
       Alternatively, given the presence of the Golgi-associated cytoskeletal complexes, 
Golgi proteins may interfere with actin organization through their interaction with actin-
binding proteins. Our studies have revealed that Vps1p may regulate the functions of 
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Sla1p in actin assembly through the Vps1p-Sla1p complex. Consequently, mutants of 
VPS1 display defects in actin organization and in actin-related processes, such as the 
internalization of Fur4p and Ste3p, and the distribution of the cell wall component chitin. 
Similar defects have also been found in the mutations of some other TGN proteins, such 
as Grd20p, Vps54p, and Chc1p (Table 6).  Conceivably, these Golgi proteins may 
interfere with actin organization through other unidentified Golgi-associated cytoskeletal 
complexes. 
 
7.2.4 Vps1p may be involved in endocytosis through a novel mechanism  
 
       Although Vps1p is required for the efficient internalization of Fur4p and Ste3p at 
restrict temperature, it does not appear to stably localize at the PM. It is possible that the 
endocytic defects of vps1 mutants were the secondary effects stemmed from their altered 
actin cytoskeleton organization. If this was the case, Vps1p may participate in 
endocytosis through a mechanism different from that of conventional dynamin, which is 
directly involved in the membrane invagination and vesicle formation at the cell 
periphery. In addition, the delay in the Ste3p turnover of vps1 mutant may also be 
attributed to its disorganized actin cytoskeleton. In fact, similar defects are also found in 
grd20 and vps54 mutants, which display abnormal actin organization (Conboy and Cyert, 
2000;Spelbrink and Nothwehr, 1999).   
        It is intriguing that the roles of Vps1p in endocytosis have been neglected for quite 
some time. The conclusion from previous studies that Vps1p was not involved in 
endocytosis was drawn from the following evidence: (1) In vps1 mutants, Vps10p and 
Kex2p which have been mislocalized to the PM are thought to be internalized to the 
vacuole, because the half-life of these two proteins is greatly reduced in vps1 mutant 
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(Nothwehr et al., 1995;Deloche and Schekman, 2002). (2) The endocytic delivery of the 
membrane marker FM 4-64 is normal in vps1 null mutant (Luo and Chang, 2000). 
However, the endocytic status of vps1 mutants could not be fully elucidated by measuring 
the half-life of Vps10p and Kex2p, and the internalization of FM 4-64, because Vps10p 
and Kex2p are mislocalized in vps1 mutant, and FM 4-64 is not a good marker for 
endocytosis. Even mutants that have severe endocytosis defect, such as end3 and end4, 
show normal FM-4-64 uptake.       
       In our studies, classical endocytic markers such as Fur4p and Ste3p are used and 
their internalization is measured at different temperature (e.g. 30oC and 37oC). It is clear 
that Vps1p is required for the internalization of Fur4p and Ste3p at non-permissive 
temperature and this defect may be attributed to the severely disorganized actin structure. 
Previously, it was also reported that the temperature-sensitive plasma membrane ATPase 
(pma1-7p) and the misfolded α-factor receptor (ste2-3p) are found not to be delivered to 
the vacuole in vpsl mutants through the endocytic pathway (Luo and Chang, 2000;Li et 
al., 1999;Chang and Fink, 1995). Together, these findings support the role of Vps1p in 
endocytosis, probably for some selective cargos whose internalization is dependent on 
normal actin organization.    
7.3   Future studies    
     In this study, we have clearly demonstrated that Vps1p is undoubtedly required for the 
normal actin organization and endocytosis in yeast. Vps1p regulates actin dynamics 
probably through its physical interaction with Sla1p, and the potential GTPase activity of 
Vps1p is required for its function in these two aspects. We also found that the functions 
of Vps1p in actin organization and protein sorting are likely dependent on each other. 
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This notion is consistent with recent findings from other groups. Some proteins involved 
in vesicle transport have been isolated in a large-scale identification of genes important 
for apical growth in budding yeast, and vice versa. Several proteins that are structurally 
or functionally related to actin have been identified in a genome-wide screen for CPY 
missorting (Bonangelino et al., 2002;Bidlingmaier and Snyder, 2002). To gain further 
insights into this issue, firstly, it would be important to explore the reason for the loss of 
polarized growth in vps1 mutant. It could be due to the involvement of Vps1p in the 
sorting and/or secretion of some cargoes which are required for the apical growth in 
budding yeast. Alternatively, in addition to its functions in cortical actin organization, 
Vps1p might also regulate the proper dynamics and/or organization of actin cables, which 
are required for polarized secretion and polarized growth.  Secondly, while Sla1p could 
be one of the Golgi-associated actin regulators, little is known about the roles of Sla1p in 
the protein sorting. The connection between Sla1p and Vps1p provides some clues to 
address the function of Sla1p in facilitating the CCVs formation at the TGN. Thirdly, 
although the importance of the putative GTPase activity of Vps1p has been implicated in 
our studies, it is yet not clear about the regulation of this dynamin-like GTPase. It is 
possible that Vps1p may undergo self-assembly through the intramolecular interaction 
between the GTPase domain and the GED domain to simulate its GTPase activity, which 
is the regulatory mechanism adopted by mammalian dynamin. Particularly, it will be 
crucial to ascertain whether Vps1p functions as a force-generating enzyme or a regulatory 
GTPase, or a molecule with combined aspects of both classes of GTPase.  
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The serine/threonine kinase Prk1p is known to be involved in the regulation of the actin
cytoskeleton organization in budding yeast. One possible function of Prk1p is the negative
regulation of Pan1p, an actin patch regulatory protein that forms a complex in vivo with at least
two other proteins, Sla1p and End3p. In this report, we identified Sla1p as another substrate for
Prk1p. The phosphorylation of Sla1p by Prk1p was established in vitro with the use of immuno-
precipitated Prk1p and in vivo with the use of PRK1 overexpression, and was further supported
by the finding that immunoprecipitated Sla1p contained PRK1- and ARK1-dependent kinase
activities. Stable complex formation between Prk1p and Sla1p/Pan1p in vivo could be observed
once the phosphorylation reaction was blocked by mutation in the catalytic site of Prk1p.
Elevation of Prk1p activities in wild-type cells resulted in a number of deficiencies, including those
in colocalization of Pan1p and Sla1p, endocytosis, and cell wall morphogenesis, likely attributable
to a disintegration of the Pan1p/Sla1p/End3p complex. These results lend a strong support to the
model that the phosphorylation of the Pan1p/Sla1p/End3p complex by Prk1p is one of the
important mechanisms by which the organization and functions of the actin cytoskeleton are
regulated.
INTRODUCTION
The rapid assembly and disassembly of actin filaments at
specific subcellular locations provide the mechanistic basis
for various dynamic activities such as cell motility, change of
cell shapes, and translocation of intracellular organelles
(Carlier and Pantaloni, 1997; Mermall et al., 1998; Cooper
and Schafer, 2000). An important part of our current knowl-
edge on the actin cytoskeleton dynamics comes from studies
of the actin cytoskeleton organization in the yeast Saccharo-
myces cerevisiae. The major actin cytoskeletal structures in
yeast are the cortical patches and the cytoplasmic cables,
both of which display a conspicuous pattern of dynamics
during the cell cycle. The pattern of cellular distribution of
these actin structures has long been noticed to correlate with
that of the localized surface growth (Adams and Pringle,
1984; Kilmartin and Adams, 1984; Novick and Botstein,
1985). The actin patches and cables are distributed evenly in
unbudded cells undergoing isotropical surface expansion.
At the time of bud emergence and during the entire period
of bud formation, the yeast cell assumes an apical growth
pattern, with most if not all of the actin patches mobilized
first to the bud site and later in the bud. The mother cell
exhibits essentially no enlargement during this time and
contains only the actin cables, which are all aligned toward
the bud (Adams and Pringle, 1984; Kilmartin and Adams,
1984; Lew and Reed, 1993). Despite the correlation in the
patterns of actin distribution and bud formation, the exact
roles of the actin cytoskeleton, especially the cortical
patches, in promoting cell growth have remained largely
unknown. Although cytoplasmic cables may serve as paths
for myosin molecules to transport secretion vesicles to the
cell surface (Novick and Botstein, 1985; Govindan et al., 1995;
Ayscough et al., 1997; Pruyne et al., 1998), a polarized distri-
bution of the cortical patches does not appear to be a neces-
sity for bud growth, because mutants that failed to maintain
a polarized localization of the cortical actin patches could
still form bud efficiently (Karpova et al., 2000).
Among a large number of proteins that have been identi-
fied to play direct or indirect roles in the function of the actin
cytoskeleton in yeast are a group of actin patch proteins
(Pruyne and Bretscher, 2000). These proteins reside on the
cell cortex as clusters and partially colocalize with the actin
patches. Three of them, Pan1p, End3p, and Sla1p, have been
known to form a complex in vivo (Tang et al., 2000), and to
be required for the actin patch morphology, membrane pro-
tein endocytosis, and cell wall synthesis (Holtzman et al.,
1993; Be´ne´detti et al., 1994; Tang and Cai, 1996; Tang et al.,
1997, 2000; Ayscough et al., 1999). Recently, the role of Pan1p
* Corresponding author. E-mail address: mcbcaimj@imcb.nus.
edu.sg.
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Introduction
Dynamin and dynamin-related proteins are an evolutionally
conserved family of large GTPases engaged in a diversity of
cellular processes, including endocytosis, intracellular protein
trafficking, and organelle partitioning (Hinshaw, 2000; Danino
and Hinshaw, 2001). The role of dynamin in clathrin-mediated
endocytosis is first suggested in the analysis of a temperature-
sensitive mutant of dynamin in Drosophila. At the non-
permissive temperature, the mutant, shibire, exhibits a
paralytic phenotype due to a block in endocytosis at the
presynaptic membranes (Kosaka and Ikeda, 1983). The
unusual accumulation of long invaginations at these
membranes indicates a failure in vesicle detachment (Kosaka
et al., 1983; Koenig and Ikeda, 1989). One conspicuous feature
of dynamin is its ability of self-assemble into spiral-like
structures around lipid tubules, which has led to the proposal
that dynamin acts as a mechano-enzyme to release the clathrin-
coated vesicles using its GTPase-dependent conformational
changes (Sweitzer and Hinshaw, 1998; Stowell et al., 1999;
Marks et al., 2001; McGavin et al., 2001; Song and Schmid,
2003).
Recent studies reveal that the function of dynamins in
endocytosis might depend on their roles as actin cytoskeleton
regulators. Actin cytoskeleton has been known for quite
some time to be important for endocytosis in the yeast
Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Yeast mutants with an abnormal or
perturbed cortical actin cytoskeleton are often found to be
defective in endocytosis (Munn, 2001). The evidence for actin
cytoskeleton participating in endocytosis in mammalian cells
has also been accumulating in recent years. Numerous studies
have established the ability of dynamin to interact with various
actin regulatory factors including profilin (Witke et al., 1998),
and the actin-binding protein Abp1 (Kessels et al., 2001),
as well as syndapin, intersectin, and cortactin, which link
dynamin to the Wiskott Aldrich Syndrome protein (WASP) and
the Arp2/3 complex, the major actin assembly promoters
(Qualmann et al., 1999; McGavin et al., 2001; Schafer et al.,
2002). Despite these findings, however, the exact function of
dynamin in endocytosis remains unresolved.
In addition to conventional dynamins, there are other
proteins from the dynamin family that share high homology
with dynamins in their N-terminal GTPase domain but show
less or no sequence conservation in other regions. These
dynamin-related proteins are generally also found to have
functions distinct from dynamins. For example, one of the
better-studied dynamin-like proteins, DLP1, is known to be
required for organelle morphology in mammalian cells (Shin
et al., 1997; Yoon et al., 1998; Imoto et al., 1998; Kamimoto
et al., 1998; Smirnova et al., 1998; Sever et al., 1999). So far,
there is no documentation yet to suggest that these dynamin-
like proteins have an actin-related function similar to the
conventional dynamins.
There are three dynamin-like proteins in yeast that are
structurally more related to DLP1 than to conventional
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Recent studies have suggested that the function of the large
GTPase dynamin in endocytosis in mammalian cells may
comprise a modulation of actin cytoskeleton. The role of
dynamin in actin cytoskeleton organization in the yeast
Saccharomyces cerevisiae has remained undefined. In this
report, we found that one of the yeast dynamin-related
proteins, Vps1p, is required for normal actin cytoskeleton
organization. At both permissive and non-permissive
temperatures, the vps1 mutants exhibited various degrees
of phenotypes commonly associated with actin cytoskeleton
defects: depolarized and aggregated actin structures,
hypersensitivity to the actin cytoskeleton toxin latrunculin-
A, randomized bud site selection and chitin deposition, and
impaired efficiency in the internalization of membrane
receptors. Over-expression of the GTPase mutants of vps1
also led to actin abnormalities. Consistent with these actin-
related defects, Vps1p was found to interact physically, and
partially co-localize, with the actin-regulatory protein
Sla1p. The normal cellular localization of Sla1p required
Vps1p and could be altered by over-expression of a region
of Vps1p that was involved in the interaction with Sla1p.
The same region also promoted mis-sorting of the vacuolar
protein carboxypeptidase Y upon over-expression. These
findings suggest that the functions of the dynamin-related
protein Vps1p in actin cytoskeleton dynamics and vacuolar
protein sorting are probably related to each other.
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